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Introduction 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Thesis Subject and Scope. 

Amorphous hydrogenated silicon (a-Si:H) solar cells are studied in depth with the 

aim of improving their quality and decreasing the costs involved in their production 

[1.2,3,4]. In this way a cheap and clean energy source can be developed which could 

playa meaningful role in solving such problems as environmental pollution and fuel 

shortage. 

One of the steps in producing an amorphous hydrogenated silicon solar cell is the 

deposition of an intrinsic a-Si:H layer of about 500 nm thickness. In industrial 

processes Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) is used to 

produce this layer. The typiCal growth-rate for deposition of a-Si:H with PECVD is 

about 0-1-0.3 nmls [5]. The growth-rate ultimately ascertains the price of the intrin

sic layer since the production coStS are mainly caused by the depreciation of the 

production facility. Increasing the growth-rate of the intrinsic layer without loss of 

quality is therefore an important facet of PECVD research which lead recently to 

growth-rates up to 3 nm/s [3]. 

In this thesis a new process for depositing a-Si:H is introduced. This nlethod, 

called Plasma-Beam Deposition (PBD), uses an expanding thermal plasma beam as a 

dissociative transport medium for silane (Si~)_ It is anticipated that PBD will be 

suitable for deposition with high growth-rates and it has already been successfully 

adopted for the deposition of carbon layers. For instance a-C:H layers can be deposi

ted at 200 nm/s whereas this growth-rate is about 3 nmls using PECVD. 

For the past four years the production of a-Si:H of acceptable quality by a new 

PBD set up has been being investigated. In order to find the optimum plasma para~ 

meters for material growth, a refractive index optimization study was performed. 

Layers grown under such conditions were further characterized using various layer 

diagnostiCs. The results of this optimization study and the results of a material 
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characteriz.ation study arc, along with the investigations into the physical properties 

of the eKpanding plasma beam, the main subjects of this thesis. 

1.2 Sotar CeUs 

Cells for the conversion of solar energy into electricity are prOduced from various 

materials. As well as a~Si:H, crystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon, gallium 

arsenide and even organic material [6,7,8] are used for the pWduclion of solar cells. 

Every type of cell offers specific advantages, e.g. high conversion efficiency (GaAs) 

and stability (c-Si). Amorphous (hydrogenated silicon solar) cells distinguish them

selves by their: low production costs. A further advantage of amorphous cells is their 

ease or production on large sur:faces at low temperatures and various substrates 

ranging from ceramic roof tiles to polymers. [5J. Furthermore, amorphous cells are 

hundred times thinner than cryStalline cells. 

The main disadvantage of amorphous cells is that their maximum efficiency of 

13.2% [9], which is generally lower than that of other cell-types, decreases lO about 

75 % of its initial value in 200 days of illumination [10]. Much research is being 

devoted to reducing this decrease. 

The most common configuration of an a-Si:H solar cell is the so-called single 

junction cell (figure 1.1). This consists. of a stack of six layers grown on glass Or 

other substrates, which is covered by a polymer housing to protect the cell from 

mechanical damage [11]. 

Light of sufficient energy can excite electrons in the intrinsic layer from the 

valence- to lhe conduction band. These photo-excited electrons are extracted by 

sandwiching the i-layer between a ~ and an n-type doped a-Si:H layer. The electric 

field between the p- and n-Iayers causes the electrons to drift resulting in a photo 

current. Contribution to this current from holes can be neglected because of their 

relatively low mobility (0.8 cm2/ys for electrons and 2.10-3 cm2Ns for holes at 

room temperature [12]). 
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The cell can be used to power a device by applying electrical contacts. On one 

side an aluminium layer is generally used; on the other side one uses a conducting 

contaCt, that needs to be transparent in order to allow light to reach the intrinsic 

layer. For this purpose Transparent Conducting Oxides (TCO) such as indium tin 

oxide Or zinc oxide are often used. If this single-junction cell is grown on glass, an 

intermediate thin silicon oxide film is necessary to prevent diffusion of alkali metal 

atoms. always present in glass. to the cell. Commercially available solar--cell panels 

(NAPS France 1994) Can presently be purchased for about 7.5 $/Wp, where Wp 

stands for Watt at full sunlight exposure. 

Most types of soja..- cell work according to the principle described above. The 

maximum efficiency so far reached by a single junction amorphous hydrogenated 

silicon solar cell is reponed to be 13.2% [9J. 

1.3 Amorphous Hydrogenated Silicon, History and Properties 

More than twenty years ago amorphous silicon was regarded as useless for prac

tical applications because of its inferior semi--conducting properties. Because of the 

high defect densities in the random three-dimensional network of this sputtered 

material this was only considered interesting from an academic point of view. In the 
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early seventies Spear and LeComber [13] showed that great improvement in its 

electronic properties could be obtained if intdnsic amorphous silicon was not deposi

ted by means of sputtering, but by deposition from glow discharge decomposed 

silane (SiH4 ). The idea was that incorporation of hydrogen [14,15] render:s unOCCU

pied (dangling) bonds passive [16] so they do not aCt as recombination sites, i.e. 

amorphous silicon became amorphous hydrogenated silicon. Electrons which are 

excited to the conduction band could now travel through the material with a lower 

probability of recombination_ 

It took Spear and LeComber another three years [17,18] to show that it was 

possible to dope a-Si:H by adding small amounts of phosphine or diborane to the 

plasma_ This made many large-area optoelectronic applications in electrophotogrl

phy, thin-film a-Si:H tr:ansiStor1\ and amorphous hydrogenated silicon solar cells 

possible. 

c-Si a-Si:fl 

V~'n~ CMdUOUM:t: : II L...:.,bFan:.::.:::;d=-=---------l-....... --'----=c::..:;::b::..:an=di===---. E 
better a - Si:H a - Si 

a) b) 

figure 1.2: Schematic representation oj the band structureS oj anwrpho!ls hydrogena

ted silicon and crystalline silicon (a). The density oj states (DOS) shows no sharp 

edges in the anwrphous case- At the valence band- edge localized tail states (LT) 

OCCllr_ At the. conduction band-edge extended tail states (ET) are jound. The increase 

of the DOS at mid gap is mainly caused by dangling bonds. The effect oj these states 

in the bandgap On conduction is shown in (b). Tn the a-Si case recombination can 

OCCla' via stateS in the band gap whereas the amorphous hydrogenated silicon case 

contains fewer dangling bonds. Conduction is improved by this effect. 
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figure 1.3: Schematic representation of a part of an amorphous hydrogenated silicon 

network (a). Defects such as dangling bonds, poly hydrides and voids are shown in 

the figure. In figure 1.3 (b) the effect of hydrogen diffusion is shown. Photons with 

sufficient energy can destroy the Si·H bond (1). If the diffusing hydrogen atom (2) 

finds a so-called weak bond (WE) this bond can be destroyed (3) resulting in the 

creation of two dangling bonds. 

The most important feature of a-Si;H for solar cell applications is the millionfold 

increase of conductivity under illumination. This increase is made possible by the 

fact that a large-scale repetition of similar silicon~siJjcon bonds results in a band 

structure of valence- and conduction-band separated by an energy gap typically of 

1.8 eV. Compared with crystalline silicon the band structure is not as sharp owing to 

defects and dispersion of bond- angles and distances. Figure 1.2 a) gives a schematic 

representation of the band structure of a-Si:H and c-Si. Dispersion of bond- angles 

and distances results in extended tail states at the band edges. These states are called 

localized- and extended tail states at respectively the valence- and the conduction 

band. Defects such as dangling bonds result in electronic states at mid gap. It is 

important to minimize the number of defects for the effective conduction of a-Si:H 

under illumination. Dangling bonds can be brought down to less than 1015 cm-3 by 

inCOJporation of 10% H. 
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Other undesired defects of the amotphous silicon netwOrk (figure 1.3) are the 

occurrence of voids, polyhydrides like SiH2 and SiH3 or polymer-like (SiH2\1 
chains, and lhe presence of impurities such as oxygen and nitrogen. If these defects 

are minimized a-Si:H has a refractive index ranging from 3_5 to 5.5 in the visible 

part of the spectrum and an absorption coefficient increasing from 104 cm-1 in the 

red part to 2.105 cm-1 in [he blue part of the visible spectrum. The condllctivity of 

l(}-ID (ncm)-l in darkness increases to 10-4 (Qcm)-l under illumination by sunlight. 

Material wilh these properties is known as device quality, 
Neither light nor dark conductivity is stable under illumination. This So--called 

Staebler-Wronski effect is believed to be caused by diffusion of hydrogen and 
subsequent weak-bond destruction. Hydrogen can diffuse through the material after 

photodestructlon of iLS hond with silicon, as shown in figure 1,3 b- If the Si-Si bond 

angles disperse by more than seven degrees the bonds become weak. Normally 6--8 

% of the Si-Si bonds in a-Si:H are weak bonds. 

The defects mentioned in this section are often interrelated, such as void fraction 

and dihydride content [19J, high radical sticking coefficient deposition and void 

fraction, [20] and micro particulate deposition and void fraction [21]. Minimization 

of the void fraction by optimization of the refractive index results in a minimization 

of several other defects at the same lime. 

1.4 Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition of a-Si:H 

Intrinsic amorphous hydrogenated silicon can be produced in a variety of ways_ 

The only industdally important technique is deposition by means of Plasma Enhan

ced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECYD) [5]- Here a-SiB is grown in a radio-

frequency parallel~plate glow discharge reactor. Other techniques like sputtering 

[22]. Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) [23], HomoCVD [24] and ECR [25] also 

yield a-Si:H by meanS of growth_on the atomic scale, whereas Ionized Cluster Beam 

Deposition [26] uses clusters of about 1000 atoms to deposit a-Si:H. In the latter 

----------,------~----------.----
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case acceleration voltages of several kilovolts are needed to decompose the cluster at 

the surface. 

Although the techniques mentioned have made considerable progress in the last 

decade, all commercially available a-Si:H is produced uSing PReVD. 

The PECVD process, schematically depicted in figure lA, takes place in a parallel 

plate reactor in which a 13.56 MHz radio-frequency glow discharge is produced. 

figure 1.4 The PECVD process. Radicals 

from silanl!. difftl.se towards a substrate 

where an a·Si:H layer grows. Space charge 

separation causes positive ions to be accel

erated towards the substrate resulting in 

ion bombardment. (This figure is drawn 

upside down, and substrates are generally 

l'IWunted on the top electrode to prevent the 

effect of powder particles falling on the 

growing layer). 

Silane and hydrogen are decomposed by means of electron collisions to produce 

radicals and ions. The radicals from silane, which are believed to be the growth 

precursors, diffuse reaching a substrate on which a layer growS with a typical 

growth-rate of 0.1 - 0.3 nm/s. This growth-rate is also partly determined by the 

limited production of radicalS and the diffusive (not directed) nature of radical trans

port. 

A substrate temperature of 250 to 300°C is necessary to enhance the surface 

migration of growth precursors leading to a decrease in the density of dangling bonds 

[27]. Because of its larger surface mobility, SiH3 radicals are believed [28] to be 

responsible for the deposition of high quality material. Other researchers [29] believe 

the SiHl radical to act as growth precursor. Surface migration of SiHz is however 

hindered by the fact that these radicals cling mOre flfmly to their initial position. 
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In order to remove hydrogen from the surface, thus creating new bonding sites, 

SiH3 and H radicals and the substrate temperature playa role. In this pwcess ion 

bombardment by 30 - 70 eV ions coming from the plasma is also believed to be 

significant [30]. These ions are accelerated by the electric field between the plasma 

bulk and the negative space charge. This negative sheath is fonned by the the larger 

mobility of the electrons with respect to the ions and their ability to follow the 

rapidly varying electric field which powers the plasma. Ion bombardment can have 
positive effects on both film quality and growth~rate when its energy is lower than 

70 tV [31] whereas bombardment with a higher energy results in poor quality mater

ial. 

At present several options for improving the quality and decreasing the costs 

involved in produCing amorphous cells are being studied. The intrinsic layer is 

important in the determination of both quality and price. 

Improvement in the quality can be achieved if a-Si:H is produced with a s(f--{.:al· 

led hot-wire deposition method. In this method silane is decomposed thennally by a 

hot (2000 K) tungsten wire. Flow transport to a substrate heated to 300 °C enables 

growth of a··Si:H to occur. The disperSion of bonding angles of material grown in 

this way is not anticorrelated with the hydrogen content [32] as is commOn in Nher 

deposition techniques. Hence a lower concentration of hydrogen can ~ used without 

increasing the concentration of weak bonds which could then be destroyed by diffu· 

sing hydrogen. A small percentage of hydrogen incorporated in the material is in this 

case enough to produce good electronic properties. 

Much trouble has been taken in order to increase the growth-rate without loss of 

quality. This is necessary because the production costs of this part of the cell are 

mainly related to the depredation of the production facility used. For example. the 

feasibility of higher radio-frequencies in PECVD. yielding a growth-rate of 3 nmfs 

at 200 MHz [3]. has been investigated. The use of disilane (ShH6) is also being 

explored [33, 34]. These attempts have led in many cases to the formation of clusters 

of Silicon and hydrogen atoms by either ion or neutral nucleation [35]. These micro

particulates are 2 to 30 nm in diameter [36] and have an ulterior effect on layer 

quality. 
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1.5 Plasma-Beam Deposition of Amorphous Hydrogenated Silicon 

In the group Equilibrium and Transport in Plasmas at the department of Technical 

Physics of the Eindhoven University of Technology a new deposition technique 

known as Plasma-Beam Deposition (PSD) for the deposition of a-Si:H has been 

developed. One of the advantages of this new method is that One can grow material 

with a higher growth-rate which is of eminent importance in reducing production 

costs. The qUality of a-Si:H thus produced has of course to be maintained. 

In the ftrst instance (1983) a set-up was built to investigate the possibilities for 

carbon deposition [37,38,39] leaving the dangers involved wi£h £he use of silane until· 

a later stage. When this set up proved to be Sllccessful a second set up was built 

(l989) especially for plasma beam deposition of a-Si:H. A schematic drawing of the 

set up can be found in figure 1.5. 

The method uses an expanding themlal plasma in argon and hydrogen to disso· 

ciate and transport silane. The dissociation products are deposited on a substrate 

which is pOSitioned downstream in the expansion. The most important 

figure 1.5: The Anwrph(Ju$ Hydrogenated Silicon Plasma Beam. Deposition set up-
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differences between this technique and PEeVD are that PBD uses a directed beam 

with larger particle fluxes, and that ther:e is nO ion bombardment. The self bias of the 

substrate is too low (-1.5 eV) to accelerate ions to energies comparable to the ion 

bombardment ener:gy in PECVD. 

The plasma beam deposition .process is separated in four stages which will be 

subsequently discussed_ 

1 Plasma Droductioo 

In. a cascaded ar:e a subatmospheric thennal plasma (T~ ~ Tb ~ 1 eV. ne ~ 1022 

m-3) is produced in argon uSing a typical flow-rate of 60 sccts and a current of 60 

ampere causing a voltage drop of 100 Volts between cathodes and anode [40]. The 

ionization degree of the plasma is roughly 10 % [38J. Hydrogen can be fed to the 

plasma with a typical flow-rate of 10 sects. causing the voltage to increase. The 

pressure decreases [rom cathodes to anode from 0.5 to 0_1 bar. 

2 Dissociation and Direct TransOM. 

Through a parabolically shaped nozzle the plasma is allowed to expand into the 

vessel containing a vacuum. The typical working pressure in the vessel is 0_2 mbar. 

Inside the vessel the plasma expands supersonically befor:e it undergoes a shock in 

the fonn of a barrel. after which it expands subsonically [37]. Silane is injected into 

the vessel near the nozzle with a typical flow-rate of 4 sects. Dissociation of silane 

is performed by means of charge--exchange reactions with argon ions and dissociati

ve recombination with electrons_ Note that this mechanism is different from the 

electron.--collision dominated dissociation in RF plasmas. The kinetic energy of the 

electrons is too low (0.3 e V [41,42]) to dissociate silane_ The ionization energy of 

argon ions 05-76 eV) however exceeds the ionization energy of silane (11.66 eV)_ 

Dissociation can then take place by means of charge exchange reactions followed by 

dissociative recombination e.g.: 

---------------------------------------------------
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(Ll) 

ThiS leads to the formation of radicals and ions from silane. These dissociation 

products are transported towards a substrate with a typical transport velocity of 1000 

m/s [43]. Addition of 10 sccls of hydrogen to the plasma (Ar"" 50 scc/s, 1-60 A and 

p=O.2 mbar) causes the ionization degree of the expanding plasma to drop by factor 

100 [44]. This has a great influence on the chemical composition of the expanding 

plasma. 

3 DeQQsition, 

The dissociation products will anive at a substrate, which is usually polished c-Si 

or high resistivity glass, where a layer with a typical thickness of 600 om is grown. 

The substrate is heated to 250/300 dc. This temperature was chosen since in PECVD 

it plays an important role in the necessary surface migration enhancement of deposi

tion precursors. At these temperatures PECVD material shows a minimum in dang

ling bond density [27J. The effect of the substrate temperature On the layer quality 

can however be different in the PBD method. 

4. Indirect TransIl.Q.tL 

The majority of the panicles are not deposited directly. From the flow-rate of 60 

see/s, the working pressure of 0.2 mbar and the vessel volume of 0.24 mS one can 

calculate that the residence time is about 1 second. The transport time from i'i!C to 

substrate is however only 0.3 millisecondS, taking the typical velocity of 1000 m/s 

[43] and the distance of 30 em into account. In the time remaining. complex trans

port phenomena such as recirculation can occur which can influence the deposition 

process. The formation of dust particles is observed and after several deposition 

experiments layers grow without injection of silane from these previously produced 
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particulates. The typical growth-rates of microparticulate deposition are two orders 
of magnitude smaller lhan the growth-rate with injection of silane. 

1.6 Previous Results on PRO 

In the first PBD set-up various types of carbon layers have been deposited with 

higher growth-rates than in PECVD. Relevant material properties. like transparency, 

hardness and heat conductivity however remained the same [37,38]. Table 1.1 lists 

the gl"Owth-rates of different types of carbon layers gwwn with PBD compared to a 

typical growth-rate for PECVD. 

Table 1.1: Growth-rate increase using PBD instead of PECVD. 

Material 

a-C:H 

Diamond 

PBn 

200 nmls [37] 

15 nmls [38,39J 

PECYD 

3 nmls 
1 nmls 

The results Of this carbon research suggested Lhat encouraging results trom similar 

work on the plasma-beam deposition of amorphous hydrogenated silicon could be 

expected. Electronic properties of plasma beam deposited carbon have however not 
been studied in depth because they were not of interest for the projected application. 

Also the microstructure has nOt yet been investigated thoroughly. No prediction can 

be made with respect to the microstructural or electronic behaviour of plasma beam 

deposited a-Si:H before this work has been done. 
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1.7 Thesis SUUCture 

The results obtained with the new deposition set-up are presented in this thesis. 

The fIrst part (chapter 2 and 3) is devoted to the set-up itself and to the plasma 

characteristics of the expansion. In chapter 2 the conStruction of the set up and the 

improvements in its operation are discussed. Jnvestigations of the plasma characteris

tics of the expanding argonlhydrogenlsilane beam, which were mainly obtained by 

emission spectroscopy, are presented in chapter 3. 
The second part (chapters 4 to 7) is devoted to the characteriution of plasma

beam deposited material and to the dependency of its quality On the plasma para

meters. We stan with a description of the diagnostics used to obtain infOmJation 

about the material properties (chapter 4). One technique, in. situ ellipsometry, which 

yields the growth-rate and the refractive index: during deposition, has been more 

fully evaluated. A new analysis technique had to be developed in order to analyze 

the measurements (chapter 5). These preparations led to a search for the combination 

of the plasma parameters under which the best material is to be expected using only 

in situ ellipsometry (chapter 6). This chapter presents the results of multilayer depo

sition experiments in which layers are grow!) On top of one another under various 

conditions. By ignoring the possible effects of initial growth on the depOSition, a fast 

scan was made of the refractive index and the growth-rate of the material as a 

function of !.he four most important plasma parameters; argon, hydrogen and silane 

flow and arc Current. This multi layer approach provided insight into the role the 

plasma plays in the depOSition process of a~Si:H. Using the best settings single 

layers were produced and analy4ed by ellipsometry and other diagnostics (chapter 7). 

Finally, general conclusions have been be given in chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Set-Up 

In this chapter the teChnical description of the plasma-beam deposition set-up is 

presented. This description is divided in five parts: 2.1 vacuum system, 2.2 plasma 
source, 2.3 gas supply, 2.4 load-lock and substrate manipulation and 2_5 safety 

aspects_ Technical data concerning the apparatus can be found in table 2.1. Typical 

values of now-rates, pressure and Currents are summarized in table 2.2. 

2.1 Vacuum System 

The plasma-beam deposition set-up consists of a cylindrical stainless steel reactor 

vessel with at both sides a circular flange (fig 2.1.1). They will be referred to as 

cascaded arc flange and substrate flange_ An additional segment can be pla

figure 2.1.1: The Plasma-Beam 
Deposition Set-Up-

ced between the main vessel and the 

cascaded arc flange thus increasing 

the distance between arc and sub· 
strate from 35 to 70 em. 

The reactor is equipped with 

several ports for windows and 

vacuum connections_ It can be 

pumped by two different pumping 

syStems: a turbo system and a roots 

system. The turbo system (not 

shown in the figure) is used when 

the system is at rest It consists of a 

turbo molecular pump and a rough. 

ing pump to keep the vesseJ under 

high (3 -10-6 mbar, pumping capa· 

city 1620 m3/h)_ 
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vacuum. The roots-system consists of two roots pumps and a roughing pump_ ThiS 

pumping system is connected to the vessel via an adjustable valve. It is used when a 

plasma. is generated (standard working pressure 0.2 mbar, pumping capacity 2600 

m3Jh for a gas flow-rate of roo sec/s). The roots pumps are placed at several meters 

from the vessel for safety reasons (see also 2.5; safety precautions). This decreases 

the pump speed to about half its capacity_ 

After three years of use acids that were used in the production of the main va

cuum vessel have corroded the _welding of the flanges. As a result several leaks 

occurred and the background pressure became as high as 2·10-5 mbar. The partial 

pressure of oxygen and nitrogen will be causing a minimum contamination of the 

layers with 1-10-2 % assuming an equal sticking coefficient of oxygen and silicon. 

Only the results presented in chapter 6 are affected by this problems. 

2_2 Plasma Source 

On one flange of the vacuum vessel a cascaded arc used as a plasma source is 

mounted (figure 2.Ll and 2.2.1). It consists of ten, water cooled, isolated copper 

plates with a centr.lr bore of 4 

mm which are stacked between 

an anode plate at the flange side, 

and a cathode mounting head. 

The cathode head contains three 

tungsten cathodes, mounted under 

120 degrees, of which only One is 

shown in the figure. A power 

supply can feed current through 

the arc via serial resistors. Typi

cal values for current and voltage 

are 60 A and 100 V. 

AI 

figure 2.2.1: The Cascaded Arc. 
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A transparent plastic box covers the arc in order to prevent accidents to occur during 
operation. 

Tn the cascaded arc a thermal plasma is produced with an ionization degree of 

roughly ten percent when running On argon. The pressure inside the arc decreases 

from 0.5 bar at the cathode side to 0.1 bar at the nozzle side. In standard operation 

the electron temperature reaches values up to 14000 K. Due to its bright light emis

sion, such an arc can also be used as a light source. More details On the cascaded arc 

can be found in references 11-9]. 

2.3 Gas supply 

Argon carrier gas is fed to the arc via the cathode house. Hydrogen can be fed to 

the plasma through the t1fth plate from the anode side. Silane is injected inside the 

vessel via a stainless steel pipe. The slightly flattened exit of this pipe is directed 

perpendicularly to the expansion axis. InjeCtion takes place at a distance of five 

centimeters from the expansion axis and at 1 centimeter from the cascaded arc 

flange. Silane is not injected in the arc because extremely fast deposition eau&-

figure 2.3.1: The Gas System_ 

es obstruction of the arc 

channel in a few seconds. 

Other injection methods like 

rings su(rounding the expan. 

sian became blocked after a 

while, due to thermal de

composition and deposition. 

For reasons of safety and 

continuity the first injection 

method, which is not opti, 

mized for symmetry, is used 

at this moment. Mbdng of 

silane with the plasma is not 

perfect but is a compromi-
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se between safety and reactor optimization. In case the injection pipe is obstructed, 

silane Can be drained through a bypass directly connected to the cascaded arc flange. 

High purity gas flow-rates (99.999 % for AI and H2, 99.995 % for silane) are 

controlled by flow-rate controllers (Fc) of 200 sccts (Ar), 16 scc/s (H2) and 12 scc/s 

(SiH4), located between two gas valves (Y). For the silane conduit two more valves 

are installed for safety reasonS. One immediately after the reduction valve and the 

other, a pressure controlled valve, on the silane bottle itself. The silane conduit can 

be purged with argon. Typical values for the gas flow-rates are Ar=60 scc/s, H2'-lO 

secls and Sif4::o4 sects. 

2.4 Load Lock and Substrate Manipulation 

TO keep the reactor vessel at a low pressure as long as possible, avoiding Conta

mination by air, substrates are applled via a load lock system (figure 2.1.1 and 2.4. O. 
This system is pumped by a turbomolecular pumping system (1.10-7 mbar, pumping 

capacity 684 m3/h, not shown on the figure). Using a magnetically coupled manipu

lation arm (MA) an aluminium substrate holder (SH) can be brought into the reactor 

vesseL Inside the vessel the subSl!ate holder slides into an aluminium holder support 

(HS) and springs puSh the holder against the back of the holder support to obtain a 

good heat contact. The holder suppon is mounted on a copper block (CB) which can 

be heated with heater (H) up to 350°C. This copper block is again mounted via a 

teflon ring (TR) for elecuical insulation (V self bias= -1.5 V), onto a stainless steel 

pipe (SP) of 40 cm length which is part of the substrate flange. The substrate tempe~ 

rature is measured with a thennocouple (TC) on a dummy copper substrate (DS) 

which is clipped to the front of the holder support. The substrate temperature will be 

determined by the balance between heat flux from the plasma, heat loss to the copper 

block and radiative losses. Choosing the block temperature makes it possible to set 

the deposition temperature. Stability of thiS value depends on the plasma parameters. 
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HS 

CB TR 

Cross section M 

a) b) 

figure 2.4.1.-

(a) Load Lock and Substrate Manipulation- The substrate holder (SH) slides over a 

rail system into the reactor vessel, by pushing the manipulation arm (MA). 

(b) Cross section of the sub.rtrate holder supporting system. The substrate temperatu

re is meas!lred on a dummy substrate (DS) with a thermocouple (TC). 1he substrate 

holder (SH). holder support (HS) and copper block (CB) are electrically isolated 

from the steel pipe (SP) with a teflon ring (TR). The copper block can be heated 

using a heater (H). 

Typical subs.trate temperature variations during deposition are 5 OC with a max.imum 

of 10°C when low growth-rates and thus longer deposition times are used-

Some measurements of the substrate-temperature and substrate-bias arc given for 

the long version of the apparatus, with the extra segment. Temperatures are measured 

on a steel and a glass substrate using thermocouples. Figure 2.4.2 shows the initial 

temperatllre increase (dTsuJdt)t;;{l on the glass substrate as a function of vessel press

ure (using rill,. '" 60 seels and Iarc '" 60 A). arc current (using rIl;u: "" 60 scc/s and p '" 

0.65 mbar) and argon flow-rate (using p '" 0.65 mbar and Iare -- 60 A). Figure 2.4.3 

shows the difference in temperature raise of a glass and a steel. sample after 20 

seconds of plasma heating from an initial temperature of 300 K. 
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A substrate-bias voltage and simultaneous-substrate temperature measurement in the 

short version of the apparatus, uSing different gas flow-rate combinations, is shown 

in figure 2.4.4. 
J? (mn3r) 

30 6D 

I." (A), .:D" (sects) 

figure 2.4.2: Plasma heating 

of glass substrates. 

110 

400 

G 
o -

.lSD 

}OO L-_~ _____ ~_---l 

~ .10 9~ llO 

1." (A), 

figure 2.4.3: Difference in heating between 

glass and steel substrates. 

J50 ,........------~~--, -J 

T ••• 
JOO - _____ .. 1 .~ 
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,..- 256 

-1 
lOO L-______________ ~ 

o 60 90 120 

Time (s) 

figure 2.4.4: MeasureffW.nt of substrate selfbias is pe1fomutd using I/J", -":: 85 seets, 

¢b'}. '" 10 sec/s, <Ps1.b4 '" 0.5, Isrc ;;:: 60 A and p "" 0.2 mbar_ Subsequently the following 

flow-rate combinations are used: (t=O s) argon, (to::24 $) argon + hydrogen, (t .. 35 s) 

argon + hydrogen + silane, and (t",,90 $) argon + hydrogen. 
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25 Safety Precaution.~ 

Working with silane is potentially dangerous. Silane bums at concentrations of 
more than 5% in air and the moment of ignition is highly unpredictable. In order to 

make the setup as safe as is necessary, mainly three precautions have heen taken. 

The first, most rigorous precaution is that the gases and the roots pumping system 
are placed in a container outside the building. The time silane is actually in the 

laboratory is hereby minimized. The associated diminishment of pumping capacity 
has already been mentiOned in 2. L Gas leaving the exit of the roms system is ex
hausted via a ventilation pipe to the roof of the building. 

The second precaution is that there are only three interconnections in the silane 

conduit (silane bottle, now-rate controller and reactor) which are monitor:ed with two 

silane detectors: one in the container and one in the laboratory. For this purpose all 

valves and now-rate controllers in the laboratory are placed in a special cabinet, 

shown in figure 2.3.1, which is connected to the ventilation system and to which also 

a plastic housing, covering the cascaded are, is connected. This cabinet is monitored 

by a silane detector. 

Thirdly, the complete set-up is controlled using a Programmable Logic Controller 
(PLC). Every command to change something in the sel-up operation (e.g. opening of 
valves Or Starting of pumps) is in first instance suggested to the PLC The proposed 

action is checked for possible dangers for man and machine. If the PLC program 

considers the action to be sate the PLC will execute the command. For instance, 

silane is only allowed to flow when I) the arc is burning, 2) the roots system rough

ing pump is purged with more then 60 scc/s nitrogen and 3) all ventilation systems 

are operating. In this particular case we can add that as a hardware safety precaution 

the pneumatic valve is not always connected to the compr:essed air supply. This 

supply has to be connected manually befor:e, and disconnected after silane e;o;:peri

ments. 

These three precautions have proven to be successful and nO calamities occurred 

in the past four years. The remaining safety precautions are the use of a porch and a 
safety lock On the door between the porch and the laboratory. Furthermore, we can 
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mention the use of smoke detectors in the lab, container and the use of special air 

ventilated gas cabinets in the container to store silane and hydrogen. The plastic 

conduit for compressed air, which is used to open the pressure controlled valve on 

the silane bottle, will melt in case of flre. This valve will close automatically if the 

pressure becomes atmospheric. 

One subject concerning safety has still to be discussed. Using silane in the set-up 

described above, gives rise to considerable amounts of dust particles of typically I 

micrometer in size. These particles are pyrophouric and cleaning the vessel often 

causes slow burning of powder. This would be no problem when we are certain that 

these particles are no threat to our health. To our knowledge no research has been 

done On the toxic properties of such powders. The procedure used to clean the vessel 

is that we use a vacuum cleaner with a miCrometer filter, wear gloves, dust coat and 

a gas mask. The VaCuum vessel is ventilated during cleaning to prevent dust to enter 

the laboratory. 

A second problem that arises is that nOt all the powder bums directly when in 

contact with air. Two vacuum cleaners burned out in the past two years, One of them 

designed to remove gunpowder. Cleaning of the vessel is now preceded with a forced 

buming of powder by an oxygen plasma. Another advantage of using an oxygen 

plasma is that one forces controlled oxidation of silane which might be dissolved in 

the pump oil of the roots system. This can be done when no personnel is present in 

the container. Changing pump oil has however not yet been problematic. 

The last subject concerning powder and safety is the fact that the silane detectors 

respond to powder and cause fake silane alarms. These give rise to an offset just 

above the minimum level in the measured sHane concentration which remains for 

several days in which no research activities are performed. This effect makes any 

silane alarm multi-interpretable. In the last four years there were no silane alarms 

apart from the two with powder being Involved. The safety precautions have there" 

fore proven to be suffiCient and no real problems have occurred. 
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Table 2.1 Technical Data 

Vacuum System: 

Reactor Vessel 
Extra Segment 

2 Load Lock 
3 Reactor Turbo System 

4 Roots System 

5 Load Lock Turbo System 

6 Pressure Meters 

7 Adjustable Valve; 

Cascaded Arc : 

1 Channel diameter 
2 Arc Length 
3 Plate Isolation 
4 Cathode Material 
5 Power Supply 
6 Resistances 

Gas Supply: 

1 Argon 
2 Hydrogen 
3 Silane 
4 flow-rate controllerS 
5 Gas Valves 

Experimental Set-Up 

1 ;;:: 0.8 m, ~ 00: 0.5 m. 
1", 0.35 mt ~ '" 0.5 m. 
I = 0.25 m, ~ = 0.25 m. 

Leybold Turbo 1620 m3fh. 
Edwards Duo 720 m3Jh. 
Edwards EH 2600 m31h. 
Balzen WKP 500 m3Jh. 
Leybold Trivac D65B. 

Pfeifer TPH200 684 m3fh. 
Edwards 2500 m31h. 
1) Baratron MKS 122; 1010 mbar. 
2) Baratron MKS 127; 10 robar. 
3) Leybold Pirani; 10--10-3 mbar. 
4) Leybold Penning 10-3-10-8 robar. 
VAT pressure controler 

4mm. 
60mm. 
PVGTefloniBoron Nitride/Viton O-ring seal. 
98% Tungsten + 2% thorium. 
Srnit 400 volt - 100 ampere. 
6 n each cathode. 

Messer GriessheimIHoeklOOS 5.0. 
DeAR 5.0. 
UCAR4.5. 
Tylan FT280. 
AVE 

25 
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Continuation of table 2.1 

Substrates and Substrate Manipulation: 

1 Substrates 
c-Si' 
High Resistivity Glass; 

2 Manipulation arm: 
3 Substrate holder: 

4 Substrate temperature 
measurement: 

Set-Up Control: 

1 Hardware: 
2 Software 

Safety: 

1 Silane detectors 
2 Smoke alatm 

Table 2.2 Standard Settings 

AI flow 
H2 now 
SiH4 flow 
IN 

Pvcssel 

Typical value 

60 see/s 
10 sects 
4 seefs 
60 A/100V 

0.2 mbar 

1.10-6 mbar. 

n type, resistivity 2-3 ncm, thickness 500 11m. 

Coming 7059; resitivity 10\5 nem. 
Coming Glass Works. 
Leybold DN 35 CF (Magnetically coupled). 
Aluminium, 0.15)(0-15 m, Maximum substrate 
diameter; ~ ::: 0.11 m. 

K-type Chromel-Alumel Thermocouple. 

Siemens PLC-115. 
WIZCON 2_1, PC SOfL International. 

Ucar GD8KD silane detectors_ 
Telcnorm. 

Range 

[25 - 120 sec/s]. 
[0 - 20 sec/s]. 
[0,2 - 8 see/s]. 
[25 - 8S AlSO - nOv1. 
Without hydrogen: V=80 V. 
[0.1 - 5 mbar], 
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Chapter 3 

Emission Spectroscopy on an Expanding ArIHJSilL Plasma 

3.1 Introduction 

In order to obtain a plasma physical characterization of the expanding plasma, the 

emission of the plasma jet has been studied uSing an emission spectroscopy set-up. 

The concentrations of the various atoms, molecular ions- and radicals are of great 

interest in relation with the discussion in view of possible deposition mechanisms. 

Funhennore, the dissociation of silane will go through a different channel than by 

means of electron collisions as is. the case in PECVD, since the electron temperature 

of about 0.3 eV is one order of magnitude lower than in RF or DC glow discharges. 

Insight in the dissociation mechanism can give infonnation on how the plasma 

composition changes when changing the plasma parameters like flow-rates, current 

and pressure. 

The major- part of this chapter has been published in the Journal of Applied Phy

sics (71, 9, 1992) and on the 11th Intemational Symposium On Plasma Chemistry in 

Loughborough 1993 (proceedings pp 350--354). 

TwO spectroscopic measurement cycles are performed using different conditions 

and e:x:perimental set-ups. The [lISt set-up uses a parallel beam transport of light 

uSing lenses and mirrors to make an image of the plasma on a monochromator. 

Measurements were done 15.5 em from the nozzle using an extra segment with a 

length of 35 em between the reactor vessel and the cascaded arC flange. Windows are 

mounted On this extra segment giving better optical access to the plasma. 

Spectroscopic studies were performed using an argon flow-rate of 60 sec/s, an arc 

current of 60 A and a vessel pressllre of 1 mbar. The silane flow-rate of 0.5 scc/s 

was a mixture of 10% silane in argon (total flow-rate '" 5 sec/s). For this condition 

the rotational and vibrational temperatures of the SiR radical and the ion concentra

tion ratios of argon, silicon and hydrogen have been determined. 
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The second set-up uses. for ease Of alignment, a fiber bundle to image the plasma 

on the entrance slit of the monochromator. Also the possibility of photon counting 

was introduced to increase the dynamical range of the set-up_ Using this. set-up, 

measurements at one centimeter in front of the substrate (32 cm from the nozzle) 

were performed_ In this case pure silane was used instead of the 10% mixture_ The 

plasma settings used for this study are subsequently A) the argon jet, the argon! • 

hydrogen jet, B) the argon/silane beam and C) the argonlhydrogenlsilane jet. 

3.2 Experimental Set-Up 

The first set-up used to make a 1:1 image of the plasma on the entrance slit of the 

monochromator is shown in figure 3_2,1. It consists of two plano-convex glass 

lenses, L1 and L2 (f"" 500 mm) separated by a par:allcl part between four aluminium 

coated mirrors, The parallel part is used so that the plasma can be scanned without 

disturbing the alignment and the shape of the detection volume. Two mirrors Ml and 

M2 and the first lens Ll are mounted in a periscopical way on a two dimensional 

positioning system. This makes automatic two dimensional scanning over the win

dows possible. Due to the window size the lateral scans are limited to a region of 

about 100 mm. Lens L2 focuses the parallel beam onto a pinhole P (radius 0_5 mm) 

after which a glass biconvex lens L3 with a focal length of 100 mm images the 

pinhole on the monochromator entrance slit. The mOnochromator entrance slit, the 

pinhole and the apertures of the lenses and mirrors deter:mine the shape of the detec

tion volume: the part of the plasma from where radiation can pass through the optical 

system and reach the monochromator. This detection volume is conically shaped 

with the optical axis as symmetry axis. A cross-section of the detection volume 

perpendicularly to the optical axis in the plasma is horizontally determined by the 

diameter of the pinhole and vertically by the width of the monochromator slit. The 

solid angle of the conical volume is detemlined by the focal length of L 1 and the 

minimum diameter of the used lenses and mirrors, In our case this minimum 

diameter is found for Ll and L2 resulting in a solid angle of 11.6 Sf. 
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figure 3.2.1 a) The first e.mission 
spectroscopy experiment. Only three 

of the four mirrors (MI-M4) in the 
equidistant beam part have been. 
sketched. The plillma iSfocused 1:1 

on ~he entrance slit of the mOn()-.. 

chromator (MON). The photo multiplier 

(PM) output is monitored using a 

strip chart recorder (SCR) or a 

personal computer (PC). More details 

can be found in the main text. 

29 

figure 3.2.1 b) In the second 
set-up the mirrors are 
replaced try a fiber bundle 
for ease of alignment. Photon 
counting has been introduced 
(not shown in the figure) to 

enhance the dynamical range 
of the set-up. 
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A Czemy-Turner HR 640 monochromator (Jobin-Yvon) with a focal length of 
640 mm and variable slits (IO Ilm- 3 rnm) is used. Apparatus profiles have been 

measured using a low pressure Hg lamp in front of the pinhole. The dispersion of the 

monochromator is about 1.2 nm/mm. A photomultiplier with a bOfOsilicate window 

(EMI 9698B; sensitive wavelength region about 300-800 nm) is mounted on the 

monochromator exit slit. A Philips PW 4024/01 power supply is used to power the 

photomultiplier. Spectra can be recorded using a Keithley 409 picoammeter with its 

3 V outlet connected to a Hewlett Packard HP7101B strip chart record~)L An RC 

damping network with an integration time of 25 ms, averaging the noise from the 

photomultiplier output, makes the signal fit for sampling by a personal computer. 
The AID converter sampling the picoammeter output is controlled by the same 

computer software that drives the stepping motor of the monochromator grating. The 

system was calibrated for absolute measurements using a tungsten ribbon lamp in the 

reactor vessel at the position of the plasma. 

In the second version of the spectroscopy set-up the four mirrors, lens L2 and 

pinhole P are replaced by a glass fiber bundle_ The entrance of the fiber bundle at the 
plasma side is circular with a diameter of 2 mm while the exit of the fiber bundle is 

rectangular (0.5 x 40 mm) i.e. adjusted to the slit geometry_ The detection volume is 

again conically shaped but in t~e focus the cross-section perpendicularly to the 

optical axis is now circular instead of reClangular. 

To reduce dark current effects the photomultiplier is cooled by Peltier cooling 

elements (Peltron GMBH, type PKE 12 A 0021) powered by a TPS OW··10 power 

supply_ The obtained photomultiplier signal is measured using a photon counting 
sysLem. An amplifier/discriminator (EG&G PARe 1182-36103) discriminates photon 
pulses from noise pulses and produces a TTL pulse for every photon reaching the 

photo multiplier. The discriminator is fed by a EA-3042 dual power supply. The 

amplified pulses are counted by a photon counting card. 
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3.3 Results 

Some typical spectra obtained in !he PBD set-up are shown in figure 3.3.1 a-h. In 

this chapter the different conditions will be discussed. The plots in the rig9t column 

shows (enlarged) the part of the spectra of the left column where the SiH vibration 

band is located. 
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fisure 3.3.1: Spectra of different plasma compositions recorded One centimeter in 
front of the substrate holder. The flow-rates were in 1Pa. '" 60 sec/s, if1h2 :;;;; 10 scc/s, 
lP~ih4 '" 0-5 scc/s. The arc current was 75 A and the vessel pressure 0.2 mhar. 
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A: The ar~.on aDd ar~Qn! hydro~en spectm 

An argon speclrum, recorded at 32 em from the nozz.le using I :;0: 75 A, P "" 0.5 
mbar and an argon flow-rate of 60 see!s, shows mainly a.gon lines as is to be expec

ted. Along with argon lines some traces of atomic hydrogen lines (Ha, HfJ and Hi) 

are observed as well as a silicon line at 390.5 nm. This is explained by the fact that 

the reactor vessel still contains remainders from previously produced Ar/Si~1H2 
plasmas. Hydrogen Hnes Can result from desorption of hydrogen f(Om the vessel 

walls. The silicon lines may originate from silicon clusters produced in previous. 

runS. The vessel walls are generally covered with a silicon containing powder as. 

discussed in chapter 2. This is in accordance with the observation that without silane 

injection growth of silicon has been observed with typical growth rate of 0.1 nm/s. 
If hydrogen is injected in Lhe arc the argon lines are almost completely disappear 

and atomic hydrogen lines appear. These lines originate from high quanlum levels (n 

up to 15). Some argon lines are still present in the red part of the spectrum (e.g. 

696.5,706.8,714.7,738.4,750.4 and 751.4 nm). 

B' The arzon I Silane spectra 

If silane is added to an expanding argon plasma (¢ru: ;;;; 60 scels, o/siM "" 0.5 sec/s in 
4.5 scc/s argon, p "'- 0.2 mbar and l=60 ampere) the intensity of the beam compared 

lo the pure argon case drops a few orders of magnitude. The plasma radiation, 

measured at 15.5 cm from the nozzle, is mainly due to spectral lines of Si 1. In the 

near UV (385.6, 386.3 nm) and in the red (634.7,637.1 nrn) regions some Si II lines 

arc observed. Furthermore some argon lines are present, along with the hydrogen 

Balmer series, up to levels with n '" 9,10. The molecular spectrum of SiH in the 

region 405-430 nm (the A26.-XZO electronic transition, including the (0,0) and (1,1) 

vibrational bands) is not very intense compared to the strong emission of the radicals 

observed using certain glow discharges [2,3]. Some faint lines could not be identified 

but are probably caused by impurities. The continuum part of the spectrum is much 
weaker than in pure argon. 
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Spectra under different working conditions do not depend strongly on the geome

try of the silane input, as long as the total silane flow-rate remains constant. In this 

situation a ring was used to inject silane in the plasma perpendicularly to the expan

sion axis. Some. rather small, spectral intensity changes were noticed due to vessel 

pressure variations up to 15% from one experimental run to another. 

Lowering the current to 30 amperes has a drastic influence on the spectrum. In 

thiS Case only the strongest lines of the Balmer series. some Si I lines (4s - 3p transi· 

tions), the strong 696.5 AI I line and the SiH molecular spectrum remain. 

Through the window in the extra segment it was possible to measure at different 

axial positions. Measurements between 12 and 19 em show no noticeable gradients 

along the beam axis SO we Can restrict ourselves to measurements at 15.5 cm. Lateral 

measurements show rather smoo~ Gaussian-like distributions. 

It is appropriate to point to an important difference in radiation characteristics 

between RF plasmas [2.3] and expanding cascaded arc plasmas [lJ. In the RF case 

the plasma is ionizing, i.e., the electron temperature is in the range of several eV. 

Hence eJectron excitation and ioni7..alion of atomic and molecular species dominate. 

The present method uses a recombining plasma-beam. From experiments in pure 

argon, argon- methane, and argon~hydrogen in similar set-ups it is known that the 

electron temperature is relatively low (around 0.3 eV) (28] whereas the heavy partic

le temperature is relatively high (also around 0.3 eV), COmpared to glow discharge 

conditions. This has considerable consequences for atomic spectroscopy: in the 

present situation electron excitation and ionization can be totally ignored in view of 

an extremely small Boltzmann exponent, The density of the excited levels has to 

arise from higher excited states, either by dielectronic recombination (high excited 

levels in ail systems) or by charge e;x:change and dissociative recombination (specific 

levels). As a consequence, high excited levels are in Saha equilibrium with their 

respective continuum and. hence, .level population density measurements can be used 

to obtain infonnation about plasma parameters. 
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bl Atomic SpeCtrQSCollY ResulJs. 

Relative intensity measurements using lines of silicon. argon and hydrogen for 

different levels show that the plasma is recombining. Lower ex.cited levels are 

strongly depopulated by radiation processes. whereas the uppermost levels are in 

Saha equilibrium with the adjacent ion ground state. Bibermans famlllia for the 

critical energy level E~ [5]. 

(3.3.1 ) 

above which the level population is described by the Saha equation can be used to 

abLain the extent of the Saha region. It was estimated to be about 0.5 eV from the 

continuum for an electron density (ne) of about 1018 m-' and an electron temperature 

(T e) of about 5000 K [5]. Electron colUsions are probably the dominant process in 

excited state destruction and Creation in this Saha region, making it possible to use 

these levels to determine the plasma parameters uSing absolute intensity measure

ments. The lines selected for absolute intensity measurements are given in table 

3.3.1. The majority or the Si I lines. originating from high excited levels (5p. 6p), are 

most likely in the Saha region. 

In view of the rather small plasma-beam radial gradients. only 15 lateral points 

were taken. Emission spectra were registered for wave1englh regions of inlerest at 

each lateral position. From these spectral data the radial profiles were calculated 

using an Abel inversion method using filtered back projection [6]. The limited lateral 

observation range made it difficult to observe the full lateral profiles of certain 

strong lines (e.g., Ar 696.5 nm, Ho:, H/J). Some of these profiles were ther:efore 

extrapolated to the region outside the observation volume when estimating the accu· 

racy of the method. The fact that not all prOfiles are equally shaped indicates an 

inhomogeneous species density distribution in plasma. Emission variations in the 

order of 10%-20% occurred due to reproducibility problems, turbulence and Poisson 

noise. 

The absolute calibration of the exper:iment was perfoffiled with an accuracy of 

about 10%. Hence. the uncertainties in the transition probabilities for silicon (up to 

50%) determine the accuracy of calculations of the level densities per statistical 
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Table 3.3.1: Spectral lines selected for the plasma parameters determination using 

absolute intensity measurements [8,25,26J. 

It Ep Apq 

(nm) Transition (eV) (l08 S-1) gp 

Si I 390.6 4s1FO-3p2 IS 5.08 0.118 3 
410.3 4s3pcL3p2 IS 4.93 0.0016 3 
564.6 5p3P-4S 3po 7.12 0.0097 5 
568.4 5p3S--4s 3pO 7.13 0.026 3 
569.0 5p3P-4s 3po 7.10 0.012 3 
570.1 5p3P-.-4s 3pO 7.10 0.037 1 
570.8 5p3P-4s 3po 7.12 0.014 5 
578.0 5p3D-4s 3po 7.06 0.0098 3 
579.3 5p3D--4s 3pO 7.07 0.013 5 
579.8 5p3D--4s 3po 7.09 0.018 7 
474.8 6p(3/2.1/:d-4s 3po 7.54 0.0057 5 
4755 6p[Sh,3hJ-4s 3po 7.53 0.0075 3 
477.3 6p[3h,3/,2]--4S 3pO 7.53 0.0057 3 
478.3 6p[3/2,1/i1-4S 3po 7.54 0.017 3 
480.5 6p[lh,3!2J--4S 3po 7.50 0.006 3 
494.8 6P[3/~J-4S lpo 7.56 0.042 1 
672.2 6d1D pIP 7.71 0.034 5 
655.5 7d3fO-4p 3D 7.87 0.0069 9 

Si II 385.6 4p2pO-3s3p2 2D 10.07 0.36 4 
386.2 4p2FO-3p2 2D 10.07 OAl 2 
634.7 4p2P'0-4s2 S 10.07 0.70 4 
637.1 4p2PO--4s2 S 10.07 0.69 2 

HI 656.3 3-2 12.09 0.441 18 
486.1 4--2 12.75 0.0842 32 
434.0 5~2 13.06 0.0253 50 

ArI 696.5 4p'[l/;tHs[3hP 13.33 0.067 3 
525.3 7d[71z]O-4p[5/21 15.45 0.0056 7 

weight (n/g). Using averaged data for several lines originating from the same upper 
levels (e.g., 5p, 6p levels for Si I) probably eliminates parts of the uncertainties 

introduced by inaccurate transition probabilities and possible plasma variations. 
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Some results for en/g) at the center of the plasma beam are given in figure 3,3,2 

for excited states of Si, H. and AI atoms, as well as Si ions. A simplified scheme of 

the energy level structure for different species is shown in the same figure. Only the 

averaged data for 5p and 6p levels fOJ: Si I are given. The error bars indicate the data 

scattering due to the errors mentioned above, The population number densities for 

6d, 7p levels of Si 1 were evaluated using single lines (672.2 ancl 655.6 nm, respec

tively) in a spectral region where the system is not very sensitive, making these data 

less reliable. Furthennore, lines originating from the 4s level of Si I were not used 

because this level is too far from the continuum to be in Saha equilibrium [4.5]. If 

we use the 4s,5p and 6p levels for 
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figure 3.3.2: Excited levels popula

tion for different species in the 

expanding Ar-SiH4 plasma jet. 

Schematic ener8Y levels diagrams 

are presented below the Boltznwnn 

plots. The slope of the lines in the 

Boltzmann plots correspond to an 

electron temperatllre of about 5000 

K. Full circles denote averaged data 

for several lines with errOr bars 

indicating the data scattering; open 

circles indicate single measure

ments. 

temperature detennination (using a Boltzmann plot), a temperature of about 7000 -

8000 K is obtained, This value is too high for an expanding plasma at a distance of 

15.5 em from the nozzle [7]. If the temperature is determined using only the 5p, 6p 
levels, a value of T ~ 4500 K is obtained. The same situation was found at radial 

positions up to 40 mm from the center of the beam. This last value was chosen as a 

first approximation for the electron temperature. 
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Relative ion concentrations of different plasma spedes can be evaluated starting 

from the Saha-Boltzmann equations for the different species [5}: 

(3.3.2) 

where the subscript s is used to indicate one of the species Ar, Si or H. The super

script '+' denotes ionized species. The constant C=(2mnJdh2)3/2; the other symbols 

are: g - the statistical weight, k - Boltzmann's constant, Te - the electron temperatu

re, Ei - the ionization potential of the species concerned, and Eq - the excitation 

energy from the atom ground state of the level q. The ion partition function us+ is 

defined by: 

(3.3.3) 

where the sum is taken over all excited states k+ of the ion with Ek+ the energy of 

these levels taken from the ion ground state. niis quantity relates the population nl+ 

of a certain excited ion level 1+ to the total ion density ns+ assuming thermal equili

brium: 

(3.3.4) 

Lowering Of the ionization potential due to the influence of the plasma is neglec

ted since it is smaller than 3·10-3 eV [5J. If we write Eq. (3.3.2) for different species 

the ion concentration ratios can be calculated by dividing the respective Saha equa

tions, e-g.: 

(33.5) 

An equalion analogous to Eq. (3.3.5) can be written for the ratio of ion concentra

tions of S1+ and H+. Note that the temperature dependence of the ratio in Eq. (3.3.5) 
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can be made very small by using. energy levels at such distance from the continuum 

that the difference [(Ej-Eq)ar(Ei-Eq)si] is small compared to kT~. In our case this 

energy difference was abollt 0.1 eV, resulting in a very weak temperature dependen

ce. This is the reason why in Eq. (3.3.5) the rough temperature estimate from the 
Boltzmann plots could be llsed without introducing appreciable errors. 

Using the fact that the electron density is equal to the total ion density (quasi 

neutrality) we can express the electron density as follows: 

n + n + 
ne '" n .+ [1 + ~ + ~) ;;;; Kn .+ 

Sl nSt nSl SI , 
(3.3.6) 

defining the symbol K. By doing so, we suppose that all ions are atomic positive 

ions, i.e., that the concentrations of molecular ions, negative ions and doubly ionized 
species are small compared to the singly ionized species concentrations. Note, that 

this does not mean that these ions cannot be important as an intermediate in kinetic 

processes. 
We can evaluate the electron temperature more accurately by sUbstituting in Eq. 

(3.3.2) ne = Knsi+ and relating the total ion density nsi+ to the population of an 

excited ion state p+ with Boltzmann Eq. (3.3.4). The Saha - Boltzmann relation for 

silicon can then be written as: 

(3.3.7) 

Using the measured (nlg) values for the silicon atoms (q) and ions (p.~) One can 

estimate Te. Due to the strong influence of the electron temperature in Eq. (3.3.7) 

(the energy sum in the exponent is large compared to kT~), the temperature detem'li· 

nation can be quite exact, even though there may be considerable uncertainties in K 

and (nJg) and substantial deviations from equilibrium between Si* and (Si+)*. 

The temperatures evaluated in this way can be used to refine ion- and electron 
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density detennination using Eqs. (3.3.2) and (3.3.4) yielding for n~i+: 

(3.3.8) 

From fIrst sight it seems that the electron density n~ could also be evaluated using 

only Eq. (3.3.2) in which nsj+/usj+ is replaced by (n/g)p+exp(Ep+/kTe) according to Eq. 

(3.3.4) resulting in: 

ne "" (nlg),j""'\l . CT!'2.e-(Ei+Ep+ -Eq)IkTe). 
(n/g)si~p+ 

(3.3.9) 

In that apporoach the detennination contains an (strong) exponential dependence on 

temperature, and deviations from equilibrium would come linearly in the expression. 

Hence for the present situation this is nOt an appropriate way to detennine ne. The 

value of nsi+, as determined using Eg. (3.3.8), is less dependent on the electron 

temperature (small energy difference in exponent). and depends only on the calcula

tion of the factor K. 

The following levels and lines were used for the (nlg) detennination; 

Si 6p A=474.8 - 494.8 nm; Eq{6p) "" 7.53 eV 
Si+ 4p .\=634.7,386.3 nm; Eq{4p) '" 10.07 eV 

Ar7d ~525.3 nm; Eq(7d) '" 15.45 eV 
H5 ).=434.1 nm; Eq(5d) ;;:; 13.06 eV 

Transition probabilities were taken from Wiese. Smith and Miles [8]; partition funcw 

£ion values assuming a Boltzmann equilibrium were obtained from Drawin and 

Felenbock [9]. 

The electron temperature. determined using Eqs. (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) • proved to be 

about 5000 K and constant up to·40 rom from the center of the plasma, within 100 

K. The charged particle density distribution are presented in figure 3.3.3. The ion 

conCentration ratios appeared to be constant over the studied plasma: nb+/n~i+ ~ 10-:'; 

nar +/n~i+ ~ 2. 
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It is possible to obtain infonnation about 

the heavy particle temperature by investiga

ting the line profiles of the hydrogen lines. 

As the electron density (figure 3.3.3) in our 
case is below 1019 m~3, we may expect the 

Doppler broadening to be dominant. The 

registrated line profiles of Ha, HJ3 and Hy 
show no dependence On the distance from 

the beam axis. This shows that the eJecu'on 

density does not influence the line profile 

and that Stark broadening may be neglected 

in lhis Case. This is also indicated by lhe 

fact that line profile half widths are about 

the same for the hydrogen lines mentioned 

whereas in the case of Stark broadening the 

effect should increase from Ha to Hy [10]. 

The monochromator apparatus profile, 

registraled USing a low pressure Hg lamp, 

appeared to have a full width at half max
imum (FWHM) of 0.038 nm, for 20 f,1m 

slitS. The Ha profile turned out to have a 

FWHM of about 0.06 nm, Unfortunately 

both the apparatus profile and the line profile were asymmetric and could not be 

approximated by either Lorentzian Or Gaussian forms. Nevertheless, the Ha FWHM 

can be used to obtain a rough estimate for the heavy particle temperature, which 

appeared to be about 4000 - 5000 K. 
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B2 Molecular SpectroscollY Results 

The simulation of an even only partially resolved molecolar spectrum has proven 

to be a powerful technique to obtain values for parameters such as vibrational.and 

rotational temperatures (Tvib, Trot). This technique has been explored for SiH by 

Perrin and Delafosse [2]; the very analogous case of CH is treated e.g. by Koulidiati 

et al [II]. 

The full procedure to simulate the spectrum is described in literature [12-16] and 

only a brief review will be given here. The steps to simulate the spectrum are the 

following: 

(1) Calculation of the energy level positions of electronic, rotational and vibration

al levels for the All!!. and the X2fI state for J:5:29.5, USing formulas as given by 

Klynning, Lindgren and Sassenberg [16]. 

(2) CalCUlation of the wavelengths from the transition energy jn vacuum using the 

appropriate selection rules; correction to wavelength in air (correction in the 

order of 0.1 nm). 

(3) Calculation of the line strengths using the Fr'o:l.nck- Condon factors [12], Honl

London factors [13], and the exponential (Boltzmann-like) laws goveming the 

vibrational and rotational population in the equilibrium case, using Trot and Tvib 

as parameters. 

(4) Convolution of the theoretical spectrum with an apparatus profile, of triangular 

or Gaussian form, with adjustable FWHM value. 

The simulations thus have a set of three free parameters: FWHM, Trot and T vi!)' 

The resulting simulations are identical to those obtained by Perrin and Delafosse [2] 

if the same set of parameters is used indicating that the simulation is correct. 

The measured spectra were recorded using 200 Or 100 pm slits (FWHM ~ 0.24 

and 0.12 nm respectively). Because of low intensities smaller slits could not be used 

whereas larger slits would have resulted in a very pOOl: resolution. 

Figure 3.3.4 shows the registrated sm spectrum and its simulation. The latter is 

perfonned USing the appropriate FWHM value (0-12 nm), Trot::::; 4000 K, and Tvi!> '" 

5600 K. A comparison of the measured and simulated spectra shows the problems 
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associated with the measurements in 

our case. To begin with, in our .case 

SiH emission intensities (e.g., compar

ed with H Balmer lines) arc small. In 

glow discharges [2,3}, the SiH spec
trum is the main fea.ture in the spec
trum, facilitating comparison with 

simulations. This again may be cam;" 

ed by the low electron temperat'tlre 

a.nd the absence of electron excitation 

in Our case, 
Furthermore, with the arC burning 

on argon some persistent argon Jines 
(prescnt at 415.9, 416.4, 418.2, 419.1 

and around 410.lf41O.2 nm), together 

with he HO-· SiI combination at 

410.11410.2 nm are present in the SiR 
region. Especially the argon lines near 

420.0 nm and the (very strong) Com

bination around 410.1 nm make 

comparison difficult, as they coincide 

with prominent features (the (0,0) R 

branches heads around 410.0 nm and 

the (1.1) Q2 branch head at 419.8 m) 

of the SiH spectrum. 

(l,I) 

oj 

figllre 3.3.4: The SiR radical emission 
spectrum: registration (a) arid best 

simlliation (b). The branch names and 

some of the atomic lines are indicated 

in the registration. 

Some bandlike features, which are not present in the simulations. are observed 

flI"(Hlnd 411.7 and 420.4 nm, the 411.7 system being fairly strong. These might be 

amibulcd to impurities: the presence of SiN molecules, for instance might explain 

the bands [17] and also the blurred appearance of the system around 417.2 nm, 

which shows two distinct peaks in the simulations. One general reason for differen-
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ces between simulations and measurements may be found in the absence of a Boltz

mann- like distribution over the rotational and vibrational energy levels in the rUSt 

excited state of the molecular system. If this is the case it also indicates a major 

difference between the plasma described here and a glow discharge plasma. In the 

latter case a very good fit could be obtained using a simulation program similar to 

the one discussed here, i.e., assuming a Boltzmann population distribution over 

rotational and vibrational energy levels [21. 

The above discussion is a summary of the problems associated with the compari

son of calculations with the measurements, and thUS with the detennination of T viI:> 

and Trot. These temperatures arc determined using the relative peak heights within 

one measurement [2,11,12,18]. To estimate the vibrational temperature we compared 

the relative heights of the (O,O) and (1,1) <b branch heads (at 414.2 and 419.8 nm 

respectively), of measurements and simulations with the same spectral resolution. For 

the rotational temperature we compared the peak heights of the (0,0) and (l,l) (b 

branch heads and the (1,1) R branch heads around 417.2 nm (however blurred). As 

the disturbing AI lines increase the peak heights of all the peaks mentioned but the 

(0,0) <b band head, the values for Tr<>~ and TVib (4000 and 5600 K, respectively) as 

used in the simulation in figure 3.3.4 (the best fit) should be regarded as upper limits 

for their true values. This is a consequence of the specific dependence of the band 

head strengths on Trot and Tvib [18]. 

C: Ibe argon! hydroll'enl silane soectra 

Addition of hydrogen to the plasma has a large influence on the spectra. The intensi

ty drops by two orders of magnitude as is shown in figure 3.3.1. Almost all argon 

and hydrogen Hnes disappear at fmt sight leaving the spectrum to be dominated by 

One silicon line at 390.6 nm and Ho: and H{3. Also the SiH vibration rotation spec

trum can be observed as well as some weak argon and silicon lines. 

Comparing these spectra with the Ar/SiRt spectra it is observed that hydrogen 

lines appear starting at n~8. Their intensities are comparable to the ArfSiH4 case. 

Apparently addition of hydrogen' has a quenching effect on the process responsible 
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for excited H production. 
The same Si, Si+ spectrum as in ArfSiH., is observed although the intensity is 

about half its value before addition of hydrogen. Atomic analysis would require long 

data acquisition times and large monochromator slits. This leaves only the molecular 

band to be discussed. 
It is possible however to obtain the electron-density and electron-temperature 

from double probe measurements. In figure 3.3.5 results are shown of measurements 

of fie and Te [32] against the silane flow-rate at I em in front of the substrate (i.e. 32 

em from the nozzle), The used conditiOns are <Pru: '" 85 sccls, ¢'h2 '" 10 sccls, Iarc '" 75 

A and p '" 0.2 mbar. A decrease and saturation of n~ is observed while T" increases 

with silane f1ow~rate. 
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figtlre 3,3.5; Results from dOllble 

probe measw'ements at 1 em from 

the nozzle. The electron·density 

decreases and saturates, and the 

electron-temperature increases with 

silane flow-rate. The conditions are 

¢ilr '" 85 secls, 
41hz '" 10 scc/s, [&J'e "" 75 A and 

p = 0.2 mbar. 

An advantage of the disappearance of most atomic lines is round in the fact that 

the atomic lines in the molecular band have largely vanished as shown in figure 

3.3,6. Now a more detailed analysis uSing a minimum )::2 fit is possible. Variation of 

TYib at constant Trot and Trot at constant TVib yields a minimum in r as shown in 

figure 3.3,7. For X2 the squared difference between the measurement and the simula

tion, normalized to the Q.2(O,O) peak, and averaged over the wavelength is used. The 
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vibrational temperature only influences the (1,1) bands while the effect of changing 

the rotational temperature affects the complete spectrum (figure 3.3.8). Using differ

ent intervals to fit Trot and T"ib a minimum in X2 could be found. The minimum of 

X2 as a function of TVib becomes less pronounced for higher values of TV;b 

(T "i1:»5000 K). 
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figure 3.3.6: SiB spectrum using tPar ;;; 62 scc/s, ¢h2 '" 10.4 sec/s, 4'sih4 '" 0.35 scc!s 
and J= 0:: 75 A. Due to addition of hydrogen the atomic lines disappeQl: 
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figure 3.3.7: X2 against Trot and T"ib' 

Subsequently a similar procedure has been followed using the complete wave

length interval. Iteration of these procedures yields the final values for T)"Ot and T vib' 

For I~75 A, P"es~l"'O.5 mbar and flow-rate values for J\r1H2/SiH4 of 62110.4/0.35 

scc/s the values Trot",,2500K and Tvib",4200 K are found. 
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AS a function of pressure a slight increase can be observed of both Trot and T vi\> in 
the case mentioned above. Increasing the arc current has no effect on the rotational 

temperature but a decrease in the 'vibrational temperature is found (figure 3,3.9). 
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figure 3.3,8: Trot and TVib against arc current (a) and vessel pre~'sure (b) for ArlHy'

SiH4 flow-rates of 60/10.410.35 secA. 
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3.4 Discussion 

The results obtained using the spectroscopic techniques described above. Can be 

summarized as follows: 

The Sif4-At" plasma-beam, at 15.5 ern from the nozzle, can be characterized as 

having an electron temperature of about 5000 K and an electron density of about 

2· lOIS m-13 at the plasma-beam axis. decreasing to about 8.1017 m-3 at a distance 

of 40 mm from the plasma-beam axis. The ion concentration ratios appear to be 

constant over the studied plasma volume: nh+/n$/ :::: 0.01; nar+/ns.i+~2. Upper limits for 

the rotational and vibrational temperatures of the SiR radical are found to be 4000 

and 5600 K respectively. 

From other experiments [7] in pure argon it has been established that the electron 

density decreases with the axial position is mainly due to the expansion process 

(widening) of the plasma . From these measurements it has become clear that the 

total ion flux (i.e., integrated over the beam cross section) does not depend on the 

axial position. This is to be e)(;pected as dielectronic and radiative recombination can 

be ignored in first approximation [7]. In argon! hydrogen mixtures the situation 

changes drastically: the total ion flux decreases strongly with the axial position [29]. 

In view of the insignificance of atomic recombination, it has to be concluded that the 

recombination goes via a molecul!U" channel [19,29]. 

In the present experiment the emission from higher excited species (especially the 

Si+ emiSsion) cannOt be explained in termS of excitation by electron collisions. as in 

our case silane is injected in the expa.nsion where the n~ and Tc values are rather low. 

Because the rale constants for ionization and dissociation become very small fOr low 

Te values [21] (around 5000 K in the expansion), we can neglect the effects of 

electron collisions in the dissociation and ionization processes. 

The effect of the presence of metastable (4s) argon atoms has to be considered, as 

they may cause dissociation by Penning like ionization of Sif4-mOlecules. The 

argon (4s) levels originate from dielectronic recombination of argon ions coming out 

of the arc. The amount of metastables can be estimated in our case, as a numerical/

analytical collisional radiative model for argon by Benoy et. al. [20] turns out to 

describe the level population density distribution accurately for the pure argon case. 

From this model we can derive the total (4$) state density, as well as, for example, 
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the 4p'[lI2J state density, for given electron density, neutral particle density and 

electron temperature. The 4p,[1I2j state population can be measured by investigating 

the 696.5 nm radiation of a pure argon plasma. We have done this, and found 

n(4p'[1!2]) c: 5· 1012 m-3. Using the model, the total (4s) metastable concentration 

can then be estimated to be about 10 17 m-3• 

Now if we consider the case with silane injected in the expansion, the argon 

4p'[1I2J density drops drastically to about 5.109 m-~. We suppose the metastable 

density to be a factor 104 higher than this value as indicated by the pure argon case. 

The metastable density would then be in the Order of 101LlO l4 m-3, for our argon/· 

silane plasma beam. Therefore a major contribution to ionization by Penning like 

processes is not very likely, as the concentration of the metastables is much less then 

the ion concentration. This prediction has been confirmed by absorption measure

ments in an expanding argon/methane plasma-beam [30], 

These arguments indicate that other processes are to account for the observed ion 

concentration ratios (nh + : negligible; nst:n .. / ~ I :2. We may explain the results by 

considering the following charge exchange/dissociative recombination reactions: 

AI+- + Si~ ..... ... SiH4+ + AI 3.4.la 
...... 

SiH4+ + e- ..... 
--I SiH3 + H ..... 

AI+- + SiH3 ':.l .... SiH3+ + AI 3,4,lb ..... ..... 
SiH3+ + e- ..... --I SiH2 + H ..... 
AI+- + SiHz ~ .. SiH2+ + AI 3.4. Ie 
SiH2+ + e- "-! SiB + H 

Ar+ + SiH --I SiH+ + Ar 3.4.1d 
SiH+.,. e- --I Si + H 

Ar+ + Si --I Si+ + AI 3.4. Ie 

+ 

5Ar+ + SiH4+4e- --I Si+ + 4H + 5AI 

In the sequence 3.4.Ia to 3.4.1e one Or more steps may be skipped (e.g. dissociative 

charge exchange), as indicated by the dashed arrOwS. This is certainly the case for 

the nrst reaction. as indicated by the rate coefficients by Haaland [22J and Bowers 
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and Elleman [23]. Each charge exchange reaction is followed by a dissociative 

recombination process in which the formed molecule dissociates. It is likely that an 

important source of line-radiation is dissociative recombination ending in excited 

levels. 

Cross--sectionS for the charge exchange reactions with Ar+ are usually very large 

and these processes are expected to be faster (rate coefficients typically a few times 

10-15 m3/s at least, if there is a good energy match between the exchanging levels) 

than electron processes in the expansiOn. The dissociative recombination processes 

following the charge exchanges have even larger rate constants (a few times 10-]4 

m3/s for Tc ~ 5000 K). The radicals and atoms formed in the above processes (3.4.1) 
may appear in excited states, and probably explain the very existence of the observed 

SiI and Sill emission spectra at such low electron temperatures and electron densi

ties. 

A comparison of the energy level poSitions in the Si+ and the hydrogen system 

[18] explains why Si+ ions are formed through charge exchange channels and H+ 

ions not. The position of the argon ion ground State (15.76 eV) in the Si+ system 

makes a near-resonance process possible between Si atoms and Ar+ ions, leaving the 

formed Si+ ion in one of the excited states nearby the Ar ionization potential. We 

observed the emission originating from the (3S)2(4p) excited state of Si+, giving uS 

confidence in this view. Emission from other nearby levels, notably (3S)2(4s) lies in 

the vacuum ultraviolet region [8,24] and is not observable in Our case. 

Charge exchange between Hand Ar+ is more difficult as the proton has no elec

tronic energy levels and the energy match is poor. This makes resonant processes 

impossible, resulting in lower rate coefficients for the following reaction; 

Ar+ + H .., Ar + H+ (3.4.2) 

If we assume the argon cascad~d arc plasma to have an initial ionization degree of 

about 10% [27] (i.e., at the start of the expansion), and we inject about 0.8% SiR4 

this results in 0.8% silicon ions if the above reactionS are dominant, at the cost of 3 

to 5 argon ions per Si+ ion. This leaves a minimum Ar+ ion fraction of about 

10--5·0.8=6%, if no other recombination occurs (radiative and dielectronic recombi

nation are too slow). As we find an n(Si+)/n(Ar+) ratio of 112 instead of 117.5, while 
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the H+ fraction is negligible, some additional Ar+ losses are to be expected. A possi

ble recombination channel is a dir:ect charge exchange with hydrogen molecules 
[19,29]: 

H:z + Ar+ ... ArH~ ... H, 
(3.4.3) 

ArH+ + e- ... AI ... H" 

Rate constants for the reactions (3.4.3) are about 1(}-15 m3/s [29], for the first step 

and very large, about 1(}-13 m3/s, for the second step. As the hydrogen, produced in 

the second step of (3.4.3), may appear: in excited states. the reactions (3.4.3) may 

well acc(mnt for the hydrogen emission observed. This is confirmed by measure

ments on a pure argon plasma using the same machine: the strongest Balmer lines 

were distinctly present in these argon spectra. The hydrogen molecules necessary for 

reactions (3.4.3) may originate from the walls of the steel vacuum vessel, as the 

system produces atomic hydrogen by reactions (3.4.1) during operation, and it is 

known that hydwgen may associate with wall absorbed H-atoms in the steel walls 

and enter the plasma again as a molecule, causing recombination by the above 

prOcess. 

Any hydrogen ions produced by (unlikely) charge exchange with argon ions 

(reaction 3.4.2) will disappear in the presence of vibrationally excited hydrogen 

molecules, by the following charge exchange/dissociative recombination process 

[ 19J: 

(3.4.4) 

H2+ + c- -+ H + H (n=2). 

These reactions can also produce excited hydrogen atoms. It is, however. unlikely 

that it is responsible fOr the hydrogen emission as we observe low H+ concentrations. 

Another way to explain the extra loss of argon ions is by means of charge ex

change with recirculating silicon-hydrogen containing molecules and clusters which 

could be fonned during the time the plasma remains in the vessel before being 
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exhausted by the pumping system. 

(3.4.5) 

The forward velocity of the expanding plasma has been measured to be in the 

order of 1000 mts by means of Doppler shift measurements [31]. From the vessel 

volume, working pressure and flow-rate a residence time of about 1 second can be 

calculated. Estimating the backstream velocity to be about 50 mts this yields about 

100 cycles in which cluster formation can take place followed by renewed ionization 

and dissociation in the downstream pan. Also this effect could contribute to the 

observed extra ionization loss. 

Concluding the discussion it should be noted that the fact that dissociation and 

ionization are performed through reactions of silane with ions, implies that the 

plasma radical composition can be changed by changing the ion density in the 

plasma jet. In the argon/silane case the ion flow-rate coming from the arc was a 

factor 10 higher than the injected silane flow-rate resulting in a considerable disso

ciation to Si+. It can be e:x:pected that if the silane flow-rate and the ion flow-rate are 

comparable that only the first two reaction from the chain in Eqs (3.4.1a-d) are 

performed. This could explain the saturation of the electron density as function of the 

silane flow-rate from the probe measurements. This effect can be of importance 

since the layer quality is expected to depend on the radical composition. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

The expanding plasma-beam in argon with silane injected in the expansion is an 

example of a recombining plasma, with electron densities (for an arc current of 60 A 

and at a distance of 15.5 cm from the nozzle) in the order of 1-2· 1018 m-3 and 

emission by Si, Si+, H, AI and SiH particles. With respect to measurements at 15.5 

em from the nozzle, measurements in front of the substrate, i.e. 32 cm from the 

nozzle, show no drastic changes. 

The electron temperature is about 5000 K in the 60 A case. Estimates for the 

vibrational temperatures of the emitting SiH radical seem to confinn this value. 

To explain the observed density ratio for silicon and argon ions (l :2) a reaction 

chain (3.4.1) leading to the production of Si+ ions by charge exchange and dissocia

tive recombination may be used. In this view the argon ions coming out of the arc 

arc some kind of 'ionization reservoir' for charge eXChange processes with silane 

reaction products and silicon atoms. Some extra loss of ionization may be explained 

by molecular processes with hydrogen molecules coming from the vessel walls. In 

this process recirculating Silicon containing clusters may playa role. 

Addition of hydrogen in the arc makes most argon lines disappear. In this way the 

disturbing effect on the SiH emission is diminished and a least square fit or the 

spectra is possible. This yields typical values of 4000 K and 2500 K for vibrational 

and rotational temperatures respectively. In comparison with the Ar/SiH4 case this 

means a decrease by 65%. A nonequilibrium effect (Tro~Tvib) may be noted. Probe 

measurements on an Ar/HiSiH4 plasma-beam show a decrease of electron density 

with silane from 2· 1018 to 1.1017 m-3 and an increase in electron temperature from 

2000 to 4000 K. The fact that the electron density saturates with higher silane i1ow

-rate, along with the proposed reaction chain (3.4.1) indicates that the radical compo

sition of the plasma can be adjusted by choosing the ratio of ion flow-rate and silane 

flow-rate. 
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Chapter 4 

Diagnostics and Interpretation 

4.l Introduction 

In this chapter a description is given of the applied layer diagnostics. We used 

infrared absorption measurements (IRA, section 4.2A), visible absorption measure
ments (VisA, section 4.28), conductivity measurements (eM, section 4.3), in situ 

ellipsometry at 632.8 nm (IS, section 4.4 A), and spectroscopic ellipsometry in the 

visible part of the spectrum (SE, section 4.5.4)_ 

The properties which are determined are given in table 4.1 as well as the device 

quality values of these properties. [SiH2]/[SiHJ stands for the ratio of dihydride 

concentration and monohydride concentration, 0"am!.5 is the conductivity under 
illumination with so called AMl.S light as will be explained in section 4.3. For 

interpretation of the activation energy see also section 4.3. The absorption coefficient 

is denoted a and the refractive index n. The abbreviation 'Vis.' stands for the visible 
part of the spectrum, the wavelength ranging from 354 nm (-3.5 eV) to 825 nm (1.5 

eV). Nuclear recoil techniques like Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) and 

Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS) are incidently used to detennine oxygen and 

hydrogen concentrations. For the description of these techniques one can read [1]. 
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Table 4.1: Room Temperature Characteristics of 'Device Quality' 

Intrinsic Amorphous Hydrogenated Silicon. 

PrOperly Typical Units Diagnostic 
Values 

Hydrogen content 8 to 15 at. % IRA 
[Si1-hJl[SiH] -0 IRA 

Dark conductivity O'd<U"k 10-11 - 10-10 (!km)-l eM 
O"amt·sl (1dark ;:: 106 eM 
Activation energy Ea 0.7 - 0.9 eV eM 

Oxygen content <3·10Is cm-3 IR 

a 104< CJ,< 2.105 cm-1 VisA 

n ().=632.8 nm) - 4.3 IS 
Bandgap Eg 1.7 - 1.8 eV SENisA 

(Adapted from [2]). 
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4.2 Infrared and Visible Absolption. 

A) Infrared AbsQmtioD 

Chemical bonds with a finite dipole moment are able to absorb electromagnetic 

energy if the frequency of the radiation corresponds to the vibrational energy of the 

bond. Generally these frequencies lie in the infrared region. In amorphous material a 

broadening of the absorption peaks of about 10 - 20 cm-1 can be observed due to the 

dispersion in bonding- angles arld distances and local composition of the network 

resulting in a dispersion in bonding strength. The central wavenumbers of lhe variolls 

vibration peaks are, for different layers, generally located within 3 cm-1 making 

identification of different bonding types possible. 

For a-Si:H several absorptions can be found which are associated with various 

Si-H. Si-O and Si-N bonds. Hence infrared absorption measurements give the 

possibility to study the bonding structure in the material. 

Absorption in a material causes an exponential decay of intensity of light traveling 

through it. described by the law of Lambert Beer: 

(4.2.1) 

where L.1 is the intensity at distance d in the material, 10 the initial intensity, and a is 

the absorption coefficient. The re)ation between bond density and absorption coeffi

cient is given by: 

(4.2.2) 

where N is the number of bonds per cm3, A the oscillator strength of the bond and v 
the wave number. Note that the oscillator strength is defined different than uSllal 

since it has dimension (cm-2). The integral is also called the integrated absorption. 
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To determine the absorption spectrum of a-Si:H two transmission measurements 

were used. One, refered to as the 'reference', on a crystalline silicon substrate. The 

other, rdeted to as 'measurement', on another silicon substrate on which an amor

phous hydrogenated silicon layer is deposited. These measurementS provide the 

transmittance T defined as, 

(4.2.3) 

where I,t!(v) is the intensity before transmission and lout(v) the intensity after tranS

mission. 

To detennine a correctly from reference and measurement, multiple reflections 

have to be taken into account. This leads to the following expression: [31 

(4.2.4) 

where T is the transmittance through substrate on which the a~Si:H layer is deposi

ted, To the transmittance through the c~Si reference sample, phase (f) '" 2nndlil with n 

the complex refractive index (complex numbers are printed boldfaced), d the layer 

thickness and il the considered wavelength. The amplitude reilcction and amplitude 

u'ansmission coefficients rand t can be obtained from the Fresnel equations. The 

subscripts a. c and s stand for Amorphous hydrogenated silicon, Cristaline silicon and 

Surrounding medium. The latter is in our case air. 

The absorption peaks in the measured spectra can be simulated using a Gaussian 

fitting procedure yielding the positiOn and surface of the various peak ... The bond 

concentration can be determined using Eq. (4.2.2) and taking oscillator strength, A, 

from literature [6,7,8]. 

Measurements arc performed on a wave number interval from 400 to 3500 cm-1 

using a Bruke( IFS 66 Fourier Transfoml interferometer. A resolution of 4 cm-1 is 

used which is sufficient as the width of the peaks exceeds this value by factor 4. 
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The various silicon hydrogen bonds, which are observed in amorphous hydroge

nated silicon, are depicted in figure 4.2,1. Available oscillation strengths, necessary 

to detennine the concentration are listed in table 4.2.1: 

I 
630 

sm 

845 880 890 2000 

SiHz 
SiHon voids 

20702100 

Wavenumber (cm"l) 

figure 4.2.1: Silicon Hydrogen Vibrations. 

2130 

There are five different bonds possible between silicon and hydrogen [4--8]; Sill. 

SiH2, {SiH2)n chains, SiH3 and SiH On voids. All possible SiR bonds (SiH. SiH2 etc.) 

have their rocking mode at 630 cm-I from which the total hydrogen concentration is 

determined. The stretching vibration of SiH resonates at 2000 cm- l . SiHz has reso

nance frequencies at 880 cm-l (bending) and 2100 cm-1 (stretching) and SiH3 

(stretching) at 2140 cm-l. The last two also oscillate between 2070 and 2100 em-I. 

Absorption by (SiH)n chains can be found at 845 and 890 cm- I . The last SiH bond is 

SiH on voids which gives rise to an oscillation at 2085 em-I. This may lead to 

interpretation difficulties of peaks occurring at 2085 cm-I. However if nO oscillation 

is found at 880 cm- l we can conclude that the peak at 2085 cm-I is only caused by 

SiR on voids. 

Many different silicon oxygen bonds are found leading to oscillations at 750. 845. 

940, 980, 1065, 2180 and 2240 cm-1• A large peak: is often observed at 1065 cm-1 

with a shoulder at 1140 em-l. Nitrogen only yields two oscillations at 790 and 845 

em-I. Note that the peak at 845 ·cm-I can be caused by three different bonds with 

hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen. 

Although the silicon-silicon bond is supposed not to have a dipole mOment a 

small absorption can be found at wavenumbers below 600 em-I. Apparently a differ. 
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ent local composition of the network surrounding two bonded Silicon atoms results in 

a small dipole moment. 

Device quality a-Si:H only contains two oscillations resulting from SiH at 630 

and 2000 em-I. A parameter of importance in determining the material quality is the 

SiR fraction of the double peak in the 2000--2100 em-I. SiR2 and SiHo(l voids give 

rise to the peak at 2085 which is not desired. 

Table 4.2.1: Possible vibrations in a-Si:H. The oscillator strengths A (1019 cm-2) are 

given between brackets for the vibrations at 630.880,2000 and 2100 em-I. 

v 
(em-I) 

630 (1.6) 
750 
790 
845 
880 (2.0) 
890 
940/980 
1065 
1150 
2000 (2.2) 
2085 
2100 (7) 
2140 
2180 
2240 

S) Visible AbsQ[ptil~n 

Bond 

SiH;<. rocking mode 
SiO stretch 
SiN stretch 
(SiH2)n wagging; SiN; SiH in HSi02Si 
SiHz bending. 
(SiH2)n scissors 
SiO stretch 
O-Si 02-O--Si02 
SiO on the surface 
SiR stretch 
SiH on voids + SiH2 
SiH2 stretch 
SiR3 
OSiHz 
OOSiH2 

The technique described in the infrared can also be applied in the visible part of 

the spectrum. The absorption coefficient increases in the visible from 1·104 to 
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2.105 em-I. The part between 2.5 and 2.9 eV satisfies generally the TallC relation. 

(4.2.6) 

where Eg is the optical bandgap of the material. Device quality material has a band

gap of about 1.7 - 1.8 eV. The details of the measurement set-up are given in sec

tion on the spectroscopic ellipsometer (section 4.4B). The measurement principle is 

shown in figure 4.2.2. 

PDA 

Figure 4.2.2: Measurement Principle of Visible Transmission Measurements. 

Using a cascaded arc as a light source [9] and an optical system consisting of two 

lenses a parallel beam is constructed which is focused onto \.he entrance slit of a 

prism monochromator. Glass substrates with or without a-Si:H layer can be pJaced in 

the parallel part of the beam_ Transmission spectra are recOrded using a photo diode 

array (PDA). Again the transmission spectra T and To can be used in a simulation 

llsing Eq. (4.2.4). The bandgap can then be calculated using Taucs relation 4.2.6. 
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4.3 Conductivity Measurements 

Conductivity is measured using a straightforward twO point resistance mcasure

ment technique. Two silvcr contacts deposited on top a-Si:H which is grown on 

25x25 mm Corning 7059 glass substrates make determination of the conductivity 

possible. Care has to be taken that only a current through the material is measured. 

Therefore special substrates are used which have an extremely high resistance of 

more than 1013 ncm. These are commercially available under name Corning 7059 
(see also table 2.1 in chapter 2). 

To have a reproducible measurement of O'light and (J dark the samples are annealed 
[or I hour in a vacuum oven at 160 degrees centigrade before measur:E;lment. This 

procedure restores the SLaebler-Wronski effect on the conductivity caused by illu

mination. Measuring the current at 100 volt in darkness and knowing the thickness 

from other measurements like ellipsometry, allows us to determine the dark conduc

tivity. 

Determination of the light conductivity requires a special light source because the 
light conductivity strongly depends on the used spectrum. In our ca..';e a so called AM 

1.5 light SOurce is used. This source has a similar spectrum as sunlight at the equator 

with the atmosphere being 1.5 times its actual thickness. 

Two mOre conductivity characterizations are possible. The first one is a tempera

ture dependent measurement of the dark conductivity [2], 

(4.3,1) 

where Ea is the so called activation energy, k the Boltzmann constant, T the tempera

ture and O'min the conductivity for T ~ 0 K. The activation energy is roughly half the 

value of the optical band gap (This is exact fOr c(ystalline intrinsic material). 
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4.4 Ellipsomeuy 

Another method to characterize optical properties is ellipsometry [10}. With this 

method the change in polarization of a reflecting light beam is measured in tenns of 

(WO ellipsomeuic angles 'I' and A which do not depend on the absolute intensity of 

the reflected beam. This change can be related to the properties of the reflecting 

system, e.g. refractive indices, thicknesses or void fractions. 

Technically ellipsomet.ers consist of two parts: 1) a production part providing a 

beam of light with knO'Ml polarization (e.g. linear), and, 2) an analysis part which 

can detennine the polarization of the reflected beam. In this way the change in 

polarization is measured. 

In OUr case two ellipsometers- were constructed to measure the refractive index; 

absorption coefficient and the thickness of an a-Si:H layer On top of a substrate 

(generally c-Si). The ftrst one is a time dependent monochromatic (632.8 nm) ellip

someter which measures during growth (in situ). The second One is a wavelength 

dependent ellipsometer (354 - 825 nm) which measures, ex situ, in the visible part of 

the spectrum. From in situ ellipsometry also the growth-rate can be detennined 

whereas the spectroscopic ellipsometer yields an estimate for the optical bandgap. 

The interpretation of the measurements requires a thorough treatment which is given 

in the next chapter. Here only the technical description of the used set-ups and the 

calibration methods are given. 

A) The in situ ellipsometer 

The in situ ellipsometer, used to monitor the growing layer, is a so called Rotating 

Analyzer Ellipsometer (RAE) use-d in a PSA (Polarizer Sample Analyzer) configura

tion. An overview of the in situ ellipsometer is ,given in figure 4.4.1. 

The production part consists of a HeNe laser (L) with a wavelength of 632.8 nrn. 

The laser beam is given a known polarization by applying a linear polarizer (P). The 

polarizer is mounted in a precision rotation device with which it can be given an 

orientation with an accuracy of 1160 degree. We used a laser with two 
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p 

Amp 

Amp2 

figure 4.4.1 .. The in situ Ellipsometer. 

polarization directions. Therefore the intensity of the beam after passing the polarizer 

is satisfactory in every position of the polarizer. The laser intensity should be stable 

for more than 0.02 seconds which is the case in our situation. 

Via an entrance window the beam can enter the vacuum system, reflect on the 

sample under an angle of incidence of 'Po Of 69.3 degrees, and leave the vacuum 

system again via a similar exit window. The windows have been checked not to 

become polarizing under pressure. 

After leaving the vacuum the elliptically polarized beam passes the analysis part 

This so called rotating analyzer consists of a 50 Hz motor (M) with a long hollow 

axis. The analyzing polarizer (analyz:er RJ\) is mounted on the holl\)w axis. An 

encoder (E) is placed between motor and analyzer which provides two TTL pulsed 

signals. One signal gives one TIL pulse (start pulse) every cycle, the other signal 

gives 256 TIL pulses (measurement pulses) per cycle, providing an accuracy in 

analyzer angle ({Is. of 0.03 degrees. By using an encoder the position of the analyzer 

is known regardless of the instabilities of the motor. The analyzer consists of two 

sheet polarizers similar to the polarizer (P). Two polarizers instead of one have been 

used to improve the extinction coefficient of the analyze( 00-6 in stead of 10-3). 
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The laser, polarizer and motor + encoder + analyzer are placed on precision 

positioning tables of which the orientation can be adjusted using five micrometer 

screws each. 

Having passed the rotating analyzer the beam strikes a photodiode (PhD) thus. 

providing a current proportional to the light intensity. The current is converted to a 

voltage. A two step amplifier (Ampl/2) adjusts the signal to the demands of the 

ADC in the computer. The first s.tep is mounted directly on the photodiode in order 

to minimize the effect of disturbing signals by lowering the impedance. The second 

step amplifies the signal to a desired value of about 7 volts. In this. second amplifier 

the offset Can be adjusted in order to cancel out the contributiOn of back ground 

light. The signal coming from the amplifier is ADC convened and Fourier transfor

med in a PC! AT 286. 

In this configuration an elliptically polarized beam gives rise to a D.C. shifted 

sinusoidal signal; 

l(t) '" g·(l+a·cos((I)(.) +b·sin(wt» 

(4.4.1) 

"" g. (l+/(al +b2) ,cos(M-arctan(bfa)). 

Note that the short axis of the ellipse is g. (1-;f(a2+b~)) and the long axis is 

g. (1+';(a2.+b:Z)). The Fourier coefficients a and b contain information about the way 

the reflected beam is polarized. They are given by: 

cos (2({1p) -cos(211') 
a", and, 

locos (2tpp)cos( 21j1) 
(4.4.2a) 

sin(2<pp)S i n(2vr)co s (.6) 
b~~---~--. 

1~cos(2~p)c os(211') 
(4.4.2b) 
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where f{Jp is the angle of the polarizer taken clockwise with respect to the direction 
light source - sample. If the polarizer P is put under 45 degrees with the plane of 
incidence Eqs. (4.4.2) simplify to; 

a = --cos(2lJ1} and, 

(4.4.3) 

b "" sin(2 VI) . cos(n). 

The angles 1JI and ~ are determined by the reflection coefficients of the reflecting 

system. These (complex:) reflection coefficients. as will be explained in the next 

chapter, are different for reflection in the plane of incidence (paralle\. p) and perpen
dicularly to the plane of incidence (senkrecht. s). The ratio of the complex reflection 

coefficients fp and r~ is related to IjI and t1 via, 

(4.4.4) 

In order to relate the measured IfI and 6. to the properties of the reOecting system 

(/1.8. the refractive index) the angle of incidence 'Po is required. It is measured by 

geometrical determination of the position of the laser (L). the position of the measu

ring spot on the substrate (S) and the position of a measuring pen (P) between analy

zer system and the reactor vessel as shown in figure 4.4.2. These three points fix. the 

triangle LSP from which fJlo can be determined with an accuracy of 0.1 degree. 

L 

figure 4.4.2: Measurement of 

the angle of incidence in the 

in situ case. 
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The accuracy with which measurements of a and b Can be perfonncd is determin

ed by the drift in the offset and amplification of the amplifier leading to an uncer

tainty in a and b of 0.08%. A correction of the effect of the frequency dependence of 

the amplifier (Response 50 Hz /Response DC '" 0.9982 ± 0.0004) and the extinction 

coefficient of the polarize.rs (0:---0.25 ·10-3 ± 0.02%) is perfonned. 

The inaccuracy in the values of If! and d from which the refractive index is deter

mined is a function of the values of If! and .1, which are again dependent on the 

refractive index n. For a typical measuring situation the accuracy in n is better than 

4-6%, which is sufficient for our purposes. This accuracy is determined by the 

accuracies in the determination of the absorption coefficient, the angle of incidence 

and VIand d. 

The errors in 1jI and .1 are mainly caused by the instability of the offset regulation 

and amplification of the signal. 

B) The Multi Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometer 

Using the Multi Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometer (figure 4.4.3) ellipsometric 

measurements can be performed in the wavelength region 354 nrn (=3.5 eV) to 825 

nm (L5 eV). The detection part is mounted on a large rotation table to make mea

surements under three different angles (62, 65, 70 degrees) possible in order to 

obtain more information On the optical system (substrate + layer) which is often 

determined by more than two parameters, The angles were chosen in what was 

thought to be the sensitive part of the functions lp\q;\J) and d(.po). Analysis in the next 

chapter will show that these angles of incidence are not suitable for detennination of 

the bandgap in case the layer has a large refractive index (n>3.5). The sensitivity of 

1jI and A On the absorption coeffi~ient is smaller than their sensitivity OIl the proper

ties of a so-called surface-roughness layer. Determination of the bandgap is there

fore in most cases performed using transmission measurements described in section 

4.2 b. 
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figure 4.4.3: The Multi Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometer. 

The production pan Of the spectroscopic ellipsometer consists of a cas~aded arc 

used as a light source (CS) [9] followed by an iris diapluagm (Dl). The focal point 

of the achromatic lens Ll (f .. 200 mm) is positioned in the center of the arc. Together 

with iris diaphragm (D2) this provides a beam with a solid angle of l.1e-2 rad. The 

spectrum coming from the arc, which bums on argon, has a high intensity in the red. 

In order to optimize the spectral distribution for the detecting photodiode array a 

blue filter (BF) is placed in front of D2. After diaphragm D2 a rotating polaril.er 

(RP) is pOSitioned. 

Note that in this case the polarizer is rotating instead of the analyzer. This is done 

in order to cancel out polarizing effects of the monochromator in the detection part. 

This interchange docs not affect the mathematical description. 

Glan-Taylor prisms with an extinction coefficient better then 0.01 % were used as 

polarizers. They can be orientated with an accuracy of 0.01 degree using two stepper 

motors. 

After retlection on the subSU'ate the beam passes the detection part consisting of a 

t1xed analyzer (A) followed by an achromatic lens L2 (f=120) which focuses the 
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beam onto the entrance slit of a prism monochromator (11). The spectrum produced 

by the monochromator is focused On the photodiode array (PDA). This yields a 

resolution of the spectrum in 1024 points with an average value of 0.5 nmlpixel. The 

phOlodiode array is cooled using a Peltier cooler to ~13 degrees centigrade to mini~ 

mize dark current effects. With this set-up the Fourier coefficients from equation 

4.4. I can be measured with an accuracy of 0.5 %. Measurement of one Vllb. spectrum 

takes about 20 minutes. 
The angle of incidence determination is in the spectroscopic case different from 

the in situ procedure. Calibration of cpo is perfonned once uSing a HF dipped c-Si 

substrate [11]. Since the optical properties of this surface are well defined measure

ment of 'I' and D. determines, together with the refractive index known from litera

ture, the angle of incidence. Wavelength calibration is performed using a Hg gas 

discharge lamp. 

The analysis of measurements with the spectroscopic ellipsometer will be discus

sed in section 5.7. 

C) Calibration 

The calibration is discussed at the hand of a rotating analyzer set-up as used in 

the in situ ellipsometer. The same calibration methods are used for the spectroscopic 

ellipsometer. 

In order to be able to perform an ellipsometric measurement the orientations of 

the polarizer and the analyzer need to be known with respect to the plane of inciden

ce. If they are known the measurements can start at an analyzer angle qJQ = 0 degrees 

with the plane of incidence and the polarizer Can be put under an angle I{lp = 45 

degrees. For detel1llination of 1'p "" 0 one can uSe the symmetry of the change in 

polarization with respect to qJp '" O. For instance the Fourier coefficient a is an even 

function with respect to qJp :.:0 since cos(2I{lp) is even (see Eq. 4.4.2). However the 

problem arises that the orientation of the analyzer with respect to the plane of inci

dence is unknown and measurements will contain a phase error C. To calibrate the 

polarizer we need a calibration function which is symrneuical in ({Jp '" 0, and which 

is invariant for the unknown phase in the analy:t.er. From the Fourier coefficients we 
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can construct several even functions like a('Pp), b2(cpp) and arctan{b{!pp)/a('Pp), but 

they are not invariant under phase changes' in the measured signal: 

Ino '" 1 + j.,;(a2+b2). cos(Wl-arctan{b/a)+{). (4.4.5) 

A function which is invariant under phase changes is a2+b2 because it I:> a measure 

for the amplitude of the oscillating part of the signal which is obviously not a func

tion of the phase of the analyzer. Scanning through qJp = 0 gives a symmetric varia

tion of a2+b2 which is invariant for phase changes " and a2+b2. can hence be used to 

determine 'PI) = O. This calibration method for Ipp is called the residual calibration 

since one often uses 1-(a2+b2), the residue, as calibration function_ 

Sometimes the signal is weak around ipp ;;;;: 0, which is the case when 11'<15 de

gn;:cs, because then the reflection coefficient for reflection in the plane of incidence 

is small (see Eq. 4.4.4), Measurements at 'Pp ::::; + or --45 degrees are used fOr calibra

tion. In this case the symmetry around % = 0 and phase invariance of the function: 

(4.4.6) 

are used_ Here arctan(b/a) is an even function with respect to ipp ;;; 0 (b/a and arctan 

are both uneven). One can see this since the phase error' is the same in both mea

surements at + and - 45 degrees. Subtraction of the measured phases of 

1- 1 + j (a2+b2)·c;os{wt-arctan(b/a)-O (4.4.7) 

will yield an even function around ({)p '" 0 regardless of the value of ,. This calibra

tion is called the argument calibration_ Since in the crystalline Silicon case 11' is about 

10 degrees we used this calibration method to determine IPp = 0. 

Having found 1'p '" 0 a measurement in 'Pp = 0 should yield a :;;; 1 and b ;;; 0 as is 

easily seen in Eq. 4.4.2. However, the start of the measurement nonnaUy takes place 
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at analyzer angles ({Ja other than ({1a '" 0 degrees yielding values ~ and bCal other 

than 1 and 0 respectively. During measurement values at and bt are found which can 

be corrected using a nlatrix transformation, 

(4.4.8) 
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Chapter 5 

Ellipsometry: Theory and Interpretation 

5.1 hltroduction 

Ellipsometry is a very powerful technique in monitoring film growth [1). From the 

change in polarization of a reOecting beam of polarized light, smiace and bulk pro

perties like the refractive index and layer thickness can be determined. 

We used ellipsometry during growth (in situ) to determine the refractive inde,> and 

the growth rate of an a-Si:H layer growing on top of a c-Si substrate. The desired 

refractive index: using a HeNe-laser M a light source, providing a wavelength of 
632.8 nm, is 4.3 - 0.08i [2]. Determination, in siw, of the refractive index gives a 

very fast insight in the quality of the growing layer. 
With a spectroscopic ellipsometer, operating in the visible part of the spectrum, 

the refractive index is measured as a function of wavelength. From these measure

ments the absorption coefficient and the bandgap are determined. The set-ups used 

for in situ and spectroscopic ellipsometry are described in the previous chapter. 

Ellipsometry measures the change of polarization in terms of the two ellipsometric 

angles ljI and d. If only surface reflection under known angle of incidence, plays a 

role, and the optical constants of the surrounding medium are known (e.g. air: or 

vacuum), these lJI and d have a One to one relation with the refractive index of the 

surlace. If an optically thin layer is growing On top of that surface, multiple reflect

ions have to be taken into account. An ellipsometric measurement as a function of 

time provides a set of 'IjIt. pairs which can be related to the properties of the growing 

layer. If the layer grows homogeneously the refractive index and the thickness in

crease or growth-rate can be determined. To do this only three ljIt. pairs at different 

times are necessary, since the opt~cal system consists of only five variables: 2 fOr the 

refractive index of the substrate, 2 fOr the refractive index of the growing layer and 1 
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for the growth-rate. The complex nature of the equations used to describe (multiple) 

reflection at an interface (+ layer) makes simulation necessary. Often a combination 

of growth-rate and refractive index is found, by trial and error. which yields a simu

lation in good agreement with the measurement. Computer programs to perform this 

trial and error work need much time (days on a 486 IBM AT computer) to find satis

factory solutions. 

In many cases the optical description of the systems on which is measured are 

more elaborate than a clean surface with a homogeneous layer growing on top of it. 

In our case we were forced to introduce subsequently, 1) inhomogeneous growth 

(i.e.changjng refractive index and growth-rate), 2) time dependent surface roughness, 

3) unknown optical properties of the substrate surface and 4) layer thickness inhomo

geneity to explain our measurements. The fIrst three aspects can be used in the ana

lysis, but the latter make a detailed depth analysis of the growing layer impossible. 

The fact that the optical propertie~ of the substrate are unknown is due to growth of a 

layer during plasma heating. This layer grows from clusters probably consisting of 

silicon and hydrogen produced in previous runs. Since it growS before empsometry is 

performed, the reflecting properties of the substrate become unknown, and finding 

the exact values of 0/ and !1 by simulation becomes impossible. 

These artifacts are however no bottle-neck to the work presented in this thesis 

since we are mainly interested in the value to which the refractive index converges. 

It is however interesting to find out to what e](tent it is possible to interpret the mea

surements and to know 'how the layer i$ growing'. In this chapter we will therefore 

treat ellipsometry using the following steps; 

Section 5.2 

Section 5.3 

'Ellipsometry 01'1 an ime/face, or semi-infinite surface', 

in which is treated how the refractive index of a reflecting sur

face is determined from the ellipsometrlc measurement. 

'Ellipsometly.on a homogeneously growing layer', 

in which is treated how the refractive index and the growth

rate are obtained from in situ ellipsometry. 
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Section 5.4 

Chapter 5 

'Ellipsometry on an inhomogeneously growing layer', 

in which fmm observations. from the previous section a method 
is develloped to analyze inhomogeneously growing layers which 

are growing on top of a sublayer with unknown optical proper

ties, 

Two refinements of the model of the reflecting system have to be applied in order 

to understand the measurements. Subsequently we will discuss the effect of a rough 

surface (Section 5.5) and thickness inhomogeneity (Section 5,6), 

Having examined the analysis possibilities, some typical measurements are p~

sented as well as their interpretations, for both in sit~~ ellipsometry (Section 5.7) and 

spectroscopic ellipsometry (Section 5.8). Conclusions (Section 5.9) will end this 

chapter. This introduction will foUow with a summary of the properties of the refrac

tive index since it is one of the main results. 

The complex: refractive index consists of a real part, n, and an imaginary part, k 

(3J. In our definition, n = n-ik, the imaginary part k is chosen to be positive (com

plex numbers will be printed boldfaced), The real part of the refractive index is a 

measure for the phase velocity in the medium. In dispersive media it can be neces

sary to define a group index of refraction leading sometimes to n<l. We will not 

discuss nOr use this definition. The imaginary part is related to the absorption coef

ficient 0; (nrl) via, 

IX = 4/tnk/Ao (5.1.1) 

with Ao the wavelength in vacuum. The absorption coefficient ex is a measure for the 

loss of intensity per unit length, which is proportional to the time average square of 

the electric field. The imaginary part of the refractive index, k, is a measure for the 

loss of intensity over i'lt wavelength in the material. 

The complex refractive index is a result from the dipole moment per unit volume 

induced by the varying electric field of the incident beam, For solids and fluids one 
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can use the Clausius-Mosotti relation [3] to express the complex refractive index in 
terms of the different oscillators which are forced to vibrate. When light with a cer

tain frequency Vo is used, this relation is given by: 

0 2 .1 qe 2 Njfj 
-:;:--Lj----
n2+2 3:'teom~ ('12 - V02+iIJVj) 

(5.1.2) 

where Vj is the eigenfrequency of the oscillator with oscillator strength fj and dam· 

ping factor 1)' qc the electron charge, mc the electron mass and Nj the number of 
oscillators per unit volume. Obviously the refractive index is a function of the used 
frequency. The left part of Eq. (5.1.2) can be used as a measure for the optical den
sity of the material. 

If a mixture is used of two or mOre materials we can calculate the effective refrac

tive index via an effective medium approximation following Bruggeman [4]: 

(5.l.3) 

where na, and nb are respectively the refractive indices of the two media, Vfa and V(b 

their respective volume fractions and n the effective refractive index of the mixture. 

In this way the effect of for instance voids can be accounted for. 
Microstructural effects which nonnally OCcur in plasma deposited material (co

lumnary growth in low temperature PECVD growth or cluster growth in ioni4ed 

cluster beam deposition with low voltage, generally: microvoids) can be treated using 

effective medium approaches as long as their typical grain- or void size does not 

exceed the used wavelength. This condition is usually fuIfJ..lled. 
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5.2 Ellipsometry On a semi-inflnite surface 

ReOection of light at an interface has a polarizing effect. If a linearly polad7..ed 

beam reflects at an interface, it generally undergoes a polarization change, according 

to the boundary conditions for E and B. This change depends on the initial polariza

tion direction. Generally the beam 

will become elliptically polarized. 
In two situations however, when 

the polarization direction lies in 
the plane of incidence (p. paral

lel) Of is per- pendicular (s. senk

recht) to it. the polarization is not 

changed. Linearly polarized lighf 

remains linearly polarized after 

reflection. If we regard an inci· 

dent beam as constructed from a 

p and s component, the polarizll." 
tion change can be ascribed to the 

difference in the (complex) re-

figure 5.2.1: Reflection On a 

semi-infinite suiface. 

flection coefficients rp and [s' For a linearly polarized monochromatic plane wave 

with frequency Q} the outgoing waves are written as: 

J<' Q\l\ - r . E in"" r C_ ei(kz-rot) 
-p - p P pL..Qp 

(5.2.1) 

If the complex reflection coefficients arc represented by 

(5.2.2) 

the change is divided in a phase change ll.p-ll.s between p and s components and a 

relative amplitude change in (Eo/Eos) by a factor IrpI/lr$l. The reflection coeffi

cients rp and rs are given by the Fresnel equations: 



_ no' COSipo - 1%)' cosqh 
fp - no' COSq\;) + n1' COStpl 
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(5.2.3a) 

(S.2.3b) 

where 110 '" Ilo-iko is the complex refractive index of the surrounding medium (which 

is usually I), n1 '" nl-ik1 the complex refractive index of the material. <Po the angle 

of incidence and ({'1 the angle of refraction (see figure 5.2.1). 

It is customary to represent the reflection of a system in terms of the complex 

ratio p of rp and r~ which is again represented in terms of two eIIipsometdc angles lfI 

and Ll..: 

ill P :'" rJrs = lan(lfI)' e . (5.2.4) 

The relation between lfI and .6. and the refractive index of the reflecting medium Dl is 

found by dividing Eq. (S.2.3a) by Eq. (5.2.3b): 

r ill. P '= ~;;; lan(Ip)·e 
l"s 

_ (no' cospo 
- (Ji(). cos<po 

- nt' COSP1). (nl' cospo + no' COSP1~ 
+ 1%l'COS<Pl) (nl'COSq:o - no'COS({'1 

(5.2.5) 

One can calculate n1 from II' and A if <Po and no are known (0/1 can be found using 

SneIIs law; n1sin({'1 '" nosinqJo). In terms of complex ratio p one can transfonn Eq. 

(5.2.5) into: 

(5.2.6) 

If Eop is chosen equal to Eo~ (the angle between the incident polarization direction 

and the plane of incidence is then 45 degrees) the effect of the difference in reflect

ion coefficients on the polarization of the reflected beam is easily illustrated as is 
shown in figure 5.2.2 a and b. 
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figure 5.2.2 a: Ellipsometry /lsing.a 

polarization angle oj 45 degrees. 

Chapter 5 

fisure 5.2.2 b: In. chis 

case the measured IjI 

and 6. can be shown 

in the ellipse. 

The effect of the material properties IjI and tl on the reflected heam is shown in 

the figure. In this particular case If! is the angle enclosed in the tdangle built up out 

of the amplitudes of the s-- and p-waves. The phase difference between s- and p

wave is in this case equal to the eUipsometric angle tl. 

Since this chapter is devoted to interpretation of angles 1/1 and 6. measured on an 

elliptically polarized beam it has some elegance to show these angles gra.phically in 

the ellipse (figure 5.2.2 b). A cross-section perpendicularly to the propagation direc

tion of the reflected beam shows the ellipse constructed of the twO Sinusoidal electric 
signals in p- and &-direction. To construct /:} we need a projection on the p-axis, of 

an imaginary point traveling with constant speed over a circle with radius EpOUl, to 

describe the oscillation in the p-<direction. An angle tl is passed from the moment 
that Epcm '" 0 to the moment Elul ;= O. 
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Figure 5.2.3 a. band c show 1fI and .6. as a function of n and k for three different 

angles of incidence uSing A. '" 632.8 nm. Ellipsometry is clearly very sensitive to n. 

a) figure 5.2.3; 
41. - 7S· 

K-S!,I1 

1$0 
1fI and Ii for n '" [1.5 - 5J and k '" [0 -

135 
2.25J. In figure a. b and c angles of inci-

dence oj 75. 70 and 65 degrees are used. 
<!I 90 The positions of crystalline silicon ( n '" 

~-~.o 

45 "'-loD 3.88 - 0.019i) and amorphous silicon (n '" 

0 4.3 • 0,088i) are shown. These plots are 
0 10 20 J.() constructed for the wavelength of a ReNe 

l' laser: A. ::::: 632.8 nm. 

41 •• 70" <1>. ~ 65" 

ISO 180 

JJS J:3.:s 

<l 90 <! 90 

45 45 

0 0 

0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30 

IF w 
b) c) 

The choice of the angle of incidence depends on the value of n in which one is 

interested. If for instance k has to be detennined in a situation with n larger than 3.5 

an angle of incidence larger than 75 degrees provides sensitive measurements. Also 

measurement of n is mOre sensitive for larger angles of incidence. If the refractive 

index is smaller than 2 however a smaller angle of incidence would provide a better 

senSitivity. In section 5.5 the effect of a surface roughness layer on these plots is 

discussed which gives also restraints to the choice of angle of incidence. 
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If only direct reflections reach the detector (a semi,infinite surface) one can deter

mine the complex refractive index by measuring '1', t1 and (j)o and uSing a diagram 

like 5.2.3. It should be noted that it is not possible beforehand, to deduce from this 

measurement whether one is dealing with a semi-infinite surface Or not. 

5.3 Ellipsometry on homogeneously growing optically thin layers 

In order to interpret ellipsometric measurements, a model of the optical behaviour 

of the reflecting system is required- In the previous section we only discussed direct 

reflection that occurred at an interface. To describe reflection on a film growing on 

top of a (semi-infinite) substrate, another model should be used_ The simplest one 

that Can be used is that of a semi-infinite substrate with a homogeneous optically 

thin film on top of it. The reflected beam will then conSiSt of two parts. as is shown 

in figure 5.3.1: 1) direct reflection (DR) and 2) multiple internal reflections (MR)-

DR 

figure 5.3.1: Reflection on an opti

cally thin layer On top oj a semi·inji

nile surface- In this case multiple 

reflections (MR) playa role in dis

turbing the polarization of the direct 

reflection (DR). 

If the polarization of the direct reflection could be separated from the polarization 

due ll) multiple reflections the interpretation of the previous seCtiOn could be used to 

determine nand k of the growing layer. Now multiple reflections cause a perturbat

ion. The electric field vectors of both the p-- and $-waves add llP forming a resul~ant 

reflection coefficient R, 

R ;;;;;: Ere/~ (5.3.1) 

= rOl+tOltlOrde-2ill + fJ2rlOe--4ill + r212r21oe~ill +. __ ] 
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where t and r are the transmission- and reflection--coefficients respectively. The 

subscripts denote the medium before. and after reflection transmission. In the expo" 

nent the phase thickness fJ occurs which is defined as: 

(5.3.2) 

where d is the layer thickness, and A the used wavelength. In case a layer is growing 

f3 will iucrease with time. Note that if the imaginary part of n > 0. f3 will be complex 

and the part between brackets in Eq. (5.3.1) will go to zero with increasing thickness_ 

Using Stokes equations TIO ;:;: -rOl and t:l1tlO '" 1-rOI2, the geometric series in Eq_ 

(5.3.1), can be calculated yielding: 

(5.3.3) 

The values for", and A measured on a system consisting of a semi-infinite substrate 

and an optically thin layer are determined by: 

P '" tan(1I')ei.1. "" ~. 
s 

(5.3.4) 

Now we can calculate '" and ,6. of a system consisting of substrate and optically 

thin film. Using Eq. (5.3.2) J3 can be calculated from which, using Eq. (5.3.3), R., 
and ~ are obtained. With Eq. (5.3.4) Rp and Rs transform to 1[1 and A. Using subse

quently different thicknesses the ",A behaviour of a homogeneously growing film can 

be simulated. 

Figure 5.3.2 a, b shows two plots of a simulation of \iI and .1. for the case of a 

layer with a refractive index n '" 3.5---().2i growing On top of crystalline silicon 

(ncsi=3-88-0.019i). Figure 5.3.2a shows a plot of.1. against 'I' with the thickness vary

ing over the CUNeo This is called a \ilL\. plot. The simulation starts at a IJIA point 

(Start) corresponding with the refractive index of the substrate. Due to an increasing 

layer thickness the curve makes a clockwise-inward spiral movement, towards a 
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convergence point (end) corresponding with the refractive index of the grown layer. 
From now on we will call these end points convergence points. 

200 

II!O 

"'~ 
~ h t.. 175 I, " ('j'\ I \ i \ 1 \ ,f",/\.~""n.-~ .. • 

<l ?< 12 
Ii Y \I 150 ~ 

160 

8 
q1 

140 4 
4 8 12 0 300 600 900 

0/ d (um) 

a) b) 

figure 5.3.2: IJIA plot (a) and IJ1 d). 6.( d) plot (b) of a layer. with II .. 3.5-0.li. 

growing on c·Sf. The angle of incidence is 70 degrees. In plot (aJ is shown that the 

curve makes {j cJock!.vise inward spiral movement from start to end point. The oscil· 

lations in (b) resemble exponential dect;rys on first sight. 

In figure 5.3.3 several1ftl plots are shown of laye,s growing with different nl (a) 

and kl (b). The difference in IJIA values between start- and convergence point deter

mines the size. i.e. 1f!w;:.c1J!oonv, of the plots, whereas the contraction speed, i.e. 

O(ljfml:clJlconv)/&i, is determined by k1. Larger kl results in curves which reach the 
same distance to the convergence pOint with a smaller thickness increase. 

After one cycle (e.g. from one maximum in IJI to the next maximum in Ijf in the 

case that nl differs not too much from n2 as in figure 5.3.2) the phase difference 

between the direct reflection and the internal reflections is the same again; one wave

length tits in extra. The thickness increase can now be calculated from, 

(5.3.6) 
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270 20!) 

0 180 
180 @) J <:l ~ 

160 

90 140 

UO 
k-O.O k~Q.$ k-~.o 0 ~-D.) 

0 10 20 30 Z 6 10 

q.r 

a) b) 

figure 5.3.3: Ellipsometry On layers growing with (a) kl",,0.2 and increasing nl [2.0, 

2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 61. and (b) nh;;J.5 and increasing kl [0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0J. The optical 

properties of the substrate in (a) were 112 :;: 2.75 - 0.2i, whereas c-Si with n2 '" 3.88 

- O.Oi8i was used in (b). The size of the plots increases with distance the between 

start-convergence point. The contraction speed increases with ki. 
The horizontal axis in (b) is diviqed into 4 limes a lJI axis. The axis division and the 

starting pOint are in each plot the same. 

because exp(-2iJ3) made One rotation in the complex plane. This yields for the in

crease of thickness: 

(5.3.7) 

where .1.d is the increase in thickness in one ellipsometric oscillation. For the HeNe 

wavelength of 632.8 nm and n '" 3.4 - 0.2i this means an increase of abo\lt 100 nm. 

When the layer is absorbing this equation is not correct anymore and an errOr of kin 

is introduced. Correct determination of the thickness then requires a simulation of the 

measurement providing the thickness necessary to reach a certain lJIl! point, Using 

the time needed for this increase in thickness the growth~rate v g equals: 
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(5.3.8) 

If IJI and 6. are to be calculated for a stack of layers with different complex refrac

ti ve indices and thicknesses on top of a semi-infinite surface a mathematical conve

nient transfonnation to impedance factors can be imposed On the Fresnel equaLions 

[5]. Roughly speaking an equation like Eq. (5.3.3) is used to calculate new reflection 

coefficients from the old reflectiOn coefficients together with the refractive index and 

thickness of the layer which is added- Via iteration IJI and .1. of a set of layers stacked 
on top of each other can be calculated. 

For simulations of reflection of these multilayer systems we used a turbo pascal 
unit written by Haverlag and Kroesen [5]. 

o 5 10 l5 

figure 5.3.4. 

'!JIb. plot of nl = 2.8 . 0_1 i On top of 

c-Si. In this case nO egg like plot is 

found because IJI of the convergence 

point is almost zero lind the 

perturbation of the direct reflection 

by internal reflections large. 

In the cases shown in figures 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 the convergence points were far 

enough from the boundaries IJI;;;;; 0, /!,. ~ 0 and 6=180 degrees. If this is not the case, 

lJIc" figures can be expected, as illustrated in figure 5_3.4, which have nO €gg-like 

form. This subject is left aside since it played only a minor role in our measure

ments. Interpretation of such measurements is in our case complicated owing to the 

occurrence of a sublayer with unknown optical properties. 
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5.4 EUipsomeb:y 00 Whowogeoeously growing optically thin layers 

If the refractive index does not remain constant during growth the IjIA Curves of a 

growing layer will show a different behaviour as illustrated in figure 5.4.1. 

200 ~--~~------------, 

180 

!7S 

175 

150 
170 L..... _______ ~--.J 

4 8 12 8 HI 12 

a) b) 

figure 5.4.1: Homogeneous (a, 11];-3.5 "O.li) and inhomogeneous growth (b). During 

growth the refractive index nl in case b) decreases linearly from 4-0.1i to 3.5-0.1i. 

The angle of incidence is 70 degrees. 

12 ~----------------~ 

III 

6 

4 ~----------------~ 
o 300 600 900 

d (om) 

figure 5.4.2: Symmerry of IjI with res

pect to the convergence value IjIdi)

Continuous function 1Jf'm:>.7, and ""mit:! 

are each others mirror image. 

The difference between homogene

ous and inhomogeneous grOwth is 

found in a difference in symmetry with 

respect to the convergence point. Of 

course in the homogeneous case the IJft1 

plot is not strictly symmetric due to 

absorption, But if the minima in V' are 
interpolated to the same thickness 

where the next maximum in VI is found, 

their geometrical distance to the con" 

vergence point WOUld, in fIrst order, be 

equal, This is illustrated in fIgure 5.4.2. 

The maxima and minima in IJf are used 

to define continuous functions IJI' =(d) 

and lfnlin(d). At the same thickness 
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vi u);l.~(d)-'Pdir equals vi min(d}-ll'dir' A similar plot can be made for 11. 
The convergence point, which is determined by the polarization ot" the direct re· 

flection, is in the homogeneous case not moving because nl remains constant. In the 

inhomogeneous case the polarization of the direct reflection is changing during 

growth owing to the change of 01, This leads to what our eye interprets a~ a shifting 

convergence point. Obviously this is. in contradiction with the tenn convergence 
point and a new term might be introduced like attraction center but that would not 

provide more insight. It is more appropriate to speak of direct reflection, 

Analysis Of ellipsometry on inpomo

geneous growth can be performed by 

e,8. separating the measurement into 

segments in which n1 does not vary 

drastically. For every segment the best 

fitting Rl and thickness inc.ea.$C can be 
found, The occurrence of a sublayer 
with unknown optical properties makes 
this approach in our case impossible 

l)ccause it is necessary to calculate the 

actual ",11 values, To overcome this 

problem we investigated the possibility 

to use the symmetry in the IJ1I1 plots of 

homogeneous growth for analysis pur

poses, Plots like figure 5.4. I-a, indicate 

that the position of the convergence 

point (ljIconv, I1conv) can be estimated 
using for instance the extremes of 0/, 

200 

ll.~'r l75 ~ 

3- U 150 I> 
I.£.'l mll1 'I'd" 

fI ~ 

4 ......... -----..".1 
II 30" 600 900 

d (nm) 

figure 5.4.3: 

Determination of the polarization of the 

direct reflection (ljIdir. ~ir) using the 

symmetry of ljI and the fact that II' and 

~ are out of phase. 

(5.4,1) 

(5.4.2) 
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where subscripts dir, max, min and conv stand for: direct reflection, maximum, mini

mum and convergence. The functions VI mi~(d) and 1fI m,uJd) are interpolated values of 

the discrete functions ljlmil'l(dlllln) and Ip'max(dtlli\:.,) to the same thickness. as illustrated 

in figure 5.4.3. 

Instead of Eqs. (5.4.1) and (5.4.2) other equations might be used. The strategy 

followed to investigate the possibilities of the extremes in IjI to calculate the position 

of the convergence point will be that we will find the values of f3 for which oljl/8P "" 
O. These solutions can be used to construct equations similar to Eqs. (5.4.1) and 

(5.4.2) for calculation of the convergence point position. 

In the previous section we derived for the complex ratio of reflection coefficients 

of a system consisting of semi-infinite substrate plus a homogeneous layer the fol

lowing equation: 

(5.4.3) 

The values for J3 in the extremes in IJf are solutions of one of the following equations: 

(5.4.4) 

Solving 51 pi 2/8tJ-O yields for the case thatk:=.O [6]: 

sm(A) '" 0 ~ f3r '" m1!l2 (m = 0,1,2, .. ) (5.4.5a) 

where A is the real part of {3 '" f3r + iJ3i. This solution is exact for Cases where k"'O. 

In the absorbing cases an expansion in kin has to be used leading to a similar equa

tion, 

(5.4.5b) 
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The complex constant C1 is in fIrst order a linear function of kin leading to solutions 

which are periodkal with period mn:l2. 
Since the average value of 1fI at one thickness is required. interpolation of the 

minimum or maximum in V' to the same value (3; is performed. This results in the 
fact that the same value f3i is used in both the expressions for the minimum and the 

maximum in p. The interpolated p will be given a prime: p'. For minimum and maxi

mum in I pi we find two equations with exp(Oi) and cxp(m). Determination which of 

them yields the maximum in 1/1 depends on the values of the reflection coefficients. 

(rpOl-fpI2e -2 (j3i+C:2») (l-rS01[$)Ze -2(]3\+C2» 

p'- = (r~OI-r~12e -2(/3\+C;\ (l.rpOlr
p

I2e -=2(J3i+CZ» 

(rro l +fp12e -2(I3,+C2» (1 +r.Olr~12e -2(/3i+C2» 

p'+ "" (r~Ol+r~ \2e -1(]3i+C2'J)' (1+r~M)IfpLl.e -2(J3j+C2» 

(5.4.6) 

In our case the refracLi ve indices of the substrate and the layer differ not as much 

as the refractive indices of vacuum and the growing layer. This implies that I {p121 ,< 

I fila I I and 1 f sul « I [$011. Hence the disturbance of ~ is minimum when the expo
nent in Eg. (5.4.3) is real which is the case in the extremes in 1jI. Eq. (5.4.2) is there

fore correCt in the non-absorbing case and gives an estimation in the absorbing case 

of which the validity has to be checked since C2 is complex. 

For further calculation it is convenient to abbreviate the reflection coefficients. 

without boldfacing them to denote that they are complex: 

(5.4.7) 

If Eqs. (5.4.6) are reorganized we find: 

(Pi 
P' ---

(Sl 

(5A.Sa) 
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(5A.8h) 

If we calculate tile average value of p'_ and p'+, which is an operation similar to the 

proposed equation Eq. (5.4.1) we find: 

(5.4.9) 

The numerator N and denominator D of Eq. (5.4.9) yield after calculation: 

N "" ac-bd 
(5.4.10) 

D;;;;; c2 - d2 

Division of N and D yields for the average value of p'_ and p'+: 

(5.4.11) 

A similar procedure for tile difference of p'_ and p'+, which is a measure for the 'size' 

(roughly 'P'max-V'mlIl) of the lfI,1 plot, yields: 

I(P1S2+S1PI2P.2-PlSl+P1S 12 S2)' e -2(~+C2)+O(e -6J3i)] 

[S12 + O(e-4p~)] 

(5.4.12) 

This shows that (p'~ - p'rrio.) undergoes an exponential decay if exp(-6t3i) « 

exp(-2j3i). If kl «nl and sin(4'po)«nl an estimation of A can be given by: 

(5.4.13) 
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For the case that Kl«Ol the en"Or caused by C is small enough to use A of the 

extremes in IjI as an estimate for the polarization of the direct reflection. resulting in 

the following equations to determine IJ/Z~Jl~: 

(5.4.14) 

Ll.dir = t.\1Jfmax' = ~V'min' (5.4.15) 

(5.4.16) 

The first guess in Eq. (5.4.1) wa~ apparently a lineari ... ation of Eq. (5.4.14). 

Note that, although the imaginary part of the refractive index can be determined 

from Eq. (5.4.16) it is not necessary to do so since the polarization of the direct re

flection is determined by nl and kb and kl can be found from lJI~dir' The exponential 

decay however provides an alternative way to determine kl in for instance non-sensi

tive parts of the 1JIt1 plane. 

Figure 5.4.2 shows an estimation of the error in the detennination of Pdir using the 

extremes in 1JI. The Fresnel equations are used to make an estimate of the different 

reflection coefficients. When the layer is grown to a thickness of 100 nm, the error in 

the measurements. which is in our case 4 to 6% in n allows determination of Pdir in 

an interval ranging from 3.5 to 4.5. With a thickness of 500 om this interval is in

creased from 3 to 5.5. The refractive index of PBD deposited a-Si:H ranges from 2 
to 4.5. 

lOO ,......,~--------....., 

d-IOO nm 

d-SOO nul 

0.1 

.0.01 '---~-....... ~~~--------' 
2 J 4 5 6 

n 

figure 5.4.4; The error in determination oj 

Pdir from the extremes in ljI. in this case a 

layer with refractive index n :::: III • 0.1· i. 

growing on c-Si. is considered 
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Now we have shown that it is possible using the extremes in 1JI to estimate the 

polarization of the direct reflection in the homogeneous case. Analysis in this fashion 

as a limited depth resolution of 50 nm but it can be performed in minutes on an 486 

IBM AT instead of days which were mentioned earlier. 

Proving that this strategy is also applicable in the inhomogeneous case, which is 

the subject of this section, is however difficult. The mathematics involved is in the 

inhomogeneous case too difficult to perform calculations similar to the ones executed 

in this section. 

What we can do, as an illustration, is analyze the simulation plotted in figure 

SA. I-b. This is of course no proof that the method is correct but it provides insight 

in its applicability in a typical case. For every other case the result can be checked in 

a similar way. In figure 5A.3--a the input value for n is plotted along with the results 

of the ~xtremes analysis. 

A good agreement is found with the initial data. The residue corresponds to the 

error estimated in figure 5.4.2. The logarithmic plot of Ip=I-IPminl (5A.3--b) 

against the layer thickness shows also a reasonable agreement with the used value of 

k. An error of 4% in the determination in k is found in this case. Since we did not 

use the results obtained from previous thicknesses in the analysis of a point at a cer 

,-, ....... -3 
0 tIa ----. .... Ii 

4.00 2- CI. 
-1 I" -4 

1:1 ~ '"i 
3.75 ;::I • 

"C a -s .~ 

'" cr ~ 
3.50 ~ -

-6 
0 300 6(1) 900 0 lOO 61)0 !loO 

0) d (nm) b) d (nm) 

figure 5.4.3: ReSults from lJI-extremes analysis On a simulation of an inhomogeneous

ly growing film on top oj a c-Si substrate. 

The result of n (0, dots), and of I proa:..I·1 Pmin I (h. dots) against layer thickness d 

show good agreement with the input values (lines). 
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tain thickness we can conclude that the method works also for growth on top of a 

sublayer with unknown optical properties. 

Thus far we have investigated the effect of (in)homogeneously growing film on 

top of a semi-infinite substrate with the restriction that the perturbation of the direct 

reflections are small enough to result in egg-shaped plots. If real measurements arc 

analyzed in this perspective two problems will arise which makes it necessary to 

refine our model. In section (5.5) the effect of a toplayer is discussed. The effect of 

thickness distribution is discussed in section (5.6). 

5.5 Toplayer 

The first refinement will be the introductiOn of a surface-roughness- or toplayer. 

In plasma deposition a surface-roughness layer is a common feature. During growth 

the surface is not smooth but shows small thickness variations of typically to nm. 

This surface-roughness has an effect on the polarization change of the reHecting 

beam. 

The surface can be regarded as having a larger vOid-fraction than the bulk. Surfa

ce migration and deposition will fill the holes and the topJayer will become bulk 

underneath a new toplayer. The occurrence of voids will lead to a lowering of the 
refractive index which can be calculated using an effective medium approximation 

like Bruggcmans equation: Eq. (5.1.3). For PECVD of a-Si;H several values for the 

void-fraction of this toplayer are found ranging from 20% [7] to 50 % [8] with a 

typical thickness of 10 nm. 
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In the previous section a strategy was presented to calculate the polarization of the 

direct reflection from the ex;trernes in IJI. When a top layer is present the mathematics 

involved for a similar calculation becomes very complicated. Note that it is not ap

propriate to speak about direct reflection on the bulk anymore since the toplayer 

affects the polarization. The convergence point is now determined by lhe polarization 

of the external reflection which contains infonnation of both the bulk and the toplay

er. If inhomogeneous growth is considered the 1JI!l plots will show a behaviour like 

shown in 5.4.1~a but the polariUttion of external reflection will be shifted along an 

iso-n line (i.e. a line with constant n) to a value corresponding with the toplayer 

thickness. If the toplayer is not constant during growth the external reflection will 

follow a certain trajectory in the IJIA plane encircled by the measured 1JIj, value. 

The effect of a lOplayer on the 'I'd. plot is shown in figure 5.5,1. When the plot 

without toplayer is located in the upper part (90 <: Ii < 180 degrees) of the -.ph. plane 

a shift of the complete measurement to lower Ii values and higher 'If values is obser

ved. The contraction speed does riot change from this effect on first sight. 

The position of the convergence point is nOW determined by five parameters. The 

complex refractive index of the bulk nl the complex refractive index of the toplayer 

ntQP and dtw Since the contraction speed is not affected the imaginary part of nl can 

be detennined using the exponential decay from Eq. (5.4.16). A relation can be made 

between 01 and ntop by assuming the topJayer to consist of 

lOO ...----~---------, 

175 

150 

llS 

100 
~--------------~ 

5 10 IS 

figure 5.5.1: Effect of a suiface-roughness

or toplayer on top Of a growing layer with 

n1:;: 3.5 " 0.15i. Bruggemans effective me

dium approximation provides an n top ::: 2.15 

-O.Oli am/ming a void fraction of 50%. The 

dashed graph is simulated with a toplayer 

of 15 nm thickness and the solid graph 

without top/ayer. 

bulk material plus a certain fraction of voids. Choosing the void-fraction leaves the 

convergence point position to be determined by the real part of nl and the toplayer 

thickness. In figure 5.5.2-a, a plOt is shown of convergence point positions for differ-
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ent nand dtop values. In this particular plot the angle of incidence is 70 degrees and 

kr=O.15. Having detennined 'Po and k the convergence pOint plot will fix a certain 

'iso-n' line with which the refractive index can be determined, In the plot twO i.o;;o--n 

lines are given for nl "" 2.0 and n, = 3,5, For large n the topla-yet has a drastic effect 

On the convergence point position at this specific angle of im.:idence. 

AS is shown in figure 5,5.2 the choice of the void-fraction has only a minor effect 

on the determinatiOn of n. The value of the toplayer thickness is however strongly 

affected by the choice of the void-fraction. Hence dtop is not expected to contain 

useful information. The toplayer: thickness varied in our measurementS from 4 to 30 

nm. A weak anticorrelation is found with refractive index (low refractive index oc

curs with large toplayer thickness). 

To check if the results from the calculation on homogeneously growing layers 

without toplayer are applicable in analysis of inhomogeneous growth with top layer 

(1I"p· '\I nm 

"-1111"" MAin 

135 dlup- L" ,,'r. 

-<l 90 

45 

OL......~ __ ~ __ ~ __ --' 

o H) 20 30 

figure 5.5.2 a); 

Convergence pOints for kl ::<!'O.lS and 

%",,70 degrees. nl varies from 1.5 to 

5.5, dtof' varies from 0 to 28 nm. 

5 20 

11 
4 - • • • ! • • ----+-1" I 

Q 

/ )5 Q.. .... .; "", 
J:: ) -.01. ) -: '. ::I ',,- 10 

2 dtl)p "~~.-Q __ 4.t'''',.to''' ,:, 

L-____ ~-~...........j 5 

0.00 O.2~ 0.50 0.15 1.00 

fisure 5.5.2 b): 

The choice of the void-fraction causes 

only a small error in the determination 
of the refractive index. The error bar is 

the in situ ellipsometry aCC11racy in our 

case. 
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we made a simulation of such a 1f/i!J. behaviour and analyzed this simulation in terms 

of an estimation of the polarization of the external reflection. In figure 5.5.3 the 

results are shown. Calculation of the depth profile of k is not possible because it is 

difficult to determine an derivative using only a limited number of points. The error 

in k results in an overestimation of the toplayer thickness. The refractive index and 

the growth rate follow the initial values with a good agreement. 

figure 5.5.3: Analysis of inhomogeneous n, 

vS' k and d,op using the extremes in 1JI. The 
vaidjraction was 50% and the angle of 

incidence 70 degrees. A good agreement is 
found for the refractive index and the 

growth-rate as a function of time while the 
top/cryer thicJ~'1ess is overestimated due to 

the error in determination of k. 
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5.6 Thickness Integration 

If the thickness of the growing layer is not constant over the measuring spot or 

time integration averages the measured signal over different thicknesses, the values 
for lJI and l!,. are affeeled. For parts of the 'l/fl!,. curve which vary rapidly with thickness 

incr:ease this change can become large. The effect can be numerically simulated by 

applying a convolution with a thickness deviation function. If the growth-rate is 

different for different places on the measuring spot this deviation will become broad

er, whereas the deviation at the start of growth is zero. To give an impression of the 

effect of thickness distrihution a simulation is made with a deviation function which 

is constant in time. As an illustration two 'I/f~ plots are given of a growing layer with 

constant n[- 3.25 - O.li without (5.6.1) and with (5.6,2) toplayer. The len graph 

shows the effect of a thickness distribution width of 35 nm and the right graph this 

distribution width is 70 nm, The weighting factor for the thickness is chosen as a 
symmetric peak. The weighting value changes value every 5 nm [rom 1. 3, 5, 6, 5, 3, 

to 1. When the distribution-width is 70 nm the weighting factor changes every 10 

nm. 
If these measurements are interpreted in terms or a model wilh changing refractive 

index and changing toplayer thickness we would find a decrease in n[ and a decrease 

in toplayer thickness. The effect on nl is larger in case of the toplayer (5.6.2), 

Note that the measurements become sloping, i.e. a line through lJI'rm.x and V'rrin is 

not horil.ontal anymore as was the case in (in)homogeneous growth. This effect ma

kes it possible to distinguish thickness deviation from inhomogeneolls nand dtop. In 

60 L-~~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ 

o 6 o 6 

figure 5.6.1: Effect of a thickness 

deviation On a simulation of a layer 

with nl'd.25 - 0.15i, in this case no 

toplayer was added in the simlila" 

tion, For further comment see cap

tion at figure 5.6.2. 
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the latter case a line through l.Jfmu and V'min is horizontal as is seen in figure 5.4.1-b 

and 5.5.1. 

figure 5.6.2 In this case a toplay

er with thickness 10 nm and 

void- fraction 0-5 is added. The 

left parts of 5.6-1 and 5.6.2 show 

the effect of a 35 nm deviation in 

thickness. The right pan shows 

the effect of a 70 nm deviation. 

Ihe thickness distribution was 

clock shaped as discussed in the 

text. 

5.1 Results on in situ. Ellipsometry 

A) Intemretation Possibilities 

ISO r---~~-----'-----"""'---' . 
ISO t·.······ . 
nO 

90 

o 6 o 6 12 

'P\?,. am) 

From the previous sections we can conclude that there are three possible analysis 

strategies. 

1) If the plots are sloping only the point to which the measurement eventually 

converges, i.e. the end point, can be used to determine nand d1<:tp' From the 

contraction speed a rough estimate of k can be obtained. The growth-rate is 

obtained uSing n, Eq. (5-3.7) and the time interval between two extremes. 

2) If the plots are not sloping, the optical properties of the substrate are unknown 

and the 11'11 plots are egg-like shaped, analysis can be performed using the 

extremes in lJI. 

3) If plots are not sloping and the optical properties of the substrate are known 

one can find a fit by simulation and comparison of the simulation with the 

measurement. The amOunt of measuring points generally exceeds the amount 

of necessary variables. Using the extremes in ljI for analysis will however be 
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much faster at the cost of depth resolution. The results of this analysis can also 

be used as a first estimate if a better depth resolution is desired. In our case a 

depth resolution of 50 nm is appropriate. 

Analysis using the extremes in II' will require the following steps: 

1) Rough eStimation of n. 

2) Calculation of k and Vg from the decay Of tan(II'=)-tan(lI'mirJ 

(using n to find the thicknesses of the subsequent extremes in 11'), 

3) Calculation of n and drop using the extremes in 1jI. 

Iteration of this procedure will converge to the desired values for n, k, d~l)p and vg. 

Two strokes will be appropriate since n is not a very sensitive function of k, The 

value of n can generally be estimated with an accuracy of 5% using a convergence 

point plot like 5.5.2 a. 

B Results 

The in situ elUpsomctry measurements on plasma-beam deposition of a-Si:H 

show all the features we discussed in the previous sections. Thickness inhomogeneity 

and hence 'sloping' measurements are observed in 90% of the cases making depth 

profiling impossible. This is expected to be caused by a bad mix.ing of silane with 

the plasma notably at low gas now-rates in the arc. Optimization of the injection is 

One of the subjects for further research, 

In the remaining 10 % the majority shows inhomogeneous growth in n, dtop and 

v g' Measurements which are sloping can also have a inhomogeneity in n a.nd d~t)p but 

this is not diStinguishable from the effect of thickness distribution. 

In 95 % Of the cases the starting point did not correspond to the expected c-Si 

values indicating sublayer growth, When a cleaning procedure, using HF spin etching 

[9J to etch away the native ox.ide layer, is used before br:inging the substrate into the 

vessel. the growth~rate of cluster deposition without silane injection increases. 
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It is obvious that a detailed study of the depth profiles is not feasible under such 

conditions. Depth analysis has however. in this stage of the investigations. no main 

priority. The strategy derived in this chapter will therefore provide more results in 

the future than in the rest of this thesis. 

Two examples of measurements indicating thickness inhomogeneity are shown in 

figure 5.7.1. The slope of an imaginary line through II'min and lfImlX show that there 

is is significant thickness distribution over the measuring spot. Effect of time integra

tion during the measurement can be neglected. Taking the typical measuring frequen

cy Of 7 Hz and a growth-rate of 21 nm/s an increase in thickness during measure

ment of one VIA pair can be calculated to be 3 nm. The effect shown in figure 5.7.1 

shows resemblance with the plots in figure 5.5.4 indicating a thickness distribution of 

about 50 nm over an elliptical measuring spot with a long axis of 6 mm. 

180 
160 

135 

<l 
90 <l 120 

45 
80 , 12 18 H 8 l2 l' 

'¥ '¥ 

a) b) 

figure 5.7./ . .- Two plots resulting from growing a-Si:H with a thickness distribution 

over the meCMur'ing spot. Analysis has to be performed using the convergence point 

along with an estimate of the k. 

One fine example of inhomogeneous growth as well as its analysis using the 

~xtremes method is shown in figure 5.7.2. In figure 5.7.2-a) shows the measure

ment on a layer grown using 4lar==60 sec/s, iJ>n2 ;:: 10 scc/s, 4lsib4 '" 0.5 sec/so The arc 

current was 75 A and the vessel pressure 0.2 mbar. Depth analysis can be perfonned 

since the plOt is not sloping. The polarization of the extemal reflection changes in 

time going from A to B. The silane flow-rate has been increased to 1 scc/s when 
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convergence was reached (B). This gives rise to a change in convergence point from 

(B) to (C). In figure 5.7.2-b a plot is shown of the expected exponential decay of 

1 Pmax 1-1 PIIlin I· A very good agreement is found resulting in k ~ 0.118 ± 0.005. The 
refractive index and toplayer thickness decrease going from A to B Increasing the 

silane flow-rate gives rise to a lowering of refractive index: and toplayer thickness 

(5.7.2---c). The growth-rate is estimated to be 4.19 nm/s. 
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figure 5. 7.2 b): The exponential decay" 

ing of 1 Pm"x I-I PnD.n I against d is-jound 
to be true. 

= 

figure 5.7.2 a): Inhomogeneous 

growth. The polarization of the ex
ternal reflection is clearly changing 

during growth (A-BJ. After reaching 
convergence (BJ the silane flow-rate 
was doubled (CJ. 
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figure 5.7.2 c).- Depth profiling llsing 

the extremes. in lJI shows a decrease in 

nand dll)p' increasing the silane flow

rate gives rise to a change in nand dfOP 
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5.8 Results on Spectroscopic Ellipsometry 

A),.ImewretatLon Possibilities 

The model to be used in analysis of spectroscopic ellipsometry is of course the 

same as used in in situ ellipsometry. Measurements using the spectroscopic ellipso

meter show twO regions; an oscillating part where the absorption is low, and a non 

oscillating pan with significant absorption. The main aim is to obtain the absorption 

coefficient from the measurements. As was mentioned before the choice of the angle 

of incidence has not been satisfactory since for layers with desirable properties (i.e. 

refractive index larger than 4) the dependence On the toplayer is more sensitive than 

the dependence on k. 

An extra problem that arises is oxidation of the layers when they are brought in 

COntact with air. From infrared analysis it is found that in typically three days most 

layers oxidize making comparison of the results from in situ ellipsometry with spec

troscopic ellipsometry impossible. Also evidence is found of a difference in oxida

tion of the toplayer and the bulk. Hence the relation between toplayer refractive 

index and bulk refractive index has become a function of wavelength. Assumption of 

a constant toplayer thickness leads therefore to inconsistencies. Mea..~urements at the 
used different angles of incidence give not enough information to overcome thiS 
problem and in the future a different (larger) angles of incidence are required. 

a Resylts 

For lower refractive indices, as present in layers in which we have no special 

interest. analysis can be perform eel. An example is shown of a layer grown with low 

argon flow-rate, low current and without hydrogen injection. The used plasma para

meter settings were ifJallPbiq,sib4 '" 25/0/4 scc/s, lore :;;; 25 A and p:::::O.2 mbar. In figure 
5.8.1 a V'tl spectrum is given. Also in this case we can use the extremes in 11' to 
make an estimate of the polarization of the external reflection. In the measurement 

shown in this section a spectroscopic fit of the Fourier coefficients is used to analyze 

the measurement. As shown in figure 5.8.2 this yields a reasonable fit. These results 
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are found by assuming a Tauc behaviour of the absorption coeft1cient, parabolic 

behaviour of the refractive index against the photon energy Ef and constant thick

nesses for toplayer and bulk. With these assumptions a fit is performed on the com

plete spectrum minimizing the difference in Simulated Fourier coeft1cients and mea

sured Fourier coefficients. For all three angles of incidence a bandgap or 1.35 eV 

was found along with an increasing refractive index: of n '" 2.07·0-0.058· Ef + 
0.044· E~) where the dimension of Ef is eV. The toplayer thickness was found to be 
30 nm. These values are in agreement with the results from in situ ellipsometry. 

The value for X2 descended with increasing angle of inCidence indicating that 

larger angles of incidence provide a better sensitivity for the layers under investiga
tion. 
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figure 5.8.1: .pb. spectrum of a layer grown 

with ~aI¢h:lCPSih4 '" 25/0/4 sccls, laJ'C '" 25 A 

and p=O.2 mbar. The low values of.1. indi

cate low refractive in.dex. 
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figure 5.8.2: Fit~· of the Fmlrier coefficients a and b of the measurement presented in 

5.S.1. A reasonable agreement is found. 
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5_9 Conclusions 

Ellipsometry is indeed a very sensitive technique to monitor mm growth. Perfor

med during growth of Plasma-Beam Deposition of amorphous hydrogenated silicon 

it yields the refractive index and the growth tate. In order to explain the measure

ments a lop-layer, with typical thickness of 15 nm, has to be taken into account as 

well as dynamic behaviour of the growth rate, refractive index and the toplayer 

thickness. Growth of layers before deposition makes analysis in the traditional 

fashion impossible. A solution to this problem is found in analysis using the symme

try of the lJIA plots with respect 10 the convergence point. When the measurements 

are not far from convergence (i.e. the polarization of the reflected signal is mainly 

determined by the external reflection) resulting in egg-shaped lJI!l plots, the extremes 

in ljI Can be used to estimate the polarization of the external reflection. This makes 

depth analysis with a resolution of 50 nm possible when no thickness inhomogeneity 

OCCurS. When the fIrst few oscillations in the ljIt:. plane are passed the refractive 

index interval which can be covered with this analysis technique ranges from 3 to 5.5 

in the case that layers are grown on c-Si. 

In mOst cases thickness inhomogeneity of several tens of nanometers is observed 

which can be related to a non ideal mixing of silane with the plasma. The injection 

could be optimized with the aim of improving thickness homogeneity. For safely 

reasons this has however not yet been done. 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry on PBD layers of a-Si:H are difficult to interpret 

owing to elaborateness of the description of their optical behaviour and the choice of 

angles of incidence resulting in poor sensitivity for the complex refractive index and 

hypersensitivity for the toplayer.· Attempts to analyze measurements On layers with 

high refractive indices (n > 3.5) shows problems related to the difference in degree 

of oxidation of the surface and the bulk:. Layers with low refractive indices can be 

analyzed yielding a reasonable agreement of fit and measurement resulting in a band

gap of 1.35 eV. Spectroscopic ellipsometry is therefore, under the used conditions. 

more appropriate to detennine surface characteristics than bulk characteristics. 
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Chapter 6 

Refracti ve Index Optimization 

6.1 Introduction 

The aim of the work described in this thesis is to find Out to which extent it is 

possible to grow a-Si:H with Plasma-Beam Deposition. A practical problem that 

arises in finding the best plasma-parameter settings is that the number of possibilities 

which are to be investigated is enormous. The most straightforward research strategy 

of layer-making and subsequent characterization is therefore not feasible. It can even 

be stated that a complete material characterization is not desired if One of the 

material properties deviates significantly from the device quality value. A better 

strategy is to optimize material properties one by one thus increasing the 

research~progress speed. 

In this chapter results are presented of a refractive index optimization study. The 

desired value of the refractive index. is 4.3 for a wavelength of 632.8 om [1]. The 

reason the refractive index is chosen for the optimization study is twofold. First the 

refractive index Can be measured during growth using in situ ellipsometry. making 

fast analysis possible. Secondly, the refractive index is correlated with various 

desired properties. High refractive index is observed to correlate with a low 

dihydride content and void-fraction [2]. as well as with low deposition-precursor 

sticking coefficient [3]. Deposition by microparticulates and columoary growth 

generally leads to a low refractive index [4J. Optimization of the refractive index is 

therefore expected to yield a plasma parameter setting in which several properties are 

optimized simultaneously. 

A significant extra reduction of investigation time Can be obtained by using me 

necessary deposition preparations like substrate beating and ellipsometer calibration 

for several depositions. The results presented in this chapter are obtained by so called 

multilayer deposition. The investigation time can be reduced with a factor 20 by 

growing a stack of maximum 20 layers on top of one another. 

A scan of the refractive index dependency On a large number of combinations of 
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arC current and argon~, hydrogen- and silane flow-rate USing one vessel pressure 

was performed in a couple of days. 

The disadvantage of this method could be that the layers are grown on different 

surfaces which might lead to a distortion of the results. However, using the same 

conditions to grow a layer on top of c-Si or on top of a-Si:H (i.e. the first and sixth 

layer in a multilayer) leads to deviations in the refractive index smaller than 4% 

which is sufficient for our purposes. This observation is in agreement with the earlier 

statement that a-Si:H can be grown on various substrates. 

For the refractive index optimization study the following flow-rates and currents 

were used: 

Iare (A): 25 40 55 70 85 

t/>~ib4 (secls): 2 4 6 8 

t/>iJJ' (scc!s): 25 40 55 63 85 100 

1>11:l. (sects): 0 1() 20 

The ves-scl pressure is kept constant at a value of 0.2 mbar. The plasma beam is then 

relatively wide using this pressure which leads to an improvement of thickness 

homogeneity. 

The effect of the substrate temperature On the refractive index is invE~stigated for 

one condition (1=-70 A, tpJ¢ldrf'sih4 '" 851011 scc/s). In all other situations the 

substrate temperature is kept constant (.1.T<5 0c) at a value between 250 and 300°C. 

Two typical examples of lJIt\ plOl~ of layers grown in a multilayer are shown in 

figure 6.1.1. From the analysis. in the previous chapter we find that there is a 

thickness distribution over lhe measuring spot resulting in different .1. values at tp=~ 

and V'min. 

Analysis of the measurements is performed using the position of the convergen· 

ce-point. The convergence-point position is determined using visually judged 
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figure 6.1.1: Two ifill plots during growth of a-Si:H in a multilayer. In plot (a) the 

tenth layer in a multilayer is shown. This multilayer is grown without hydrogen 

addition in the arc. Plot (b) shows the eighteenth 1fIL!.. curve from a m.ultilayer with 

addition of hydrogen in the arc. TIle position of the convergence point. indicated by 

the cross, can be determined although a considerable noise is observed. The different 

values of A at the maximum and minimum of 1fI in plot (a) indicate a thickness 

distribution over the measuring spot. 

interpolation of the development of the 1fIll plot. The total error in the detennination 

of 1JI and .6 leads to errors in n smaller than O.OS. The error in the detennination of 

the refractive index ranges from 3.2 % for n",2.5 to 5 % for n=4.5 which is mainly 

caused by the inaccuracy of the angle of incidence. Taking for k the value 0.15 

causes an extra error smaller than the one resulting from the angle of incidence. For 

a few of the 200 deposition results the errOr is somewhat larger, as the layer is 

thinner and the convergence point is still shifting. From similar measurements on 

thicker layers we can conclude that the error in n is in these cases smaller than 0.3 

which is in the same order as the error resulting from the angle of incidence 

inaccuracy. 

Before the results are presented (section 6.4) and conclusions are drawn from 

them (section 6.5) we will focus on the multilayer deposition method (section 6.2) 

and the reproducibility of the refractive index (section 6.3). 
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6.2 Multilayer Deposition 

Using the multilayer deposition method a maximum of 20 layers is grown on top 

of each other. Both the argon- and hydrogen flow-rate remain constant during 

deposition whereas the silane flow-rate and the arc--current change step- wise after 

30 to 60 seconds, depending on the expected gwwth-rate. This results in a minimum 

thickness of 500 nm at one condition. The order in which silane flow-rate and arc 

current are changed is shown in figure 6.2. L Starting with a silane t1ow- rate of I 
s,cc/s the arc Current i.~ increased step by Step from 25 to 85 ampere. After increasing 

the silane flow-rate this current sequence is repeated using the values given in 

section 6.1. 

<PSiH4 r 
(sc<J~) 

2 

1 

pare 
f--------l 85 (A) 
1--__ ...--.-1 70 
1--__ ---1 55 

40 
1----~25 

I------------l 85 
f--_~--!70 
f-------j 55 
1--__ ............... 40 

25 
f-------J sublayer 

figure 6.2.1: Multila:yer Composition 

During plasma healing of the 

substrate before deposition, it 

microparticulate layer grows of up 

to 100 nm thickness which is shown 

in the figure as 'sublayer'. 

Deposition will continue as long 

as a satisfactory elIipsometric 'sig

nal is obtained. During the measu

rement the signal intensity gene

rally decreases due to an increase of 

roughness. The typical size of this 

roughness exceeds the used 

wavelength since it is observable 

with the eye. No striCl correlation is 

found between the ellipsometric 

(nm-scale) smiace roughness and 

the signal intensity. A sharp decrease of intensity with multilayer thickness is found 

when layers with a low refractive index are deposited. In these cases only 5 to 10 

layers can be deposited with a satisfactory signal intensity. 

In 15 multilayers the sixth layer is deposited uIlder the same conditions as the first 

layer (i.e. <PsiM '" 1 scc/s and I '" 25 A) in order to test r:e prod ucibility. This subject 
will be disCllssed in the next section_ 
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In several cases nO value for the growth-rate is obtained. This is caused by the 

fact that the ellipsometer computer stops between two plasma settings. In this dead 

time the plasma parameters are adjusted and sometimes the ellipsometer is realigned 

to optimize the signal intensity. Because the silane flow-rate is not interrupted the 

growing layer can become semi-infinite before the measurement is restarted. 

Presentation of results will be performed as plots of the refractive index n, symbol 

., with the scale on the left axis and growth-rate vS' symbol 0, with the scale On the 

right ax-is. Throughout this chapter these scales will be fixed from I to 5 for the left 

axis and from 0 to 75 nmls for the :right axis if not stated otherwise. A horizontal line 

at n '" 4.3 is drawn for comparison of the obtained value willi the desired value. Two 

examples are shown in figure 6.2.2. 
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aJ 1 (A) b) I (A) 

figure 6.2.2: Two plots of 11 (., scale on the left axis) and v8 (0, scale on the risht 

axis) against the Current. 

For ease of reference the results will be presented in groups of five plots of nand 

v r. against current with increasing silane flow-rate. The value of the silane flow-rate 

will increase from the left plot to the right plot with values I, 2, 4, 6 and 8 scc/s. 

These values correspond to the numbering from 1 to 5 at the horizontal axis. The 

current scale will be left Out in the separate plots. The combined plots will be 

referred to as n-Y g diagrams. Ii not stated otherwise the scales will be used as 

mentioned above. In figure 6.2.3 an example is shown of such an n-v 8 diagram. The 

argon flow-rate is in this case 63 scc/s and the hydrogen flow-rate 0 see/s. 
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figure 6.2.3: An example of a nrvs 
diagram for tpar",63 sec/s and 

¢h2<=O sec/s. The left scale shows 

the refractive index n (.) and the 

right scale shows the growth-rate in 

nmls (0). From left to right the 

silane flow-rate increases with the 

plot n/lmber (#1: 1, #2: 2, #3: 4, #4: 

6 and #5: 8 sccls). On the horizontal 

axis in each plot the current 

increases from 25 via 40, 55, 70 £0 

85 A. These numbers are not shown 

in the figure. 

6.3 Reproducibility 

In this section we will discuss the reproducibility of the refractive index and the 
growth-rate. This reproducibility is checked by producing layers under the same 

conditions and comparing the ellipsometric results. 
Reproducibility has to be discllssed on twO time scales: minute scale and hour 

scale. Deposition of the sixth layer in a multilayer under the same condition as the 

first layer yields an average refractive index of 2.9 with a deviation of O. L Tn this 

dctennination the averaged value of the absolute difference between n(j and nl is 

taken over all cases (with and without hydrogen) where the conditions of the sixths 

are equal to the conditions of the first layer has been taken. This value is comparable 

to the ellipsometer accuracy of 5 %. 

On hour- and larger time scales the reproducibility is worse. In case no hydrogen 

is added to the plasma the average reproducibility is 0.3 which can generally be attri

buted to the ellipsometer accuracy. Addition of hydrogen causes the reproducibility 

of the refractive index to vary from 0.4 to 1.7. 

This effect is illustrated by two· plots in figure 6.3.1. Without hydrogen the repro-
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ducibiIity is acceptable while with addition of hydrogen the reproducibility exceeds 

the ellipsometer boundaries. Note that the trends of the refractive index is similar in 

both attempts under the same conditions. 
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figure 6.3.1: Reproducibility of two parts of multilaytr8 on hour scale. The horizontal 

axis denotes the layer numher in the mUltilayer. In each case two layers were 

produced under the same conditions. The dashed curve denotes the first multi!byer, 

the solid curve denotes the seco~d multilayer. Again the symbol of 11. is ., and the 

,"Ymhol of Vg is o. Without hydrogen (a, layer 6 to 10) a reasonable agreement is 
found. With hydrogen (b, It;ryer 4 to 8) the agreement is poor. The error bars indicate 
standard deviations. 

The fact that on minute scale the same ellipsometer calibration was used which is 

generally not the case on hour scale (i.e. in two separate depositions) might indicate 

that an error in the ellipsometer attributes to the irreproducibility. Multilayers grown 

on hour scale can however show irreproducibility larger than the ellipsometer 

accuracy of 5% although the same calibration was used as can be seen in figure 

6.3.2. That this irreproducibility cannot only be explained with the ellipsometer 

accuracy is also illustrated by the variation in Ibe growth-rate. According to Eqs. 

6.3.7 an 6.3.8 the accuracy in V,s is determined by the error in n of 5 %. and the error 

in the measured time interval tot (0.2 %). The average deviation in n' v g. which is 

detennined by the deviation in .it. is found to be 13 % in both cases with and 

without hydrogen.This value exc~eds the deviation due to the error in At indicating 

that the growth-rate shows a significant irreproducibility which cannot be caused 

only by an error in the ellipsometer. 
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A possible explanation for: the observed irreproducibility may be found in the role 

of hydrogen on the ionization degree of the expansion. In chapter 3 we found that the 

ion·-fiux from the arc is responsible for the dissociation of silane. Hence the 

dissociation degree Of silane into radicals will be detennined by the ratio of silane 

flOw~rate and ion flow-rate. (Since there are no measurements available on the 

density of the different radicals SiH), SiB).. SiB and Si and their ions, the 

dissociation degree of silane will be a qualitative quantity). It is likely that material 

properties. such as the refractive index, depend both on the silane radical- and 

ion-composition in the plasma. In PECVD of a-Si:H. SiH3 radicals are believed to 

yield good quality material whereas the sticking coefficient of SiH2 is larger result

ing in larger void fractions. [5,6) 

Tn our case unpredictable ionization losses, and hence silane-radical composition 

changes, can occur related to hydrogen molecules from the wall. The walls are 

generally covered with a microparticulate layer of 1 J1m particles consisting probably 

of a-Si:N:O:H. The wall surface is hereby increased which enhances this effect 

compared to clean walls. 

An experiment has been performed in which the cascaded arc burned on 60 sccJs 

argon and 10 sccts H). for three hours before deposition. It is not unlikely that 

directly after this treatment the walls will provide more hydrogen than afrer several 

hours. The behaviour of the refractive index measured in a multilayer experiment in 

which the deposition of the different layers is performed with intervals of half an 

hour is shown in figure 6.3.2. Immediately after bur:ning on argonfhydwgen the 

refractive index has a high value of 4.8 which decreases to 3.5 after 3 hours. Maybe 

this change COuld be attributed to the lowering of the H2 nux from the walls. 

$.------------, 

T 
1 

Time (hours) 

figure 6.3.2: Effect of pre-treatment 

with an argon! hydrogen plasl1Ul on 
the refractive index. A significant 

decrease is observed with time. In 

this case the conditiOns were 

tPar/¢hiQ)sih4 is 55/10/6 scc!s and 

larc = 85 A. 
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Another explanation for the observed irreproducibility is the role of microparti

curate- or cluster formation. Cluster growth in silane plasmas is a COmmOn feature 

and is observed to be correlated with void-fraction [4]. 

As stated before, a sublayer grows already before silane is injected. The rate of 

this pre-growth increases substantially with injection of hydrogen in the arc. A 

possible explanation of this phenomenon is that a hydrogen molecule breaks the 

bond between a small cluster and a larger cluster increasing the density of small 

clusters which can be transported by the plasma resulting in the observed increase in 

growth-rate. Another possible mechanism is that a hydrogen radical etches away a 

hydrogen atom from. the surface of a cluster under formation of a H2 molecule and a 

dangling bond. This dangling bond increases the sticking probability of the cluster. 

This enhanced sticking probability can also have an effect on the growth-rate of the 

cluster. An uncontrollable cluster growth-rate. and hence cluster size, can give rise 

to an uncontrollable reproducibility. 

The irreproducibility gives restraints to the comparability of the results of 

different multilayers. The results shown are those muItilayers which cover the largest 

number of conditions. In other multilayers, covering a smaller number of conditions. 

the refractive index may be substantially lower. In one condition (t/>ar",,55 scc/s and 

th2=10 scels) results from two multilayers were used because the overlapping part 

shows a satisfactory reproduction of the results. 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

This section is divided into 5 parts. In part A, B and C the results of the refractive 

index and the growth-rate as a function of arc current. silane flow-rate and argon 

flow-rate are discussed without hydrogen (A). with 10 sccts hydrogen (B) and with 

20 sec/s hydrogen (C). In part D the effect of substrate temperature on the refractive 

index is presented. A global discussion relating the measurements with and without 

hydrogen is presented in part E. 
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At Results 

First we will discuss the effect of the arc--current on the refractive index for 

different silane flow-rates. In ngure 6.4.1 an n-vg diagram is shown for an argon 

flow-rate of 63 sec/so From left to right the silane flow-rate increases with plot 

number from 1, 2,4 to 6 sccls. The fifth plot is in this ease empty. 

5 7S 

r J V j 
f\ 

'., ~ 

4 
50 

M 
;.-

o 
2 

figure 6.4.1: nand Vg against Jar<;. using different silane jlow.rates of lOin 2 (#2) 4 

(#3) and 6 (#4) seek For a silane flow-rate of 8 scc/s (#5) nO measurements are 

available. Some values of the growth-rate are missing owing to the semi-infiniteness 

of the growing layer. 

The refractive index is in all cases lower than the desired value of 4.3. For small 

silillle flow-rate the refractive index increases with increasing Current, whereas for 

large silane flow-rate the ~efractive index decreases with increasing current. Going 

from low to high silane flow-rate a minimum in refractive index shifts from low to 

high current. 

The growth-rate as a function Of current is in all cases anticorrelated with the 

refractive index as a function of current. Note that this is no artifact of the mea

surement since the growth-rate covers a larger relative interval than the refractive 

index: (i.e. v g decreases by a factor 2 ± 0.06 while n increases by a factor 1.42 ± 0.04 

in plot number 2). If n· Vg was ,constant an error in the ellipsometer could be the 

cause of the observed anticorrelation. 
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figure 6.4.2: n-vg diagrams for different 

values of the argon flow-rate. No hydrogen is 
used in this case. Vertically the argon 

flow-rate increases: 0-25, b-40, c-55, d-63, 

e-85 andf·lOO sec/s. 

In figure 6.4.2 a-f) a combination is given of 

6 n-vg diagrams each containing up to 5 

plots of n and v 8: against the arc current. 

Vertically the argon flow-rate increases from 

25 to 100 sec/s. Several striking features are 

observed. 

1) The average value of the growth-rate is 

25 nrnlS. This is much larger than the 

PECVD ,growth-rate of Lypically 0.1 nmls 

and maximum 3 mnls. The ma;dmum value 

of the refractive index is 4.0±0.2 when 

~ar==63 scc/s, 4'sih4",6 scc/s and 1",25 A. The 

corresponding growth~rate is 26±2 nmJs. 

2) In almost all cases a minimum in n as a 

function of I occurs. This minimum is found 

at Jow currents in case of low silane 

flow-rate and shifts to higher currents with 

increasing silane flow-rate. At the right side 

of this minimum a saturation at higher 

CUI1ents is observed for low silane flow-rate 

and high current. 
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3) The refractive index generally increases with increasing argon !low-rate. The 

average value of nove, Iare is influenced mo,e by the argon flow-rate than by the 

silane flow-rate. 

4) The refractive index averaged over the current decreases as a function of the 

silane flow-rate at argon flow-rates smaller than 50 scds. At higher argon now

rates it increa.:;es as a function of silane flow-rate. 

5) The current innuences the growth-rate; more important is the variation of v g 

with increase of the silane now-rate. In figure 6.4.3 a plot is shown of the 

growth-rate averaged over the current «Vg>i) against the silane flow-rate with the 

Ar flow-rate as parameter. The average value <Vg>i increases linearly with silane 

flow-rate. 

-.., 
"? 
~ 
A-

;." 
v 

60 

40 

20 

¢'.,,,. (sects) 

figure 6.4.3: The average 

value of Vs, over the current, 

<vg>i' against silane 

flow-rate. A linear behaviour 

is observed for the different 

argon flow-rates, 

6) An anticorrelation is found between nand Vg against I~. As a function of the 

argon flow-rate again an anticorrelation effect is observed (figure 6.4.4), 

The anticorrelation of nand Vg might generally be interpreted as 'high Vg implies 

low n', That an increase of Vs not automatically indicates a decrease in n is however 

shown in figure 6.4..5--a where n and Vs, are rearranged as functions of silane 

now-rate for different currents. The anti--correlation between nand Vg disappears. It 

should be noted however that this is not a fair comparison because 

the other anticorrelations were observed at constant silillle flow-rate. It might be 

considered obvious that the growth rate increases with the silane flow-rate. 
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figure 6.4.4; An anticorrelation is also found between n against (/Jar and Vg asainst 

i.fJar- In plot (a) the current is 25 A, in plot (b) the current is 70 A. T1le silane 

flow-rate is 2 seck 
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figure 6.4.5 

a); nand Vg against silane flow-rate using different currents. Note that this is not an 

nOvg plot as defined before. From left to right the an current increases step wise 
with the plot number from 25 (#1), 40 (#2), 55 (#3), 70 (#4) to 85 A (#5). The argon 

flow-rate is 63 scds. 
b); The thickness efficiency l1d as a junction of the silane flow-rate shows again an 

anticorrelation. 

A better comparison can therefore be made after defining the quantity thickness

efficiency; 

(6.4.1) 
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ThiS quantity can be interpreted as the thickness which can be grown from One see 

:silane, PlOtted against the silane flow-rate, as is shown in 6.4.5--b the anticorrelation 

is restored. The conclusion is hence that increasing the growth-rate does not always 

imply directly that the refractive index decreases but that a larger 

thickness--efficiency implies a lower refractive index. 

1: The position of the minimum in n 

We observed that there is a minimum Of n against 1~",. The value of the current in 

this minimum. Imin• depends on the silane flow-ratc and the argon flow- rat-e. Let uS 

aSSume that this minimum occurs due to a certain, less favorable, composition of 

radicals and ions (SiH~, SiH2+ etc.) from silane. Given the silane flow-rate this 

composition is obtained at a certain ion flow-rate from the arC. In chapter three the 

dissociation pcoperties of ions is discussed. Since this ion-nux provides a minimum 

in n, increasing or decreaSing this ion flux would change the plasma--composition 
and therewith improve the refractive index. As a measure for the ion flow-rate we 

can take the product of argon flow-rate and arC current [7]. 

(6.4.2) 

where ¢j is the ion now-rate. 4>i.II the argon flow-rate and I the current. In figure 

6.4.6 it is shown that the ion flow-rate necessary to have a minimum in n is indeed 

proportional to the silane now-rate. 

With increasing dissociation degree of silane the material goes through two 

regimes. In the low current regime the refractive index decreases with increasing 

current, and in the high current regime the refractive inde1t: jncrea.."es with in-
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figure 6.4.6: The ion flow-rate in the 

minimum in n increases linearly with 

the silane flow-rate, taking ,as a 

nu:asure for the ion flow-rate far· T. 
This indicates that the radicaVion 

composition of the plasma beam 

determines the refractive index. 

1.30 .......--~---.------. 

1.20 . 
"i 
= ..... 1.10 = 

1.00 

-5() -25 0 25 50 

I-I~I' (A) 

figure 6.4.7: nlnmin against I-lm..rl shows 

a minimum in the refractive index.. Two 

mechanisms plery a role in growing 

high refractive index material: low 

(e.g. SiH3) and high (e.g. Si+) silane 

dissociation degree. 

creasing current. For low silane flow-rate a saturation of n is found at high current 

which could probably be explained by assuming that then all silane is dissociated to 

silicon ions. Further increase of the current does not provide a further increase in 

refmctive index. 

The magnitude of the minimum in n is determined mainly by the argon tlow- rate 

and less. by the silane flow-rate, As an illustration of the minimum in n a plot is 

shown of nlnmin as a function of I-Imin for far '" 63 sec/s (figure 6.4.7). The 
hori:rontal axis ean be interpreted as an increasing dissociation degree of silane. 
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2: n against the argon flow-rate 

The tendency of the refractive index to increase with the argon now-rate is shown 

i!l figure 6.4.8. 
This observation might be related to the heat flux from the plasma to the 

substrate. The increase in heat flux from the plasma to the substrate is relaLed to the 

increase of n with argon flow-rate. In plasma-beam deposition carbon laycrs the 

amount of energy per deposition ~vent is an important factor in determining the layer 

properties [4]. 

4 i 4 i . - ii- ~ ... "'"! ~ ... .,.~ 

~ t 0: ~~ 3 ~ - !. 3 ... 
=: !~ ~ ! = ~ 

0: ~ l 'T :2 
• 1 

1 1 
20 40 66 80 100 20 40 60 80 100 

a) <p,., (se.e/s) 
b) 

<p, .. (sects) 

figHre 6.4.8: The refractive index against the total flow-rate of argon and silane for 

currents of (a) 40 A and (b) 70 A. 

Also the residence time of the plasma in the vessel decreases with the argon 

flow-rate. This might iniluencc the composition of the plasma and hence the 

refractive index. A poor mixing between the injected silane and the expanding 

plasma may be noted leading to considerable inhomogeneity in the depo~ition. It is 

not clear however what the effect of poor mixing on the layer properties would bc. 
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3: Deposition efficiency. 

It is possible to make an estimate for the deposition efficiency 'T1 by dividing the 

amOunt of deposited silicon atoms by the amount of injected silicon atoms. The mass 

density of device quality a-Si:H is generally 2.2 gfcm3 which is about 4.7.1028 

silicon atoms per m3. The amouIlt of silicon atoms in 1 sec silane is 2.5.1019. A 

correction has to be made for the material density for materials with a different 

refractive index. As an estimate for \he density we can use the left hand side of Eq. 

(5.1.2). Taking the substrate holder surface of 0.01 m.2 as an estimate for the 

deposition area the efficiency can be calculated to be: 

vs ·O.01·4.7·1023 (n2.1) (4.32+2) 
1).. . __ . '" 

1'$ ib4 ·2.5· 10 19 (n2+2) (4.32 -1) 

vI): (n2 -1) 
'" 22·_·-- (6.4.3) 

98 i b4 (n2+2) 

The dimensions of Vg and 9siM are nm/s and sccls respectively. For an average 

growth-rate of 25 nrnls at a typical silane flow-rate of 4 scds we find an efficiency 

of 11.5 %. 
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B The H2=10 sects case: 

Results and DiscyssWll 

As was discussed in section 6.3 the irreproducibility with use of hydrogen is 

considerable. The n-v s diagrams shown in 6.4.10 are a selection of the multilayers 

grown with hydrogen. If more than one muHilayer is grown the multilayer is chosen 

which covers the largest number of layers. In other multilayers , if available, the 

trends in n are Similar, but the absolute magnitude of n may be significantly lower. 

In Order to have an idea of the relative position of the different n-vg diagrams a 

multilayer is grown in which the argon flow-rate was varied for conditions with and 

without hydrogen using .psib4",4 scc/s and a current Of 40 A. In figure 6.4.9 the 

refractive indices as a function of the argon flow-rate are shown for this multilayer 

as well as the corresponding indices from figures 6.4.10 and 6.4.14. This figure 

indicates the relative position of the mullilayers at different argon-flow-rates because 

the trends within one multilayer using the same conditions are similar. 

5 5 
91.Jij. 20 sool_ ...... 

4 ~ ..... ~ ....... "Ir ....... ___ ....... 4 ~ 
~ 3 

~ 
c: .3 ~ tJ./' ~~~ : 

2 ]. 

1 1 
25 50 75 100 25 50 15 lOO 

a) 4>' A, (see/s) b) ¢> .... (see/s) 

figure 6.4.9: (a+b) n against argon flow-rate for .ph2 "" 0 scc!s (.), .ph2 = 10 sccls 

( ... ) and tPh2 ;;;;; 20 scc/s (+). Because in this case a nutltilayer is lIsed the relative 

position of n is comparable. The open symbols in (b) indicate the corresponding 

vallus from the plots in figure 6.4.10. 
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75 

so _" 

o 

figure 6.4.10.- n-v~ dil1gram.s for different 

values of the argon flowrrate. In this case 10 

:feels hydrogen is injected in the middle of 
the arc. Vertically the argon flow-rate 

increases: a-25, b-40, ,-55, d-63, and e-85 

scc!s. 

1) Addition of hydrogen increases the 

refractive index with respect to the situation 

without hydrogen. The device quality value 

of n""4.3 is crossed at o/ar '" 55 sec/so The 

,~ highest value of the refractive index in this 

o 

1S 

o 

50 

series is 4.7±O.3 which is higher than the 

device quality value of 4.3. The growth-rate 

is 16±l nmls using o/si.b4 '" 6 sects and I = 85 
A. The deposition efficiency is in this case 

5A±O.3 %. 

2) With the addition of hydrogen. no 

minimum in n against I is observed. A reason 

could be that hydrogen drastically decreases 

the ion-flux from the arc and the ionization 

degree of the expansion [8] and therefore the 

dissociation degree of the silane if hydrogen 

atoms are less effective. In the COntext of 

figure 6.4.7 we would be restricted to the left 

part where apparently a maximum occurs as 

is indicated in figure 6.4.10. Again the ion 

flux in this maximum is, for argon flow-rates 

lower then 63 scC/s, 
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linearly dependent On the silane now-rate as is shown in figure 6.4.11. 

3) A strong decrease in the refractive index as a function Of the current is 

sometimes observed after passing the maximum. 

4) The refractive index globally increases with increasing argon flow-rate, 

reaching a maximum at the same total flow-rate, of 65 scc/s, as in the non hydrogen 

case. Owing to the irreproducibility a plot like figure 6.4.8 is not made. 

5) A general increase of the refractive index. averaged over the current is observed 

with the silane flow-rate, except for the lowest arc flow-rate value. 

6) A repetition is seen of the anticorrelation effect of thickness--efficiency and 

refractive index against the current and the silane flow-rate (figure 6.4.13). 

7) The growth-rate averaged ?ver the current shows a similar behaviour as in the 

case without hydrogen (6.4.5) as shown in figure 6.4.12. Although a saturation is 

observed at high silane flow-rates. -~ ~ 
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figure 6.4.11: The ion flow-rate 

(¢lar+ ¢Ita)' I in the maximum in n 

increases linearly with the silane 

flow-rate indicating that the radical/ion 

composition of the plasma determines 

the refractive index at arc flow-rates 

lower than 65 scc/s. 
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figure 6.4.12: The average value 0/ Vg 

against the silane flow-rate shows 

initially linear behaviour and saturates 

at higher silane /low-rate. 
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figure 6.4.13: The thickness efficiency and the refractive index show an anticorrela
tion against the silane flow-rate .. 
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Chapter 6 

C The H2',,,20 scc/s case: 

Results and Dis)JJSSiQU 

figure 6.4.14: n-vg diagrams for d(tferent 

values of the argon flow.Tate. In this case 20 

scd~ hydrogen is injected in the middle of 

the arc. Vertically the argon flow-rate 

increases: a-25. b-40, c-55, and d-63 secls. 

Adding mOre hydrogen to the plasma 

gives rise to a safety related problem. At 

silane flow-rates higher than 2 see/s the 

pressure in the primary pump of the roots 

system becomes higher than. the value 

allowed in the PLC program. The system 

prOhibits in this case deposition. Therefore it 

has been impossible to study the effect of 

Ht'''20 scc/s extensively. The results obtained 

are shown in figure 6.4.14. 

At this boundary of possible plasma 

parameter settings no great improvements are 

to be found with respect to the HFlO scc/s 

case, the refractive index seems lower than 

with 10 scc/s hydrogen. The few 

corresponding points indicate that the 

refractive index remains roughly the same. 

An increase of the growth rate may be noted 

by factor 1.7.± 0.2. 
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D Substrate temperature effect 

Since the quality of a-Si:H layers normally depends on the substrate temperature 

we will discuss its on the refractive index here. In PECVD of a-Si:H, low substrate 

temperature gives rise to dihydrides and hence a larger void fraction. The optimum 

deposition temperature is about 250 to 300 tIc. 
In the previously presented measurements the substrate temperature has been kept 

constant to a value somewhere between 250 and 350 "c. The temperature variation 

during one deposition never exceeded 10 K. In figure 6.4.15 a--c plots are shown of 

all refractive indices from figures 6.4.3, 6.4.10 and 6.4.14. as a function of substrate 

temperature for the three hydrogen flow-rates, 0, 10 and 20 sec/s. 
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a) T ... (~C) b) T,.~ (0C) 

figure 6.4.15: n against T~ubfar the cases H2~O (a), 8 2=10 (h, ... ) and Hz",,-20 (b •• ). 

In (b) no correlation is found, in (a) a correlation seems to be present between nand 

Tsub' This is however not the case as is shown infigure 6.4.16. 

The hydrogen cases (6.4.15 b) show a random order, but withOllt hydrogen a 

dependency is found. The points presented in this plot are of course a combination of 

all the argon, silane and current settings. It should be noted that other dependencies 

like in figure 6.4.8 also play a role. Results from One multilayer deposition at 

different substrate temperatures and constant plasma parameters and one mUltilayer 

at constant deposition temperature and changing argon flow- rate (figure 6.4.16) 

show that the dependency in 6.4.15 a) is caused by the decrease in argon flow-rate 

and not by the substrate temperature. 
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figure 6.4.16.- n vs Tsub using /fJar",,85 sCc/$, /fJ~ib4"" 1 scc!s and /;;;.70 A (a), and nand 

Tsuh against /fJar uSing /fJsib4",,4 scc!s and 1=40 A (b). The effect on the refractive index 

(I/o) is clearly attributed to the flow-rate and not to the substrate temperature ( ... ). 

E Global Discussion 

Before we draw conclusions a short disCUSsion is devoted to the relation between 

the results with and without hydrogen. In all cases an anticorrelation is found 

between thickness-ernciency Tid and the refractive index. A high refractive index 

occurs apparently at low thickness.--efficiency. If the refractive index of all 

multilayer-results is plotted against the thickness--efficiency using Eq. (6.4.1) a clear 

dependency emerges. The refractive index for hydrogen is in this case corrected for 

the irreproducibility using figure 6.4.9 b-
s ......... --------...----, 

4 

figure 6.4.17: Refractive index against !': 3-

thickness-efficiency. The values with hydro- • 1: 
gen are corrected for their relative position 

J. 

due to irreproducibility. The cross indicates o 11) 15 20 

the PECVD value. 11. (nm/sc c) 
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Investigation of the effect of the arc flow-rate on the obtained thickness-effi

ciency yields another typical result_ In order to make an estimate of the total 

flow-rate coming: from the arc we assume that 50% of the injected hydrogen is 

dissociated yielding a flow-rate which is 1.5 times as high as the chosen flow-rate. 

Using the average growth-rates from figure 6.4.5 and figure 6.4.14 and a similar 
figure for H z",2Q see/s we find for a minimum in l1d at 60 seels for all cases at low 

silane flow-rate. In the argon case the silane flow-rate has no infh.lence On the plot 

since the growth-rate increases linearly. Since the growth- rate, with addition of 10 

secls hydrogen, saturates at higher silane flow-rates the thickness--effidency 

decreases. Again a minimum found at 60 scc/s. 
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figure 6.4.18: The thickness-efficiency 

against the total arc flow-rate. A minimum 

is obsel1Jed at 60 scc/s. This minimum may 

be too high to obtain a high refractive 

index without at low silane flow-rates or 

without hydrogen, Increasing the silane 

flow-rate provides the necessalY decrease 

of IJd and hence increase of n. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

From the results presented in this chapter we can conclude that: 

1) It is possible to grow a-Si:H using PBD with a high refractive index of 4.7 ± 
0.3 which is similar to the refractive index obtained by PECVD. The conditions 

under which this result is obtained are tParltPtd¢lsih4- 55/10/6 scc!s and an arc 

current of 85 A. The growth-rate is in this case 16 ± 1 nm/s resulting in a 

deposition efficiency of 5.4±o.3 %. The growth-rate is two orders of magnitude 

higher than the typical growth-rate in PECVD and one order of magnitude 

higher than the highest value obtained in PECVD. 

2) There is a strong correlation between the thickness--efficiency and the refrac

tive index. High refractive indices are found at low thickness--efficiencies. 

3) The refractive index generally increases with the argon and silane now-rate 

and reaches a maximum at a total arc flow-rate of 63 sec!s. 

4) Th.e refractive index is not influenced by the substrate temperature. 

Without hydrogen in the arC we find, with acceptable reproducibility, that: 

S) The refractive index ranges from 1.60 ± 0.06 to 4.0 ± 0.2, the latter being quite 

near the PECVD value, while the growth-rate ranges from 4 ± 0.2 to 70 ± 4 

nm/s. The highest refractive index is found by using ¢ar=63 sccls, tPsih4",6 scc/s 

and 1=25 A. The growth-rate and deposition--efficiency are in this case 26 ± 2 

nmls and 8.0 ± 0.5 %. 

6) Against the current a minimum in the refractive index is observed. The ion 

flow-rate in thiS minimum is a linear function of the silane flow-ratc. This 

indicates that there are two deposition mechanisms for which high refractive 

indices are obtained. One using a lOw- and one using a high dissociation 

degree of silane. A saturation of the refractive index is observed at low silane 

flow-rate and high arc current indicating that all silane molecules are ionized 

in accordance with the ionization and dissociation mechanism described in 

chapter 3. 
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7) The growth-rate averaged over the current increases linearly with the silane 

flow-rate. 

Addition of hydrogen makes the reproducibility worse, clusters and hydrogen 

from the walls may playa role in this process. With hydrogen in the arc we find that: 

8) There are indications that the values of the refractive index are higher with 

hydrogen than without hydrogen which seems to be not influenced by the flow 

choice of 10 or 20 scds. This is in agreement with the increase without 

saturation of the refractive index with a decrease of silane dissociation degree 

in the case without hydrogen injection. 

9) A maximum in the refractive index occurs fOr which the ion flow-rate in

creases linearly with the silane flow-rate, indicating the presence of a certain 

optimum radical composition of the plasma. 

10) The growth-rate averaged over the current depends linearly on the silane 

flow-rate for low silane flow~rates, and saturates at high silane flow-rate. 
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Chapter 7 

Characterization of Plasma Beam Deposited a-Si:H 

7. t Introduction 

In the previous chapter we found plasma-parameter combinations with which a 

high refractive indcx could be obtained. Deposition under such conditions yields 

material with a significant deviation in the refractive index. which is related to lhe 

irreproducibility of the deposition process. In section 7.2 spectroscopic ellipsometry 

and infrared absorption measurements of layers grown under the various optimum 

conditions are discussed. One of these conditions has been investigated to a greater 

extent as will be shown in section 7.3. Thc conditions were an arc current of 85 A, 

an argon flow-rate of 55 scc/s. a hydrogen flow-rate of 10 scc/s and a silane flow· 

-rate of 6 see!s. The vessel pressure was 0.2 mbar and the substrate temperature was 

250 to 300 "c. Single layers deposited under such condition arc characterized using 

infrared- and visible absorption measurements, in $itll ellipsometry and light- and 

dark conductivity measurements. These results are compared with results from 

literature and measurements using the same layer diagnostic apparatus on device 

qUality material. Although the refractive index did not depend on it, the substrate 

temperature has been kept On the 'PECVD device quality' value because other layer 

properties might be temperature dependent. Section 7.4 is devoted to conclusions and 

discussion On the material properties and suggestions for further investigation. 
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7.2 Material Properties of Plasma Beam Deposited a-Si:H. 

In chapter 6 a refractive iode,. optimization study was presented which was per

formed to find conditions under which the best material is to be expected. Layers 

grown under several of these different optimum conditions are charaeteri7..ed with 

infrared absorption and spectroscopic ellipsometry. The conditions used are given in 

table 7.2.1. 

Table 7.2.1: Local Optimum Conditions. 

'Par 1Pt,2 ¢sih4 Iarc 
sects scc!s sec!s A 

63 0 6 25 
55 10 4 55 
55 10 6 85 
55 10 8 55 
40 10 4 70 

The irreproducibility gave rise to a scatter in the results on the refractive inde,.. As 

an illustration results are shown of the bandgap versus the refractive index (figure 

7.2.1). 
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figure 7.3.1: Bandgap (Tauc) obtain
ed from spectroscopic ellipsometry . 
against the refractive index at 632.8 
nm of PBD material, grown under 
the various local optilmlm conditions 
as given in table 7.2.1. The horizon
tal lines indicate the device quality 
region. 

The bandgap rises with increasing refractive index to the device quality region of 

1.7-1.8 eV. 
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Integrated absorptions obtained from various infrared spectra of layers grown 

under the optimum conditions show a dependence on the deviating refractive index 

as shown in figures 7.2.3 a and b In this case the refractive index nir. obtained from 
infrared analysis has been used. 
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figure 7.2.3 lntegrated absorption. which is a measure for the bond concentration in 

the material. of the SiR;<. and SiD vibrations (a) and of the SiR, and SiHlI'SiHop v()jd~ 

vibrations (b) versus rhe refractive index in the infrared- This indicates that the 

refractive index is a measure for good material properties. 

The dependence of the integrated absorptions of the SiH;<. peak at 630 cm- l and 

the oxygen peak at 1040 cm-1 shows that low refractive index: gives poor quality 

material. Material with a low refractive index contains apparently more hydrogen 

since the hydrogen percentage to which the curve converges at high refractive index 
can be estimated to be 12 at.% (see section 7.3). In accordance with PECVD result) 

a large hydrogen content leads to a larger void fraction and hence a low refractive 

index. Oxygen can diffuse into the layer because of the voids present. In low refrac

tive index material (n '" 3_1) oxi4ation throughout the layer is observed with Elastic 

Recoil Detection Analysis [1] which measures the recoils of high energy (13.4 MeV) 

IX particles in a film. Oxygen concentrations of 10 to 20 at. % arc observed. The 

relation between the integrated absorptions of the peaks at 2000 and 2085 cm-1 show 

a correlation with the refractive index_ 
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7.3 Optimum Material Properties of Plasma Beam Deposited a-Si:H. 

Using ¢a!<l>hzl¢$iM '" 55110/6 scc/s and Iarc '" 85 A, several layers are grown which 
have high refractive index. An in 'Situ ellipsometry (figure 7.3.1) measurement On one 
of these layers shows a refractive index of 3.9 ± 0.2 which is somewhat lower than 
the desired 'device quality' value of 4.3. The growth-rate was in this case 16.8 nmls. 

The toplayer thickness, assuming a void fraction of 50 %, was 7.5 ± 0.4 nrn. The plot 

starts at a point ('1'-16.5, ,6.;;::30 degrees) different from the c-Si value (about IJf '" 10 

and /:!,. "" 179 degrees) which can be explained assuming sublayer growth during 

plasma heating of the sUbstrate. Thickness inhomogeneity has to be assumed because 

the value of .:l at the minimum of V'mln is significantly lower than the .1 value at the 

maximum of 1jI. 
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figure 7.3.1: 1Jf.1 plot from in situ 

ellipsometry On One of the best PBD 
samples. The slope of an ima8inary 

line through Vlmal( and Vlmin indicates 

thickneS$ inhomogeneity. 

Absorption in the visible part of the spectrum (figure 7.3.2 a) On this layer shows 
a similar behaviour as device quality according to the Tauc plots shown in figure 

7.3.2. The bandgap of plasma-beam deposited material is in this case 1.75 ± 0.02 eV, 

which is in agreement with the desu-ed value of the device quality bandgap (1.7-1.8 

e V). A measurement, using the same apparatus, on a layer of the group of Matsuda, 

is shown together with the PBD measurement in figure 7.3.2 b. The absorption at 2.4 
eV is factor 1.7 lower than in the device quality case. 
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figure 7.3.2 b: Tauc plot obtained 

from a transmission measurement 

on device quality and PBD a-Si:H. 

In figure 7.3.3 an infrared transmission spectrum of a layer with n=4.l±0.2 is 

shown. A fit USing four: Gaussian peaks shows a good agreement with the measure

ment. The absorption coefficient from these fits is also shown in the plo~. Several 

absorption peaks can be distinguished listed in table 7.3.1. The spectrum is domina

ted by the SiHx peak at 626 em-I, A small peak is found al 887 ± 7 cm-1 which is 

between the center wavenumbers of oscillations due to SiH2 (880 em-I) and (SiH2)n 

(890 em-I). At 2001 and 2087 cm-1 two peaks occur of which the 2001 peak results 

from SiB. The 2087 peak Can either be caused by SiHoll "old~ or by SiHz, The peak at 

887 crn-1 and a part of the peak at 2087 cm-1 must result from SiHz because no peak 

OCCurs between 2090 and 2140 em-I «SiH)o)' The peak at 2087 can still partly be 

attributed to SiHon voids. 
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figure 7.3.3: Infrared Absorption Spectrum of PBD a-Si:H (thin solid line, left y 
axis). The fit (dashed line, left y.axis) shows good agreement with the measurement. 

Five peaks were sufficient tt) fit the spectrum which are shown as the thick soUd line 
(right y axis). Instead of using absorption coefficient (em-I) on the right axis the 

imaginary part 0/ the refractive index is plotted. 

For comparison with device quality the absQrption spectrum of PBD material is 

shown in together with a simulated spectrum from device quality material (figure 

7.3.4). The peak widths and heights are similar to PBD material. 
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figure 7.3.4: Absorption spectrum of device 

quality an.d PBD material. The dashed 

curve shows a sim.ulated device quality 
spectrum and solid curve the absorption 

measured on FBD material. 
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Table 7.3.1 lists the concentrations of the various bonds. Although no oscillator 

strength is known Of SiHon voids it is possible to calculate its concentration. Since the 

concentration of all SiHx bonds, as found with the 630 cm- I peak, mllst be equal to 

the sum of the concentrations of sm, SiH2 and SiHun v<)id., we can estimate the 

concentration of SiHon voids using the oscillator strengths of SiH (2000 cm-I) and 

SiH1. (880 cm-1). Subtracting the· conCentrations of SiH and SiH2 given in table 7.3.1 

from the concentration of SiHx yields (4 ± 0.4).1021 cm-3, from which an oscillator 

strength of 1.1 ± 0.5· 1018 cm~2 can be calculated. 

If the silicon concentration is estimated to be 47· lOll cm-3 uSing a material 

density of 2.2 g/cm3, the hydrogen concentration is found to be 12 %. 

Table 1.3.1: IR absorption Peaks of PBD a-Si:R The peak--center wavenumber 

(vc~nter)' full width half maximum (v[wtmJ and integrated absorptions (LA.) Of the 
various hydrogen-bonds are given as well as their concentration ([x]) and pcrcentual 

contribution to the hydrogen content ([xJ/[HD. 

_S;;4M ....... =. 

vc~ntcr Vfwlull lA. Bond [xJ [x]/[H] 

(em-I) (em-I) (em-I) 1021 cm-3 % 
=== ... IIT'T'"== ..... :,7TH 

'--

626.4 ± 0.8 34.8 ± 0.8 359 ± 9 SiH,; 5.7 ± 0.1 
887 ± 7 29 ± 7 25 ± 5 SiH2 0.5 ± 0.1 9 
2001 ± 5 44± 9 53 ± 16 SiH 1.2 ± 0.4 21 
2087 ± 5 34 ± 9 35 ± 16 SiHov 4±OA 70 

The most important parameter which is to be determined is the conductivity. For 

sOme laYl;)rs conductivity measurements were performed. The best layer (n '" 4.1) 

shows a light conductivity of 01;;;: 1.9.10-7 (Qcm)-l which is two orders of magnitu

de lower than the desired value of 5· lO-L 10-4 (Qcm)-I. The ratio of light- to dark

conductivity was in this case as high as 105 which is an encouraging result. 
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In view of the previous paragraph we would conclude that to improve the material 

properties a further lowering of the silane dissociation degree would be desired as 

well as a further decrease of the thickness-efficiency. An improvement of mixing of 

silane with the expanding plasma might be a solution, along with disturbing the 

recirculation of the plasma which is expected to lead to cluster formation. Investiga

ting the influence of a metal pipe ($ = 20 cm, I ~ 20 em) surrounding the plasma 

gives the following results when used along with the optimum plasma parameter 

settings given at the start of this section: 

Along with a value of the activation energy, Ea, which is in the range of device 

quality material, the light- to dark conductivity ratio is equal to that of device quali

ty material. The absolute value of these conductivities are however two orders of 

magnitude too low. The growth-rate under such conditions was 10 nmfs which is 

Table 7.3.2: Conductivity measurements on a layer deposited under optimum condi

tions with the addition a steel pipe surrounding the plasma. The values between 

brackets are device quality values. 

O'AML5 ~ 2.00 1(}-7 (Qcm}-l (10-5-10-4 (Ocm)-l) 

O'dilrk ::::;; 1.50 10-13 (.Qcm)-I (1(}-IL lO-IO (Ocm)-l) 

Ea ;;;; 0.70 eV (0.7-0.9 eV) 

cr AML1C'dark :;:: 1.33'106 (>106) 

flity times higher than in PECVD and three times higher man the highest value with 

which device quality material can be grown with PECVD. Note that this is still a not 

fully optimized growlh condition using PED. The refractive index waS in this case 

3.7±O.2 which is significantly lower than the device quality value. This low refrac

tive index indicates microstructure as is also observed by the fact that other PBD 

layers contain mostly SiHcn voids' The results are however promising and open for 

im.provement 
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The result of the darkconductivity and the activation energy given in table 7.3.2 

are obtained from a mca.~uremcnt shown in figure 7.3.5. Using 100 V a current is 

measured on this sample during: heating, annealing and cooling under vacuum. hom 

A to B heating of the sample is observed leading to higher conductivity. One hour 

annealing at constant temperature (B) gives a slight increase in conductivity after 

which cooling results in an exponential decay of the conductivity following Eq. 

(4.3.1). 
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le·ll c 
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fisure 7.3.5: Dark conductivity 

during heating (AE), annealing (B) 

and coolins (BC) under vacuum. 

From this measurement, the layer

thickness and the electrode size and 

distance a dark conductivity IS 

determined of 1.5010--13 (O:cmJ-l. 

The beneficial effect of the metal pipe around the plasma may be attributed to its 

quenching effect on the plasma. The emitted light becomes less intense and heating 

of the substrate requires more time. This indicates that the ion flux in the plasma 

beam is lower than without pipe which may lead to a still lower silane dissociation 

degree. It should be noticed that the thickness efficiency of 1.7±D.l nm/sec was in 

this case also lower than in the lowest case without pipe addition. Future research 

will have to show what the reason of this increase is and if the same results can be 

obtained without addition of a pipe surrounding the plasma. 
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7.4 Discussion and Conclusion 

A$ is shown the refractive index is a valuabJe parameter for optimization studies. 

Several layer properties are observed to correlate with the refractive index, yielding 

acceptable values at high refractive index. 

The material properties of plasma beam deposited a-Si:H grown under One opti

mum conditions setting found in chapter 6 are similar to device quality properties 

except for the hydrogen-bonding configuration and absolute conductivity. Hydrogen 

is mainly bound as Si~n voids and also some SiHl is observed. The best result of the 

light- to dark conductivity ratio is found to be 105 with absolute values of these 

conductivities two orders of magnitude lower than device quality. This is a very 

encouraging result although improvement is still desired in which flow pattern 

change, improvement of mixing Of silane with the plasma and lowering of the thkk

ness.-efficiency might be of importance. 

Surrounding the plasma with a metal pipe, which may influence mixing, flow

patterns and thickness--efficiency, and silane dissociation degree makes growth with 

10 nm/s possible of a layer with a refractive index at 632.8 nm of only 3.7. A lower

ing of the thickness efficiency to 1.7 nm/sec may be noted. The light to dark conduc

tivity ratio exceeded 106 and the activation energy is comparable to the device 

quality value. The absolute values of the conductivity are again twO orders of magni

tude lower than in the device quality case which indicates the occurrence of micro

structure. This is in accordance with the lower refractive index; and the observed 

presence of SiRon voids' The growth-rate exceeds in this case the PECVD growth

-Tate by factor 100 and the highest PECVD growth-rate by factor 3. This leads to 

the conclusion that results on Plasma-Beam Deposition of amorphous hydrogenated 

silicon are promising and that further improvements are desirable. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

Using the Plasma-Beam Deposition method amorphous hydrogenated silicon 
layers can be grown with several properties similar to properties of material grown 

with PECVD, The light to dark conductivity ratio, which is On of the mOst important 

parameter. is in the best case 105_ The absolute value of the conductivity is however 

two orders of magnitude too low, which can be related to microstructural properties 

like voids_ The growth rate under which this result is obtained is 16±1 nm/:; using a 

substrate temperature of 250 degrees centigrade, a vessel pressure Of 0.2 mbar, an arC 

current of 85 A and argon, hydrogen. and silane flow-rates of respectively 55, 10 
and 6 sec/so 

Improvement of the Hght- to dark conductivity ratio to a value larger than the 

desired 106 is obtained with addition of a metal pipe surrounding the plasma_ This 

pipe can have an effect on mixing of silane with the plasma and On the flow patters 

in the vesseL Also a loss of ionization, and hence a lowering in dissociation degree 

of silane. can be expected owing to the interaction of the plasma with the pipe waiL 
A deGrease in thickness-

efficiency, which is observed to correlate with good material properties, is found 

with addition of the pipe. 

Emission spectroscopy shows that the expansion is a recombining plasma, The 

observed ion-densily ratios of silicon. argon and hydrogen Can be explained by 

charge-exchange reactions of silane with ions coming from the arc and subsequent 

dissociative recombination_ Extra ionization losses may be attributed to recirculating 

hydrogen and silane_ From the SiR w-vibrational spectrum the rotational and vibra

tional temperature can be estimated, The values of these temperatures, typically a 

few 1000 K, differ significantly under the same conditions. 
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In order to have a wide range investigation of the effect of the plasma parameters 

on the layer properties multilayer deposition can be used as a powerful tool. Measu

rement, during growth, using in situ ellipsometry provides the refractive index and 

the growth rate of the growing multilayer almost instantaneously. 

In order to interpret these in situ ellipsometry measurements a surface roughness-

layer and a sublayer, grown from previously produced clusters, need to be taken into 

account. In most cases thickness-inhomogeneity and a gradient of the refractive 

index are observed. Interpretation difficulties of in situ ellipsometry measurements 

owing to growth of a sublayer with unknown properties can be avoided using the 

minima and maxima in If to calculate the polarization of the external reflection. 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry on these layers is difficult to interpret when the angle of 

incidence is not optimized. To have a minimum effect of the surface roughness and a 

maximum effect of the absorption coefficient an angle of incidence larger than 75 

degrees is necessary. 

From the multilayer refractive index opllml2.ation study one may tentatively 

conclude that for deposition of good material a low dissociation degree of injected 

silane is necessary to obtain a high refractive index. 

Without injection of hydrogen in the arc, a minimum is observed in the refractive 

index verSuS the Current. This indicates that two deposition mechanisms play a role 

in deposition resulting in high refractive index. The role of ions in the dissociation 

mechanism of silane, as found in the emission spectroscopy study, is confIrmed by 

the fact that the ion-flow-rate in the minimum of the refractive index increases 

linearly with the silane flow-rate. 

Without injection of hydrogen in the arc, the obtained refractive index is some

what lower than in the PECVD case. Addition of 10 scels hydrogen, which decreases 

the ionization-degree of the expansion and hence the dissociation-degree of silane, 

gives in some cases higher refractive indices comparable to the refractive index of 
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device quality material. Further increase of the hydrogen flow-rate to 20 scc/s does 

not affect the refractive index but the growth rate may be somewhat higher. 

A strong anticorrelation is found between the refractive index and the thickness

efficiency. Low thickness--eft1ciency leads to high refractive index. High refractive 

indices are observed to correlate with good material properties such as a bandgap of 

1.8 eV, hydrogen-bonding configuration of increasing SiH and decreasing SiHcll v,;,ids 

and low oxygen incorporation. 

A final conclusion is that Plasma-Beam Deposition is a promising route to grow 

amorphous hydrogenated silicon with both high growth rate and acceptahle quality_ 
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Summary 

Intrinsic amorphous hydrogenated silicon (a-Si:H) plays an important role in 

amorphous silicon solar cells. When illuminated by sunlight its conductivity 

increases more than one million times which makes it possible to use a-Si:H as an 

electron source. Several options are studied for lowering the price per energy unit of 

amorphous silicon solar cells. One of the possibilities is increasing the growth-rate 

ot the intrinsic layer. Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD), 

which is normally used to deposit a-Si:H, has a typical growth-rate of 0.1 nmls. 

Since the price of the intrinsic layer is mainly determined by the depreciation of the 

production facility an increase in growth~rate means a direct decrease in production 

costs. For PECYD these growth-rates can be increased to values as high as 3 nm/s_ 

This thesis describes a new deposition technique, Plasma-Beam Deposition 

(PHD), for the production of a-$i:H. It uses a plasma-beam to dissociate and trans
port silane. A plasma beam is created by allowing a cascaded arc plasma in argon, 

sometimes with the addition of hydrogen, to expand into an evacuated vessel. In 

contrast to the diffusive transport and the low particle fluxes common in PECVD, 

this directed plasma beam with large particle fluxes makes a high growth rate of up 

to 100 times the COmmOn PECvq value possible. 

In order to obtain insight in the mechanism that is responsible for dissociation in 

PBD emission spectroscopy studies are performed. It was observed that in practice 

the dissociation of silane has to be brought about by charge-exchange reactions of 

silane with ions in the plasma beam and subsequent destruction by dissociative 

attachment with electrons. The electron temperature, which is found to be about 5000 

K, is too low for dissociation to occur as in PECVD. Using a moderate argon flow of 

60 scc/s and a low silane flow of 0.5 sccJs all silane molecules ate dissociated to 

become silicon ions. Extra ionization losses observed in the expansion can be 

explained by reactions with recirculating particles. Since the ion-flow detennines the 
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dissociation degree of silane the plasma composition can be adjusted by changing the 

ion flow (argon flow, hydrogen flow and arc current) and the silane flow. Addition 

of hydrogen in the an.: decreases the ion flow as is shown by the almost complete 

disappearance of the argon lines in the emission spectrum. This makes a further 

decrease in the degree of dissociation of silane possible, which may eventually result 

in only SiH3 radicals. 

It is interesting to study the effect of the plasma composition on the material 

properties, since the material quality is expected to depend on the plasma compo

sition. A study of the refractive index as a function of plasma parameters was 

therefore performed. Using in sit!1 ellipsometry the refractive index and growth- rate 

can be measured almost instantaneously. Combining this in situ teChnique with a 

deposition strategy in which several layers are grown On top Of One another 

(multilayer deposition) using different plasma conditions makes fast investigation 

possible. Using this multilayer approach a few hundred combinations of argon~, 

hydrogen- and silane flow-rate and arc current were scanned in a couple of day:; 

which provided several plasma parameter settings with which high refractive index 

may be expected. 

Without hydrogen addition in the arC the refractive index is somewhat lower than 

the desired device q!lality value of 4,3 with a maximum value of 4 ± 0.2. The 

dissociation degree of silane is expected to be low in this case since a large silane 

flow-rate (6 sccls) and a low arc current (25 A) were used. The thickness efficiency, 

i.e. the layer-thickness grown from a standard amount of silane, shows an 

anticorrelation with the refractive index, As the degree of silane dissociation 

increases with the current at constant flow-levels the existence Of a minimum in the 

refractive index is observed. The ion flux: in this minimum increases linearly with the 

silane flow which is in agreement with the assumption that the ions are responsible 

for dissociation. Lower degrees of dissociation (c.g. SiH3' SiH3+, SiH:z) and higher 

degrees of dissociation (e,g. SiH+, Si, Si+) result in better material. An increased 

refractive index: is however still desired. 

A possible method is to lower the dissociation degree of silane (SiH3, SiH3+) by 

adding hydrogen to the arc. Addition of 10 sccJs of hydrogen to the arc results in a 

significant increase in refractive index to values above the desired 4.3. Again the 
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anticorrelations of deposition efficiency and refractive index. are observed. Repro

ducibility problems resulting from the addition of hydrogen are observed and still not 

understood. 

Finally the multilayer approach leads to the conclusion that the refractive index is 

in all cases studied strongly depending On the thickness efficiency which is low at 

high refmctive indices. Several plasma parameter settings are worth to study more 

intensively. We took one of them for further research whkh uses a hydrogen 

flow-rate of 10 scds a moderate argon flow-rate (55 sec/s) , a high silane flow (6 

sects) and high cunent (85 A). 

Material grown under such conditions, providing a refractive index of 4.1±O.3 and 

a growth rate of 16±1 nmls, shows several properties similar to device-quality 

material. The bandgap is 1.75 eV. the hydrogen COntent in !his case is 12 at.% and 

no infrared active oxygen is observed. Hydrogen is however bonded mostly as SiH 

on voids. The light- to dark--conductivity has been found to be 105 which is very 

promising. The absolute value of the conductivity is however two orders of 

magnitude too low which can be associated with the presence of voids. 

In view of the previous results it can be argued that a further decrease in thickness 

efficiency to values lower than 5 nmlscc might provide better material properties. If 

a metal pipe is inserted to surround the expanding plasma the thickness efficiency 

can be decreased. At !he same conditions as used before the thickness efficiency is 

observcd to decrease to 1.7 nmlsec. The light- to dark- conductivity ratio hence 

increases to a value as high as the desired value of lOG. The absolute value of the 

conductivity is again two orders of magnitude too low. The growth rate of 10 mnls 

exceeds the nonnal PECVD value by factor 100 and the highest PECVD value by 

factor 3. 

This highly encouraging result leads to the conclusion that Plasma-Beam 

Deposition is a promising route to grow amorphous hydrogenated silicon with both 

high growth rate and acceptable quality 
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Intrinsiek amorf gehydrogeneerd silicium (a-Si:H) is eeo van de belangrijkste 

materialen in amOrf-SiliciUffi7..0nnecellen. Onde, belichting met zonlicht heeft dit 
materiaal een soortelijke geleiding die een miljoen rnaal groter is da.n in het donker. 

Dit effect maakt het mogelijk om a-StH te gebruiken als een clektronenbron. Veel 

onderzoek aan dele cellen richt zich op het verlagen van de productiekosten. Een 

van de opties Om te komen tot een goedkopere eel is het verhogen van de groeisnel

held van de intrinsieke laag. Tn het no,male a-Si:H-produktieproces PECVD (Plasma 

Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition) is deze groeisnelheid 0.1 nm/s. Aangezien 

de prijs van de intrinsieke laag bepaald wordt door de afschrijving van de depo

sitie-opstelling betekent een verhoging van de groeisnelheid een verlaging van de 

kostprijs. Onderzoek naar verhoging van de groeisnelheid in PECVD heeft geleid tot 
waa,den tot 3 nm/s. 

In dit proefsch.rift worden de resultaten gepresenteerd van onderzoek aan een 

nieuwe depositietechniek voor de depositie van a-Si:H. Deze zogenaamde Plasma 

Bundel Depositie (PBD}-methode gebruikt ten plasmabundel om silaan (SiH4) te 

dissoci1::ren en I.e transporteren. Om de plasmabundel te genereren laat men een 

thennisch argon-waterstofplasma ex:panderen in een vacuumvat. In tegenstelling tot 

het door diffusie gedomineerde transport en de kleine deeltjesfluxen in PECVD, 

gebruikt deze methode cen gerichte bundel en grote deeltjesfluxen. Oit leldt in het 

algemeen tot hogere groeisnelheden. 

Om tot depositie van goed amorf gehydrogeneerd silicium te komen is in eerste 

instantie onderzoek gedaan naar het dissociatiemechanisme dat in PBD zorgt voor de 

ontleding van silaan. Dit is onderzocht aan de hand van de lichtemissie van de 

plasmabundel. Hieruit is gebleken dat dissociatie niet kan plaatsvinden door middel 

van botsingen met elektronen zoals in PECVD. De elektronentemperatuur van circa 

5000 K is om dissociatie te bewerkstelligen een factor 10 te laag. Dc gemclen 

spectra kunnen verklaard worden door aan te nemen dat silaan gedissocieerd wordt 
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door middel van ladingsruil reakties met ioncn in de plasmabundel, gevolgd door 

dissociatieve recombinatie met elektronen. Een argonflux van 60 seels en een 

boogstroom van 60 A resulteren in een ionenflux van circa 6 sects. Dit is genoeg am 

0.5 scels silaan volledig te dissocieeren. Extra ionisatieverliezen kl,lnnen in verband 

gebracht worden met recirculatie van het plasma. 

De samenstelling van het plasma kan nu geregeld worden door de sBaanOux en de 

ionenfIux op elkaar af te stemmen. Toevoeging van waterstof heen een grote 

vedaging van de ionenflux tot gevolg. 

Ret is te verwachten dat de plasmasamenstelling" invloed hceft op de eigen" 

schappen van de groeiende laag. Om dit te bestuderen zjjn de brekingsindex en de 

groeisnelheid gemeten tijdens groei met in-situ-ellipsometrle. De interpretatie van 

deze metingen is uitvoerig beschreven in dit proefschrift. Een combinatie van 

in-situ-ellipsometrie met cen zogenaamde multilaag-depositie-methode levert 

bijzonder snel gegevens over de relatie tussen het plasma en de laageigenschappen. 

Door het op eJkaar lalcn groeien van Jagen onder verSChilIende plasmacondities tot 

een zogenaamde mulWaag. kan de voorbereidingstijd voor een depositie effici~nt 

gebruikt worden. Op deze manier zjjn de brekingsindex en de groeisnelheid van een 

paar honderd plasma-parameter combinaties van argon-, waterstof- en silaanflux en 

boogstroom in enkele dagen gemeten. 

Zonder toevoeging van waterstof in de cascadeboog blijkt de brekingsindex van 

maximaal 4±O.2 iets lager te zijn dan de gewenste waarde van 4.3. De 

dikte--effici~ntie (de materiaaldikte die gegroeid kan worden met een bepaalde 

hoeveelheid silaan) en de brekingsindex vertonen voorts een anticorrelatie als funetie 

van de argonfiux, de stroom en de silaanflux. 

Als functie van de stroom (lees silaandissociatiegraad) bij constante gasfluxen 

treedt een minimum op in de brekingsindex. Lagere en hogere dissOCiatiegraad 

leiden tot een hogere brekingsindex, die in het geval van verhoging van de dissoci· 

atiegraad verzadigt. De ionenflux "in het minimum is rechtevenredig met de gebruikte 

silaanOl,lx, hetgeen een bevestiging is van het eerder geschetste beeld dat de 

combinatie van silaanflux en ionenfIux invloed heeft op de laageigenschappen. 
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Om tot een hogen: brekingsindex te komen is het toevoegen van watcrstof in de 

plasmabron ondct:(.ocht. Een waterstofflux van 10 see/s resulteert in een verlaging 

van de ionenflux en in een vc,hoging van de brekingsindex tot boven de gewenste 

waarde_ Opnieuw wordt de anticorrelatie tussen de brekingsindex en de groeisnelheid 

waargenomen als funCtie van de StrOOm. Toevoegen van waterstof heeft verder cen 
versleehtering van de reprodueeerbaarheid tot gevolg_ Oit probleem is nog niet 
opgelost. 

Uiteindelijk leidt de muitilaagmethode tot de conelusie dat de brckingsindex in 
alle gevallen rechtevenredig daalt met de dlkte--effieil':ntie_ Een aantal combinaties 

levert hoge brekingsindiees het,geen het de moeite waard maakt deze comblnaties 

verder Ie onderzoeken. Een van die combinaties, met argonJwaterstof/silaan-fluxen 

van 55/1016 sccls en een boogstroom van 70 A. is verder onderzocht. 

Materiaal gegroeid onde, deze candities heeft eigenschappen die vergelijkbaar 

zijn met die van PECVD--materiaai. De b,ekingsindex is 4.1±O.3 en de groelsnelheid 

16±1 nm/s. De bandafstand b"edraagt 1.75 eVen de absorphecoHfici!!nt is 

vergelijkbaar. De waterstofeoncentratie bedraagt 12 at.% en er wardt geen infra

roodactief zuurstor waa'genomen. De waterstof is echLe, grotendeels gebonden aan 

intcme holtes. Dit leldt tot een verhouding van lichL- donkergeIeiding 105• De 

absolute waarden. van de geleiding is echtcr twee ordes van groone te laag. Oit kan 

in verband worden gcbracht met de aanwezigheid van interne holten. 

Om tot verde,e verbetering van de materiaaleigensehappen te komen kan gezocht 

worden naar een methode om de dikte--efficii;:ntie verder te verlagen. Een metalen 

pijp om het expanderende plasma Ieidt bijvoorbeeld tot een dikte-efficii';lntie van 1.7 
nm/sec. Dc ve,houding licht- donkergeleiding is in dit geval 1015_ De absolute 

waarde van de geleiding is echter nog steeds twee ordes van groolle te laag. De 

groeisnelheid van 10 nm!s is honderd maal hoger dan de normalc PECVD waarde en 

drie maal dan de hoogste waarde in PECVD. Dit zeer bcmoedigende resultaat lcidt 

tot de eonclusie dat Plasma Bundel Depositie van a-Si;H een veelbelovende route is 

om met hoge groeisnelheid matenaal met acccptabele kwaliteit te produceren. 
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Het is bij plasmabundeldcpositie 2.eker niet bewczen dat een hoge groeisnclheid 

gepaard gaat met een verslcchtering van de laagei,gcnschappen. 

2 

De invlocd van een cventueel aanwezige ruwheidslaag op de ellipsomctrische 

bepaling van de brckingsindcx is van belan,g bij de keulC 

van de optimale hoek van invaL 

3 

Aan de eis dat cen Abel-invcrteerbare meting de lijnintcgraal van de intensiteit 

iangs de optische as moct oplevercn, is voor elk optisch systccm voldaan. 

4 

VCriaging van de dissociatiegrolad van silaan leidt tot Cen verbetering van de 

eigenschappen van met eeo plasmabundel gcdcponeerd a-Si;H. 

5 

Recirculerend ro-vibrationeel aangeslagen waterstof kan een crud ale wi spclen 

in plasmabundeldcpositie. 

--_.,_._--- ----_.,----- ----_. -----



6 

Muzikaliteit is de eigenschap om geluid symbool te kunnen laten zijn. 

7 

Realitett is h~lOgstens een aanleiding tot ecn illusie. 

8 

Professionalisering van het universitair onderwijs in het houden van voordrachten 

lcidt tot een verbetering van informatieoverdracht en 

vermindering van kapitaalvemietiging. 

9 

De tendens Gontinue verkrijgbaarheid van tijdsgebonden produkten te 

bewerkslelligen is een onderschatting van de waarde van het vcrlangen. 

10 
AUe regels uit de westerse muziektheoric zijn variaties op 

het thema relateerbaatheid. 

11 

In de botartische criminologie wordt ten onrechte gesteld dat 

lelietjes van dalen geen strafblaadjes hebben. 
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